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Abstract

High demand for increased computational capabilities and power efficiency has resulted in making commodity devices integrating diverse hardware resources. Desktops, laptops, and smartphones have embraced heterogeneity through multi-core Central Processing Units (CPUs), energy-efficient integrated Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), Field-Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), powerful discrete GPUs, and Tensor Processing Units (TPUs). To ease the programmability of these heterogeneous hardware accelerators, several parallel programming frameworks, such as OpenCL and CUDA, have been introduced, to support the new diverse computing paradigm.

In order to utilise heterogeneous hardware accelerators, software engineers shall divert from the conventional software engineering practices that until now regarded CPU-only execution. To manage this transition, a deep understanding of the underlying hardware architecture and parallel programming principles is required. To this end, several frameworks (e.g., Lift, TVM, Halide, Lime, Aparapi, Dandelion, Marawacc) made heterogeneous hardware accessible from high-level languages. Yet, these frameworks tend either to be tailored to a domain (e.g., machine learning, computer vision) or to expose hardware particularities to the developer. In addition, little work has been done on making niche aspects of heterogeneous hardware a natural extension to languages running on top of conventional managed runtimes, such as the Java Virtual Machine (JVM).

This thesis presents novel performance-oriented, architecture-dependent, compiler and runtime optimisations to enable Java applications to benefit from heterogeneous execution seamlessly. As a foundation, it uses TornadoVM, an open-source general-purpose programming framework that accommodates the execution of Java programs on heterogeneous hardware. The key objective is to bridge the performance gap between managed runtime systems and heterogeneous hardware, leading to efficient heterogeneous managed runtimes. This objective is fulfilled by the following three distinct contributions:
The first contribution regards the performance improvements and portability of FPGA execution. FPGAs can provide high-performance execution along with power efficiency; however, they rely on a complex process dependent on High-Level Synthesis (HLS) software. This work describes a novel approach to integrate FPGAs into high-level managed programming languages by introducing a series of runtime code specialisation techniques for seamless and execution of Java programs on FPGAs. The experimental evaluation of the FPGA execution against sequential and multithreaded Java implementations showcases a geometric mean of $1.2 \times$ with a maximum of $224 \times$ and a geometric mean of $0.14 \times$ with a maximum of $19.8 \times$ performance speedups, respectively. Furthermore, it exhibits a geometric mean for speedups of $0.32 \times$ with a maximum of $13.82 \times$ compared to TornadoVM running on an Intel integrated GPU.

The second contribution regards the automatic exploitation of the memory hierarchy of GPUs in order to increase performance. The memory hierarchy of heterogeneous hardware is a key factor for performance, yet it is complicated to exploit it, even by expert programmers. This work provides an extensible and parameterisable collection of compiler optimisations to automatically exploit data locality and the memory hierarchy for GPUs. These optimisations are implemented on top of the industrial-strength Graal compiler and enable Java programs to utilise the local memory on GPUs without explicit programming. A selection of benchmarks and GPU architectures was used to demonstrate the performance improvements. The experimental evaluation against the baseline implementations of generated parallel code, without the advantages of data locality, showcases speedups of up to $2.5 \times$. Moreover, the new technique reached up to 97% of the performance of the native code, highlighting the efficiency of the generated code.

The third and final contribution regards the concurrent exploitation of multiple heterogeneous hardware accelerators. Heterogeneous managed runtimes need to consider application and device characteristics to perform an efficient allocation. This work addresses the seamless concurrent execution of multiple tasks on multiple devices by extending the virtualization layer of TornadoVM to execute multiple bytecode interpreters in parallel. Furthermore, the concurrent execution was combined with a machine learning model, based on a multiple-classification architecture of Extra-Trees-Classifiers, to perform efficient device-task allocation. The experimental results showcase performance improvements (up to 83%) compared to all tasks running on the best single device, while attaining up to 91% of the highest achievable performance.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Through the last two decades both the end of Moore’s law [Moo65] and Dennard scaling [DGY+74] have resulted in novel approaches for addressing the high demand for increased computational capabilities and the need for energy efficient execution. Amongst many solutions, the integration of heterogeneous hardware accelerators has become the norm across commodity computing systems with the premise of accelerating specific workloads or parts of applications, thereby resulting in high performance and energy efficiency compared to CPUs. These computing systems with diverse characteristics span from smartphones, tablets, personal computers, and smart home devices to servers and distributed data centres. For example, nowadays, a personal computer can be equipped with a combination of multi-core Central Processing Units (CPUs), low-power integrated Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), and powerful GPUs for compute-intensive applications. In addition, large organisations seem to move away from an on-premises server infrastructures to cloud providers. This migration towards cloud-based data centres makes more niche accelerators, such as Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Tensor Processing Units (TPUs), widely available. Therefore, modern developers have access to an ever increasing and diverse variety of heterogeneous hardware with an assortment of performance characteristics.

To benefit from the capabilities of this hardware, developers are required to use a mixture of parallel programming particularities along with a deep understanding of the underlying hardware architecture. Therefore, hardware expertise and knowledge of parallel programming models become the new norm, while programming practices move away from legacy CPU-oriented applications and single-core performance. For instance, Nvidia offers CUDA [NVF20], its own C-based parallel programming model to target GPU computing. In contrast, the Khronos group introduced the OpenCL
SGS10, a C-based framework for writing programs that execute across different heterogeneous platforms. However, most of the developers tend to prefer programming models that hide architecture-related details from them. For instance, according to the TIOBE\textsuperscript{1} ranking system, the top three programming languages are C, Java, and Python. In addition, as in today, the top three programming languages on GitHub\textsuperscript{2} repositories are JavaScript [Fla06], Python [VRDJ95] and Java [GJS96]. Besides, based on the IEEE Spectrum Ranking\textsuperscript{3}, the top three languages are Python, Java, and C with scores of 100, 95.3, and 94.6, respectively.

A potential reason for developers favouring programming languages, such as JavaScript, Python, and Java could be attributed to a number of shared characteristics between such languages. For example, they share several characteristics to provide easy accessibility by providing a high-level abstraction to interact with the hardware. These managed and interpreted languages often provide a common ground for platform portability and complete agnostic usages of low-level programming aspects, such as caching or typecasting. Therefore, managed runtime systems provide an isolated environment to handle complex aspects, such as security, class loading, garbage collection, and memory allocation seamlessly. However, these managed runtime systems focus on single or multi-core scalable performance and a high-level hardware abstraction without exploit modern heterogeneous hardware. Thus, the true benefits of heterogeneous performance remain underutilised.

Developers are willing to use heterogeneous hardware only if current programming practices do not change drastically. Moreover, conventional managed runtimes in order to adapt to this new programming environment need to evolve in a way that heterogeneous hardware becomes deeply integrated with their complete software stack. Therefore, one can strive towards Heterogenous Managed Runtimes Systems (HMRS) to see an intersection between conventional programming and heterogeneous hardware.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 1.1 gives an overview of heterogeneous managed runtimes along with their adaption into several research fields. Section 1.2 outlines the key challenges of unifying heterogeneous hardware and high-level languages. Section 1.3 enumerates the three main research objectives of this thesis. Section 1.4 outlines the contributions of this thesis, while Section 1.5 presents the structure of this thesis. Finally, Section 1.6 summarises the publications that emerged from this work.

\textsuperscript{1}https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
\textsuperscript{2}https://tinyurl.com/yzmd28vn
\textsuperscript{3}https://spectrum.ieee.org/static/interactive-the-top-programming-languages-2020
1.1 The Advent of Heterogeneous Managed Runtimes

Heterogeneous managed runtimes [CFP+18a] are an emerging paradigm that bridges the gap between conventional virtual machines, such as the JVM and heterogeneous hardware, such as GPUs and FPGAs. These new heterogeneous managed runtimes can be successfully used across a broad range of fields, as many applications written in high-level languages can benefit from heterogeneous hardware. There are three pillars of moving away from the conventional managed runtimes: a) the large amounts of data that needs to be processed, b) the availability of hardware with diverse characteristics, and c) the need for real-time processing. However, one needs to guarantee not only seamless execution, like in conventional homogeneous systems, but also high utilisation of the underlying hardware.

Researchers and industry practitioners innovated on systems capable of mitigating the challenges of the transition to high-level abstractions of heterogeneous hardware for domain-specific acceleration. Apache TVM [CMJ+18] is a solution that enables heterogeneous execution for deep learning frameworks, such as Keras [C+15], MXNet [CLL+15], PyTorch [PGM+19], Tensorflow [AAB+15], CoreML [Tha19] and DarkNet [Red16] with a single-entry point for compilation and execution to different backends, including browsers, microcontrollers, FPGAs and GPUs. In addition, it provides support for all the popular front-ends of the deep learning frameworks, such as Python, C++, Rust, Go, Java, and JavaScript. In same direction, another domain with a high demand for computational power, the image processing domain benefits from the Halide [RKBA+13] programming language. Halide targets high-performance image and array processing through execution with CUDA [NVF20], OpenCL [SGS10], OpenGL Compute Shaders [WNDS99] and Apple Metal [App]. Recently, the Big Data analytics domain try to mitigate the challenges and strive towards exploiting heterogeneous hardware [XFK18, KDA+20]. In more detail, the Apache Spark [ZXW+16] merit from heterogeneous hardware and execution with the ShadowVM [LHWW21]. ShadowVM allows the JVM to be augmented with a minimal runtime to support concurrent CPU/GPU execution for Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) in Spark.

On the contrary, several frameworks provide high level languages with accessibility to general purpose acceleration through heterogeneous hardware. To achieve this seamless execution and parallelisation they employ multiple different approaches to exploit parallelism. These approaches vary from exposing low level parallel computing primitives to the language semantics to loop parallelism for for loops, while loops, and lambda expressions with the parallel streams. For instance, Sumatra [Orab],
IBM J9 [IHKS15], Aparapi [SCN+15], Lime [DCR+12, ABB+12], Jacc [CKBL15], Marawacc [FRSD15, Fum17] and TornadoVM [CFP+18b, FPZ+19] target heterogeneous execution for applications written in Java. In addition, other frameworks, such as Hot&Spicy [SMSF18] and ALPyNA [JS19, JTS19a] allow Python programs to be executed on GPUs and/or FPGAs. Furthermore, for C#, frameworks, such as Hybridizer [Alt] provide support for advanced features, such as `Parallel.For`, generics or virtual functions while targeting only Nvidia GPUs. On the downside, these frameworks tend to narrow down the scope either of the language support or of the device support. For example, they can either target execution on GPUs or FPGAs due to the differences in terms of programmability and software requirements (i.e., High Level Synthesis (HLS)).

Domain-specific heterogeneous programming frameworks, such as TVM\(^4\) and Halide\(^5\) gain a lot of traction. However, general-purpose approaches, such as TornadoVM, remain primarily an academic pursuit. The key challenge of making heterogeneous managed runtimes accessible for general-purpose acceleration is the need of making hardware as transparent as possible through compiler and runtime optimisations. The following section summarises three key outstanding problems in making high-performing hardware acceleration accessible from high level languages through heterogeneous managed runtimes.

### 1.2 Challenges in Heterogeneous Managed Runtimes

As previously stated, the rapid advance of heterogeneous hardware unveiled an extensive gap between widely adopted programming languages and heterogeneous parallel programming constructs. Heterogeneous managed runtimes attempt to mitigate this transition towards heterogeneous hardware. However, this process imposes the following challenges:

**Runtime Support for Niche Accelerators**

The advent of heterogeneous computing led to a plethora of hardware devices. For instance, CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs, TPUs and ASICs are all available as standalone compute units or combined. CPUs and GPUs have a predefined ISA, TPUs and ASICs a predefined functionality for domain-specific purposes, and FPGAs lie in the middle.

\(^4\)\(\approx\) 6,700 stars in Github: https://github.com/apache/tvm

\(^5\)\(\approx\) 4,300 stars in Github: https://github.com/halide/Halide
FPGAs can provide the high-performance of ASICs along with a multiple programming choices similar to GPUs. However, they are typically requiring deep understanding of the HLS software along with the particularities of each of the hardware vendors.

In order for FPGAs to be accessible from managed runtimes, there is a need to mitigate the programmability overhead of the HLS software. In prior work [CDL13, KPZ+16, KFP+18, MCC18, RKBA+13, BRR+19, SG08, SMSF18, DBAS18, RYC+13], systems, in order to enable FPGA execution for high-level languages either provide support for specific operations through pre-compiled binaries or through domain-specific languages (DSLs). Therefore, the lack of support for dynamic compilation and an easy way to integrate with managed runtimes, prevents FPGAs to be used for general-purpose acceleration.

**Compiler Support for High Performance Code Generation**

Being able to generate efficient and high-performance heterogeneous code from high-level languages imposes significant challenges. For instance, conventional CPU architectures rely on managed runtimes, such as the Common Language Runtime (CLR) and the JVM for automatic memory management. However, for hardware architectures, such as GPUs where memory allocation is explicit, exploiting the memory hierarchy is crucial. Hence, this process becomes more complex when one tries to target GPUs from high-level languages in which memory allocation is being managed by the runtime.

A trade-off exists between programmability, compilation time, and the attainable performance. For example, iterative compilation processes can generate high-quality code, but with prolonged combination times. On the contrary, the exposure of hardware particularities to the developer can mitigate the prolonged compilation times, while sacrificing programmability. As a result, there is a compromise between programmability and performance. Hence, there is a need to provide compiler support for high performance code generation from high-level languages.

**Beyond Single Device Execution**

Given the large variety of hardware devices, many researchers invested in making a single heterogeneous device accessible from a high-level language. However, little research has been done in the area of automatic utilisation of more than one heterogeneous device concurrently. Since generating high-performance parallel code is a challenging task for compilers, handling the execution and compilation for multiple
devices also requires runtime support.

Novel software techniques must be developed to allow heterogeneous managed runtimes to run applications on multiple devices concurrently. However, regardless the invested effort on the compilers of these systems, not all applications are mapped efficiently to all devices due to the diverse computational requirements and architectures. Therefore, performing the device allocation intelligently is crucial to achieve high performance through multi-device execution.

1.3 Research Objectives

The general aim of this thesis is to conduct research on novel techniques and optimisations to enable existing managed runtimes to achieve high performance, while executing on heterogeneous hardware. As the research space spans into a broad multidisciplinary area (compilers, runtime, programming languages, hardware), the general aim has been narrowed down to three sub-aims covering different areas, and addressing the challenges highlighted in Section 1.2. In detail, the research objectives of this thesis are:

1. Explore the opportunities for increased performance while leveraging FPGAs through a managed language, such as Java, without sacrificing programmability. This work mitigates the complexity associated with FPGA execution due to High-Level Synthesis (HLS) software that requires understanding specifics of the underlying hardware. The practical goal of this research is to allow Java programs to be executed on FPGAs without requiring from end-users to program FPGA specific code. This work provides a natural integration with the Java ecosystem and provide an easy approach for deployment.

2. Investigate how a combination of optimisations during Just-in-Time (JIT) compilation and at run-time can lead to high-performing GPU-targeted code generation by exploiting the memory hierarchy GPUs. The main target is a managed runtime language, such as Java, without sacrificing programmability. These optimisation techniques allow usability and integration with industrial quality compilers, such as Graal [DWS+13]. The practical goal of this work is to provide an infrastructure yet sufficient to cater multiple GPU-oriented optimisations.

3. Provide a single heterogeneous managed runtime environment capable of scheduling tasks on multiple heterogeneous devices concurrently. Having a system
capable to perform such execution allow the exploitation of different scheduling approaches and modelling techniques based on precise device characteristics. The practical goal of this research is to provide enough and detailed information on the merits of heterogeneous concurrency while documenting the potential performance gains against single device execution and different multiple device allocations.

1.4 Contributions

This thesis presents several novel approaches to bridge the performance gap between current managed runtime systems (in particular the JVM) and heterogeneous hardware accelerators. The main goal is to leverage existing techniques and introduce novel ones to showcase the performance benefits of applications written in a managed programming language, such as Java, from heterogeneous hardware. Hence, this thesis aims to make heterogeneous hardware widely accessible without relying on a deep understanding of the underlying hardware architecture. This thesis makes the following contributions:

• It introduces an open-source end-to-end toolchain designed to transparently compile and run Java code on FPGAs through the introduction of a set of execution modes from the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). This approach enables developers without FPGA expertise to harness the execution capabilities of FPGAs. This toolchain also provides seamless integration with emulation tools provided by the HLS vendors to enable fast prototyping. It combines a compiler extension that automatically exploits parallelism from sequential code at the IR level and specialises the IR for OpenCL code generation targeting FPGAs. This is achieved by introducing compiler phases able to augment and transform the IR with FPGA-specific pragmas. Finally, it showcases end-to-end speedups of up to $19.8 \times$ and $224 \times$ over multi-threaded and sequential Java code, respectively.

• It presents a new optimisation scheme integrated with a widely adopted industrial JIT compiler to perform automatic local memory allocation on GPUs. This capability is enabled by introducing the notion of *compositional compiler intrinsics* on top of Java snippets to perform parametrised data locality optimisations targeting GPU code generation. Results showcase performance improvements of up to $2.5 \times$ versus the original code produced by TornadoVM; while also reaching up
to 97% of the performance of the manually optimised code across three different GPU vendors.

- It presents a novel mechanism to enable Multiple-Tasks Multiple-Devices (MTMD) execution for Java programs by utilising the available OpenCL-compatible devices in a system, while running a standard JVM.

- It presents a new open-source static feature extraction tool capable of obtaining specific performance metrics from standardised Graal IR.

- It presents a machine learning system based on a multiple classifier model capable of performing high-performing task allocation onto a device selected among CPUs, integrated GPUs, and discrete GPUs. Moreover, it presents an experimental evaluation of this approach, showcasing the benefits of concurrent execution and prediction-based allocation. Finally, the system achieved up to 83% performance improvements against the best single device and up to 91% of the best concurrent configuration.

1.5 Thesis Structure

The remainder of the thesis is organised as follows:

- **Chapter 2** provides background information on the main concepts, techniques, technologies, and platforms used in this thesis. Besides, it explains the terminology required to discuss the current state-of-the-art research in the scope of this thesis.

- **Chapter 3** reviews the state-of-the-art work relevant to the contributions of this thesis. It analyses approaches that focus on making FPGA execution feasible for high-level managed languages. Also, it analyses compilation techniques that aim to improve data locality on GPUs. Finally, it discusses several approaches that investigate multi-device execution of parallel workloads.

- **Chapter 4** describes how a heterogeneous managed runtime system is augmented to support FPGA execution for Java programs. It details how the proposed platform integrates several techniques, such as two-stage JIT compilation and compiler optimisations.
• **Chapter 5** presents a novel combination of JIT compilation optimisation techniques to exploit data-locality for GPU code generation efficiently. It describes how various levels of the GPU memory hierarchy can be utilised seamlessly through the introduced optimisations. Finally, it evaluates the proposed optimisations against hand-written optimised code.

• **Chapter 6** presents a novel mechanism to enable the execution of multiple tasks on multiple devices for Java applications, concurrently. It illustrates in detail the performance shortcomings of statically allocating tasks to devices without exploiting intelligent allocation strategies. Also, it outlines the implementation of a static feature extractor tool from a Java compiler graph and machine learning architecture to perform the near-optimal device-task allocation. Finally, it presents an evaluation of the complete system against several scheduling approaches.

• **Chapter 7** summarises the contributions of this thesis and discusses opportunities for future work and research directions.

### 1.6 Publications

Parts of the work in **Chapter 4** were used in the following publications:


4. Juan Fumero, **Michail Papadimitriou**, Foivos Zakkak, Maria Xekalaki, James

Also, part of the work presented in **Chapter 5** was used in the following publication:


Part of the work used in **Chapter 6** was used in the following publication:


In addition, parts of this work have been published to the following research papers:

7 James Clarkson, Juan Fumero, **Michail Papadimitriou**, Foivos S Zakkak, Maria Xekalaki, Christos Kotselidis, Mikel Luján. *Exploiting High-Performance Heterogeneous Hardware for Java Programs using Graal*. In Proceedings of the ACM SIGPLAN/SIGOPS International Conference on Managed Languages and Runtimes (ManLang). 2019. (ManLang’19) [CFP+18b].

8 James Clarkson, Juan Fumero, **Michail Papadimitriou**, Foivos S Zakkak, Maria Xekalaki, Christos Kotselidis, Mikel Luján. *Towards practical heterogeneous virtual machines*. MoreVMs 2018, (MoreVMs’18) [CFP+18a].

Moreover, the work of this thesis has been put forward into two research competitions:

- **Michail Papadimitriou**. *Towards Multi-Device Concurrent Heterogeneous Execution*. MICRO 2020 ACM Student Research Competition.

- **Michail Papadimitriou**. *Exploiting Reconfigurable Hardware from Managed Languages*. (One of the winning submissions) ACCELCLoud: International Contest on Accelerated Heterogeneous Cloud Computing, HiPEAC, 2019.
1.7 Summary

This chapter provided a brief introduction to the research domain of this thesis. Also, it outlined the challenges, research aims, contributions and publications that appearing in this work. The next two chapters discuss the background knowledge required to comprehend the content of this thesis and the state-of-the-art work. The subsequent chapters describe novel techniques which address the three challenges of runtime support for niche accelerators, compiler support for high performance code generation and beyond single device execution.
Chapter 2

Background

This chapter provides the required background knowledge for the reader to comprehend the material discussed in the following chapters of this thesis. Section 2.1 gives an overview of the available heterogeneous platforms in modern computer systems, along with the respective programming models. In more detail, Section 2.1.1 provides information about the hardware aspects of CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs, while Section 2.1.2 outlines the main heterogeneous programming aspects. As this work highly depends on Managed Runtimes and Java, Section 2.2 explains their primary software components. Finally, Section 2.3 outlines the new trend of Heterogeneous Virtual Machines, and in more detail, the concept of TornadoVM, the experimental research platform used in this thesis.

2.1 Heterogeneous Platforms

Dennard’s scaling [Boh07] and the abrupt end of Moore’s Law [TW17] led to the combination of parallel architectures with different performance and power characteristics to be a necessity in order to attain higher performance and energy efficiency. The advent of a new computing paradigm has emerged through this new era, known as heterogeneous computing. In this new computing paradigm, system design and implementation move away from scaling to multiple unified cores to combine several specialised ones for specific tasks. For instance, hardware vendors, such as Intel, ARM, Nvidia and Xilinx have recently shipped powerful CPUs with low-power integrated GPUs and FPGAs on the same die [Int21]. These platforms can yield high performance and power efficiency as all devices can operate simultaneously and accelerate various compute-intensive applications or different parts of the same applications. However, these heterogeneous
platforms require an application to be written through heterogeneous programming languages to achieve performance improvements.

Programmers carry the burden of explicitly exploiting the available parallelism to harness the potential capabilities of the parallel hardware. The existence of this plethora of diverse architectures with a variety of characteristics in terms of performance or power consumption led to several parallel programming models. Each of the different architectures has several parallel programming models available. For instance, multicore CPUs can be programmed with OpenMP, while Nvidia GPUs can be targeted with CUDA. Also, more niche accelerators, like FPGAs require programs to be written with low-level hardware description languages, such as Verilog [STDP19].

2.1.1 Heterogeneous Architectures

2.1.1.1 Multi-Core Central Processing Units (CPUs)

Modern CPU architectures have adopted multicore designs. A single die contains up to several physical cores capable of performing independent computations simultaneously. These physical cores embed several processing units tightly or loosely with shared-memory inter-core communication protocols, such as the Intel QuickPath Interconnect [ZBMS10].

Multicore CPUs designs have been augmented with unique Single Instruction Multiple Data (SIMD) instruction sets, such as AVX [Lom11], or SSE [Intd] to increase the Instruction Level Parallelism (ILP). Besides, each core contains several levels of caches for data and instructions, along with vector floating-point units (VPUs) and Fused Multiply-Add (FMA) operations to optimise performance. Therefore, modern CPUs have been widely adopted by different computing domains for modern computing due to the extensive availability of tools, programming languages, and educational resources.

However, lately, even the multicore CPU architectures have been shifting towards heterogeneity to create a multicore processor that can adapt quickly between high performance and low power profiles. A prime example is the ARM big.LITTLE architecture [ARM21], featuring "big" cores for high-performance and "LITTLE" cores for low power consumption.
2.1.1.2 Graphics Processing Units (GPUs)

Graphics Processor Units (GPUs) are devices with a unique architecture capable of achieving high computational throughput, while utilising their highly parallel structures. The modern GPU architectures contain thousands of homogenous cores capable of deploying thousands of threads. The Nvidia GPU architecture is one of the most dominant in the current computing era. It targets a broad range of applications varying from personal computers for gaming and rendering up to server solutions for specialised computations, such as machine learning modelling. However, other vendors like AMD, and lately, Intel with the Intel Iris Xe [Inta] discrete GPU, offer hardware with different compute capabilities. Regarding the NVIDIA GPU model, it leverages the Single Instruction Multiple Threads (SIMT) execution model. This architectural model uses Streaming Multiprocessors (SMs), each of them equipped with multiple threads. In the NVIDIA context, these multiple threads are grouped in packs of 32, also known as warps. Warps implement the SIMT model, so the same instruction is executed by multiple threads on multiple data.

GPUs also provide their memory hierarchy model compared to normal CPU architectures. GPUs are usually equipped with three different levels of memory of diverse sizes and access speeds. Off-chip memory is the one that provides available capacities up to several Gigabytes (GBs) of DRAM accessible by all threads. However, performance can be significantly impacted when all threads require simultaneous access to the DRAM. To improve performance through data locality, GPUs also employ a smaller size fast cache shared among the same SM threads. However, this needs to exploit by the software developer explicitly (unlike their implicit use in CPUs). Finally, the fastest memory is available in the register files. Each thread has its register file that can store temporary data used by every single thread.

Driven by the need for low-power devices, integrated low-power GPUs have been adopted in several computing systems; albeit with, lower performance compared to the discrete GPUs. Integrated GPUs tend to be fabricated on the same die with CPUs and share the main memory (RAM) of the system. This design increases the heterogeneity factor available in widely available computing devices. Some noticeable integrated GPU micro-architectures are the Intel HD graphics series [Intb], the ARM Mali GPUs [Ltd].

1As in today: https://www.t4.ai/industry/gpu-market-share
2.1.1.3 Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs)

Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGA) are special-purpose reconfigurable circuits that the end-user can program for specific operations under demand. FPGAs can be reconfigured during run-time in contrast to more specialised architectures, like ASICs. In addition, FPGAs provide higher energy efficiency than general-purpose cores but lower than ASICs for specific workloads [BTL10]. On-device resources are limited, and one needs to achieve high hardware utilisation to achieve high performance. However, this is a challenging process as it requires advanced knowledge of underlying circuitry and the use of hardware description languages, like VHDL [Per93] and Verilog [TM96]. Also, the compilation (i.e., bitstream generation) process is a bottleneck, as the creation of the executables can take up to hours.

FPGAs consist of a large number of configurable logic blocks (CLBs) and look-up tables (LUTs). Each CLB contains a set of LUTs, a configurable switch matrix, a selection circuit (MUX), registers, and flip-flops. All these resources are connected via programmable interconnects. LUTs are large hardcoded truth tables and often are used as small memory components through high-speed indexing. SRAM blocks are interspersed in the fabric and can be chained together to build deeper, wider memories or RAMs. FPGA vendors offer suites with highly optimised circuitry components (i.e., IPs), such as DSPs and filters, to speed up the design process. Modern FPGAs target low latency (e.g., high-frequency trading) applications using multi-gigabit transceivers (MGTs) [STDP19].

Moreover, following the trend of heterogeneity, FPGAs lately integrated into various setups, such as embedded systems and servers. In the embedded systems market, vendors have shipped FPGAs in the same chip combined with low-power CPUs, known as System-on-Chip (SoC). Also, FPGAs have been added into servers via the high-speed PCIe Interconnect for high-performance computing. For instance, examples such heterogeneous platform are the Xilinx Zynq-7000 [RBD+11] and the Xeon CPU-Arria 10 FPGA [Int20] hybrid chip from Intel.

2.1.2 Parallel Programming Models

To be able to utilise efficiently the plethora of the heterogeneous architectures, as well as their unique performance features, developers employ parallel programming models. These parallel programming models allow developers to write parallel software with exposure to low-level architectural primitives. Currently, various parallel programming
frameworks exist, offering different levels of exposure to the underlying architecture. For instance, at a *binary-level* with the SPIR-V [Gro] which is a modern cross-platform low-level intermediate language and at *source-level* with the OpenCL programming language. In addition, approaches at the *source-level* often complement widely adopted programming languages, such as C++ while offering an abstraction from the low-level primitives. For example, Nvidia GPUs can be programmed with CUDA [NVF20], while the OpenCL model can target a variety of devices, like CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs. Finally, the OpenMP [CDK+01] model that allows scaling to thousands of uniform cores through multi-platform shared-memory parallel programming.

This thesis investigates how managed runtimes can use various heterogeneous architectures and it uses the OpenCL parallel programming model as it provides platform portability. Therefore, the following section briefly exploits its characteristics.

### 2.1.2.1 OpenCL

The Open Computing Language (OpenCL) [SGS10] is an open standard managed by the Khronos \(^2\) group. Briefly, OpenCL provides a system for expressing parallelism and portability of computation workloads across several heterogeneous devices, such as GPUs, CPUs and FPGAs. At the conceptual level, the OpenCL architecture is divided into the following *four* distinct models [RBD+11]:

- **Platform Model**: How the compute devices are internally organised, and how they connect to a host.

- **Execution Model**: How the workloads are being executed on the device.

- **Memory Model**: How the data is stored and organised between the device and the host, and it provides a standardised convention for the memory hierarchy.

- **Programming Model**: The data-parallel and task-parallel programming approaches that the underlying execution model supports.

**Platform Model**: The OpenCL platform model provides a host that is able to connect to one or more OpenCL-compatible devices. The same model provides an abstract definition for how these devices are organised internally. Figure 2.1 depicts a rough overview of the platform model. The host is connected with several *Compute Devices*. Each device consists of many *Compute Units (CU)* that are mapped to the

\(^2\)https://www.khronos.org/
physical cores of the device. Additionally, each of these *Compute Units* can contain several *Processing Elements (PEs)* mapped into threads.

**Execution Model:** The OpenCL execution model consists of two parts, the *host program* and the *kernel*. The host programs are executed by the main system, while at least one OpenCL-compatible device execute the kernel. The host program is used to orchestrate the data transfers to/from the device along with the kernel configuration and execution. In OpenCL, the kernel is a C-based function stored in a separate source file (i.e., with `.cl` extension), and it expresses a segment of parallel code that targets a heterogeneous device. However, a key difference with standard C code is that OpenCL introduces several parallel intrinsics to organise operations that are performed in parallel.

Figure 2.2 illustrates how the available compute items are organised through the execution model. Each device has a limit on the available threads, the so-called *work-items*, configured into a three-dimensional layout. The index space of these *work-items* reflects to the *NDRange*. *NDRange* is defined as an N-dimensional integer array with each of its entries corresponding to a *GlobalID* of each distinctive *work-item*. These *work-items* are grouped into *work-groups*, with each of the *work-groups* preserving a unique ID. Also, *work-items* that live in a specific *work-group* have also a local ID.

Additionally, on the host side, the application needs to define a context of orchestrating the execution of the kernels. The OpenCL execution context focuses on four distinct components:
Figure 2.2: Overview of the OpenCL execution model. NDRange index space showing work-items, their global IDs and their mapping onto the pair of work-group and local IDs.

- **Devices**: The OpenCL-compatible devices to be available from the host. Figure 2.1 showcases a host system with access to multiple OpenCL-compatible devices from different hardware vendors.

- **Kernels**: A selection of C-based function written explicitly with the OpenCL API.

- **Program Objects**: The source code or the machine code in a binary format that implement the functions mentioned above. OpenCL kernels rely on program objects as the source code is compiled through vendor-specific compilers.

- **Memory Objects**: These objects store the values and host pointers of the data needed to perform the computation encapsulated in the kernel.

  The host preserves a *command-queue* of the kernels waiting to be executed. These *command-queues* are responsible for the kernel execution, memory, and synchronisation commands. Moreover, these commands can be invoked in an *in-order* or an *out-of-order* sequence.

  **Memory Model**: The OpenCL memory hierarchy is similar to the memory hierarchy of conventional CPU architectures. Figure 2.3 displays the OpenCL memory hierarchy that is organised in four distinct levels; 1) *Global Memory*, 2) *Constant Memory*, 3) *Local Memory*, and 4) *Private Memory*. *Global Memory* provides a space that allows read/write access to all work-items running in parallel. Also, the *Global*
Figure 2.3: Overview of the OpenCL memory model. Consistency within work–group for global and local memory: Only at synchronization points within work–group and Consistency between work–groups for global memory: Only at synchronization points at the host level.

Memory has a special region called Constant Memory, which can be allocated for read-only data. The next memory tier is the Local Memory, which can be accessed (read/write) by all work-items in the same work-group with explicit synchronisation through barriers [FSV14]. Finally, the last memory tier is the Private Memory which belongs exclusively to a single work-item for storing data to a number of registers.

Table 2.1 showcases the access status of each memory region. The Global Memory (in the range of GBs) corresponds to the main memory, while Local Memory (up to hundreds of KBs) corresponds to the L2 cache. Finally, Private Memory (up to tens of KBs) is exclusive to each work-item, and it is therefore equivalent to the L1 cache of a standard CPU. However, unlike conventional CPUs, which have hardware cache coherency support, the OpenCL memory model requires communication barriers for

![Diagram of OpenCL memory model]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Side</th>
<th>Specs</th>
<th>Memory Region</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>Global</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Host</td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Read/Write</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>Allocation</td>
<td>Not-accessible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel</td>
<td>Access</td>
<td>Read/Write</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
coherency. In addition, the access latency to each region varies in the range from \(\sim 40\) to \(\sim 450\) cycles for local and global memory, respectively [WPSM10].

**Programming Model:** The open standard allows the user to have access to both data-parallel and task-parallel programming models. However, the primary focus of OpenCL is on data parallelism.

2.2 Managed Runtime Systems

This thesis focuses on using the Java programming language, the Java Virtual Machine (JVM), and its optimising compiler. This section explains the main concepts related to the JVM and how it works. Also, it presents Graal, an aggressive JIT compiler framework for the JVM, along with a discussion of specific optimisation utilities, such as the compiler Snippets [SWU+15].

2.2.1 Java

Java [AGH05] is a general-purpose, object-oriented programming language developed by Sun Microsystems, released in 1995. Through the years, Java has gained a lot of traction and has become dominant among other programming languages, and according to the TIOBE ranking system, it was ranked 2nd by the July of 2021\(^3\). Today, a large number of devices, such as personal computers, gaming consoles, smartphones, and Internet applications, use Java.

2.2.2 Java Virtual Machine (JVM)

Originally, the main goal of Java was to introduce a "write once, run anywhere" approach to allow programs to execute onto a broad range of hardware and operating systems. To achieve this functionality, the Java Virtual Machine (JVM) platform emerged. The JVM guarantees the interoperability of Java programs across different operating systems and computer architectures.

Briefly, developers provide their applications written in a structured way with Java. This source code is written in an architecture-independent manner. The Java Compiler (javac) compiles the Java source code into class files that hold the corresponding Java bytecodes [Oraa]. In addition, multiple class files can be combined and packaged together in a Java Archive (a so-called jar-file). These bytecodes, once are loaded

---

\(^3\)https://www.tiobe.com/tiobe-index/
on the JVM, the interpretation starts. During interpretation, the interpreter executes the bytecodes in deterministic order without applying any optimisations. However, during the execution, bytecodes corresponding to methods that are called repeatedly (i.e., known as a *hot methods*) can be Just in Time (JIT) compiled.

Figure 2.4 depicts an abstract overview for the architecture of the Java Virtual Machine. This architecture consists of three main components: 1) Class Loader, 2) Runtime, and 3) Execution Engine.

**Class Loader**: The class loading process has three different types of loaders:

1. **Bootstrap Class Loader**: Loads core and Java Development Kit (JDK) classes.
2. **Extension Class Loader**: Loads classes from the JDK extensions directory.
3. **System Class Loader**: Loads classes from the system class path.

Then there is a Linking process for classes or interfaces. When *class loading* is finished, there is a verification and preparation process for these classes or interfaces. If needed, the direct superclasses and superinterfaces are also being prepared. Linking ensures that each class or interface is completely loaded, verified, and prepared before initialisation occurs.

The rest of the components can be described briefly by the following:

- **The Runtime Data Area** that defines various run-time data areas that are used during the execution of a program. These are the class area, the Java Heap, the
stack and PC registers. All the above store information regarding object states, as well as the state of the JVM during execution.

- **The Execution Engine** that executes the bytecodes produced by the Runtime Data Area. Three main components orchestrate the bytecode execution at this stage. The Interpreter, the JIT compiler, and the Garbage Collector.

- **The Interpreter** that interprets the bytecodes fast, but the execution is slow.

- **The JIT compiler** that complements the interpreter. For methods calls that occur repeatedly, the JIT compiler is going to identify and specialise these calls. Then native code is going to be produced and used directly to lower the cost of continuous interpretation.

- **The Garbage Collection** that is performed through the GC. The Garbage Collection keeps track of all objects in the Java heap and safely removes unreferenced objects.

The JVM specification allows several different JVM implementations to exist for both open-source and proprietary purposes. Until today, the most popular implementation is the OpenJDK HotSpot JVM, and the vast majority of JVM implementations originate from it. The most notable alternatives to HotSpot are GraalVM [WWW+13], Eclipse OpenJ9 [Ecl] and MaxineVM [Mat08].

### 2.2.3 Optimising Compilers

JVM relies on high-performance application virtualisation to ensure cross-platform portability. Therefore, it employs optimising compilers to move slow architecture-independent bytecode interpretation to fast specialised architecture-dependent executables. For instance, the Java HotSpot VM has employed a tiered compilation approach that uses one of the two just-in-time (JIT) compilers, the client compiler [KWM+08] and the server compiler [PVC01a], also called C1 and C2, respectively. However, the state-of-the-art JIT compiler is Graal [ZSC13], an aggressive metacircular Java JIT compiler written purely in Java. This optimising compiler uses profiling information to guide speculative optimisations that yield better performance when speculative assumptions are correct. Although, if these become invalid under some circumstances, a deoptimisation occurs to ensure the continuation of the execution by migrating the execution to the interpreter from a specific stack pointer and bytecode index.
2.2.3.1 Graal Compiler

Graal [WWS10, WWW+13] is a high-performance optimising JIT compiler for the JVM platform implemented in Java to complement the existing JIT compilers (i.e., C1 and C2) in the HotSpotVM. The JVM bytecodes are passed to the Graal compiler, which builds its intermediate representation, the so-called Graal-IR [DWS+13]. The graph is then optimised through a tiered-compilation process, resulting in the generation of the architecture-specific code at the end.

Graal provides a seamless way of integration with the JVM through the JVM compiler interface (JVMCI) [Ros]. Through JVMCI the process of interchanging compilers in the HotSpotVM is more straightforward. Therefore, the standardised tiered compilation of the HotSpotVM C++ based compilers, the C1 and C2, can be replaced with the Graal compiler. JVMCI installs the final and optimised machine code in the VM’s code cache. Therefore, other components and features of the HotspotVM, such as the bytecode interpreter and the garbage collector, can work uninterrupted.

**Graal IR:** Graal IR [DWS+13] is the an intermediate representation for a Java just in time (JIT) compiler written in Java. It uses nodes representing control-flow and data-flow dependencies in a Sea of Nodes [CP95] style. This intermediate representation is a directed graph with nodes based in the single static assignment (SSA) form [LG99]. SSA form guarantees that each variable is assigned only once across the graph, and therefore, numerous dynamic optimisations, such as canonicalisation and constant propagation, can leverage the single assigned variables.

Graal IR uses two types of nodes, for both control-flow and data-flow, floating and fixed nodes. Fixed nodes are associated with control flow nodes. Control flow nodes are always connected with their successors. For instance, nodes for preserving the structure of the graph, such as LoopBegin, IFNode and InvokeNode. In contrast to the control-flow nodes, floating nodes can be data flow nodes connected with their inputs, and there is no strict schedule for them. Therefore, during optimisation, dynamic optimisations can be performed while nodes associated with specific operations, such as memory accesses, can be scheduled into different basic blocks of the graph. For example, ParameterNode, IndexedStoreNode and IndexLoadNode along their corresponding inputs.

The front-end of the compiler is responsible for turning the source representation, e.g., bytecode, into the Graal IR. The component responsible for this tasks is the Graphbuilder. It parses the bytecodes, as well as profiling feedback gathered by the interpreter into an IR graph.
Listing 2.1 showcases a Java method calculating the Fibonacci sequence up to an input upper bound by recursively calling the same method. Compiling the above code with the `javac` compiler results to the bytecodes in Listing 2.2. For the same example, the IR graph corresponds to a Control Flow Graph (CFG) as illustrated in Figure 2.5.

Listing 2.1: Example of Java method recursively calculating a Fibonacci Sequence.

```java
public static int fib(int number) {
    if (number <= 1) {
        return number;
    } else {
        return fib(number - 1) + fib(number - 2);
    }
}
```

Listing 2.2: Java bytecodes for the method `fib` presented in Listing 2.1

```plaintext
public static int fib(int);

Code:
0: iload_0  
1: iconst_1  
2: if_icmpgt 7  
5: iload_0  
6: ireturn  
7: iload_0  
8: iconst_1  
9: isub  
10: invokestatic  #3 // Method fib:(I)I
13: iload_0  
14: iconst_2  
15: isub  
16: invokestatic  #3 // Method fib:(I)I
19: iadd  
20: ireturn
```

As shown in Figure 2.5, a Graal IR graph always starts with a Start node. Then, depending on the structure of the input code, different node types can be attached to the graph, while keeping different associations between them. For instance, in the above example, control flow nodes, such as an If node are always succeeded by two Begin nodes to represent the true and false paths on this branch. The same control flow node
Figure 2.5: Graal IR for the Fibonacci sequence of method in Listing 2.1 obtained through the Graal graph builder of the bytecodes displayed in Listing 2.2.

has as an input the result of "less than" comparison between a constant (i.e., (C(2))) and an input object to a method, namely as a Parameter node. Also, in this example there are three instances of Add nodes; two for the values dynamically returned through the invocation of the same method during run-time.

**Snippets:** Graal also provides a utility to ease the implementation and lowering of architecture-dependent optimisations into the IR. The lowering process enables the compiler graph that still preserves a structure, offered through a high-level language, to be lowered to a representation that encapsulates architecture characteristics. This utility called Snippets [SWU+15] and is an improvement of C1X’s templating mechanism, XIR[TWSC10]. Snippets provide an infrastructure to express low-level machine-oriented optimisations with a high-level structure. Optimisations are written as static Java methods, compiled into Graal IR during run-time, and then injected into the original compiler graph at the corresponding basic blocks. This process of inserting low-level semantics into the graph early on allows the exploitation of further optimisations, such as canonicalisation or virtualised memory accesses.

As shown in Figure 2.6, snippets are getting inserted into the graph during the lowering process from the high compilation tier to the mid compilation tier. During this process, the lifecycle of a snippet consists of three steps: Preparation, Specialisation,
and Instantiation. Preparation processes a snippet like a regular Java method with its bytecodes parsed into an IR followed by several transformations through optimisation phases. Specialisation aims to reduce the graph size by eliminating source code guarded by constant parameters. The specialisation step is ensured by applying various optimisation phases into the newly created IR. Finally, during instantiation, the original high-level target code is replaced by the specialised snippet graphs.

Listing 2.3: Example of AArch64 integer division Snippet in GraalVM

```java
@Snippet
static int idivSnippet(int x, int y,
    @ConstantParameter boolean needsZeroCheck) {
    if (needsZeroCheck) {
        zeroCheck(y);
    }
    if (x == Integer.MIN_VALUE && y == -1) {
        return Integer.MIN_VALUE;
    } else {
        return safeDiv(x, y);
    }
}
```
As listed in 2.3, snippets can be used to address the integer division in a 64-bit ARM architecture (i.e., AArch64). Therefore, this infrastructure allows architecture-dependent operations to be expressed, specialised, and inserted to the original compiler graph without the need to use low-level primitives, such as inline assembly.

2.3 Heterogeneous Managed Runtimes

The advent of heterogeneous computing allowed modern computing systems to achieve high performance and moderate power consumption. Through this new computing norm, programming models have emerged while sacrificing simplicity. Hardware features are exposed to the user space to allow high performance. For instance, the OpenCL and CUDA parallel programming models previously discussed (Section 2.1.2) highly depend on features, such as managed memory allocations and dynamic typing. Thus, non-expert developers familiar with languages managed by the JVM cannot adapt heterogeneity in their programming routines.

Developers are willing to use heterogeneous hardware only if current programming practices do not change drastically. Managed runtimes to integrate this kind of programming environment need to evolve to provide the means to express heterogeneity. Therefore, one can strive towards Heterogeneous Managed Runtimes to see an intersection between conventional programming and heterogeneous hardware.

Clarkson et al. [CFP+18a, KCR+17a], state that in order for Heterogeneous Managed Runtimes to be practical they need to address several requirements. These requirements are: Programmability, Transparency, Adaptability, Device Portability and Performance Portability.

In this thesis, an experimental platform that satisfies the criteria mentioned above is needed. Therefore, it uses, the TornadoVM [FPZ+19, CFP+18c] framework as an experimental platform.

2.3.1 TornadoVM

TornadoVM [FPZ+19, CFP+18c, Cla19] is an extension to GraalVM that allows programmers to run Java programs on heterogeneous hardware automatically. Figure 2.7 illustrates a high-level overview of the TornadoVM framework that consists of three individual components:

TornadoVM API: The API exploits loop-parallelism, and it targets data-parallel
workloads with minor modifications to an existing program. Developers do not need to take into account fine-grained architectural features neither to re-write their existing Java code from scratch.

Listing 2.4 showcases a simple vector addition written in Java with the TornadoVM API. In line 2, there is a method called `add`, which takes two primitive integer arrays and stores their sum into a third integer array. The only modification lies in line 3, where this loop is marked as parallel with the `@Parallel` annotation. Note that TornadoVM uses loose parallel schematics. Thus, in cases that the annotated loop propagates or carries dependencies, then the compiler will try to compile it, it will fail, and the execution will divert to normal JVM execution.

In addition, apart from the modification required to the target method, one needs to propagate this method into the TornadoVM framework explicitly. This is done by
instansiating a TaskSchedule. In line 8 there is a declaration for a TaskSchedule associated with the above created Task for the add method. The TaskSchedule can have an arbitrary number of tasks with-or-without dependencies between them. Each task declaration has an internal identifier (i.e., t0), the method handle, and the arguments needed for the given method. The TaskSchedule API offers an explicit streamOut call to indicate a variable that needs to be returned from the device to the host after execution. Finally, the execute() call corresponds to the beginning of the offloading process, including the compilation of the task into OpenCL code.

**TornadoVM Runtime:** Figure 2.8 showcases how the TornadoVM runs inside a standard JVM (e.g., the HotSpot JVM [PVC01b]). The TornadoVM runtime is responsible for orchestrating execution in a managed manner by analysing the dependencies between tasks of a TaskSchedule, to minimise the overhead of data transfers. Besides, TornadoVM implements and uses its own interpreter along with a set of specialised byte-codes dedicated for heterogeneous execution. These specialised TornadoVM byte-codes, along with a brief description of their purpose, are outlined in Table 2.2. Note that TornadoVM treats execution at a TaskSchedule granularity. Therefore, TaskSchedules having single or multiple tasks can only target a single device for execution even when systems are equipped with several heterogeneous devices.

TornadoVM provides a memory management scheme to explicitly control data
allocation and movement between the host JVM and the target device. The memory manager is responsible for maintaining consistency of variable references between the host JVM and the device. Figure 2.9 depicts a high-level overview of this scheme. The allocation is performed through Java Native Interface (JNI) calls to the OpenCL functions for allocating buffers onto the device. Also, the memory management scheme pre-allocates a memory region on the global memory of the accelerator. The size of this allocation reflects the maximum memory capacity of the device, or the maximum size allowed by the OpenCL standard. Therefore, the memory manager becomes solely responsible for transferring data between the host and the target memory regions while ensuring memory consistency at run-time.

**TornadoVM JIT Compiler:** The JIT compiler uses and extends the Graal compiler and the Graal IR. The JIT compiler is responsible to handling the generation of OpenCL bytecodes.

**Table 2.2:** List of the TornadoVM bytecodes along with a description.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bytecode</th>
<th>Operands</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BEGIN</td>
<td>&lt;context&gt;</td>
<td>Creates a new parallel execution context.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLOC</td>
<td>&lt;context, BytecodeIndex, object&gt;</td>
<td>Allocates a buffer on the target device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM_IN</td>
<td>&lt;context, BytecodeIndex, object&gt;</td>
<td>Copies an object from host to device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPY_IN</td>
<td>&lt;context, BytecodeIndex, object&gt;</td>
<td>Alloc &amp; copies an object from host to device.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STREAM_OUT</td>
<td>&lt;context, BytecodeIndex, object&gt;</td>
<td>Copies an object from device to host.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPY_OUT</td>
<td>&lt;context, BytecodeIndex, object&gt;</td>
<td>Alloc &amp; copies an object from device to host.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COPY_OUT_BLK</td>
<td>&lt;context, BytecodeIndex, object&gt;</td>
<td>A blocking COPY_OUT operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAUNCH</td>
<td>&lt;context, BytecodeIndex, task, Args&gt;</td>
<td>Executes a task, compiling it if needed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADD_DEP</td>
<td>&lt;context, BytecodeIndices&gt;</td>
<td>Adds a dependency between labels.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRIER</td>
<td>&lt;context&gt;</td>
<td>Waits for all previous bytecodes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>END</td>
<td>&lt;context&gt;</td>
<td>Ends the parallel execution context.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
code for the input methods annotated with the `@Parallel` for a given `TaskSchedule`. These methods are compiled into Java bytecodes through `javac`, and then into Graal IR with the Graal’s graph builder. In addition, from this early graph, the TornadoVM compiler evaluates the parallel dimensions of a given task by analyzing the induction variables and loop bound of the annotated methods.

TornadoVM augments the tiered compilation of Graal with several optimising phases to specialise the IR to target heterogeneous code generation. For instance, an IR optimisation phase, such as `Parallel Scheduling` aims to transform the loop induction variables to use OpenCL thread identifiers, such as the `getGlobalID` by inserting new graph nodes into the IR. Therefore, through this process and entirely seamlessly from the user, the `@Parallel` annotation hints the compiler to exploit loop parallelism for Java applications.

Finally, the JIT compiler, instead of machine code, generates OpenCL or PTX code directly from the optimised graph. However, the final executable in a binary format is obtained by compiling the generated code with the compiler that each device vendor provides. Therefore, in this way, more device-specific optimisation can be effortlessly achieved. Then, the execution engine that lies in the runtime of TornadoVM directly handles the executable through JNI calls to the corresponding OpenCL function, such as `clCreateProgramWithBinary`.

**Dynamic Reconfiguration** [FPZ+19]: TornadoVM offers an infrastructure to maximise the potential single device performance. To do so, a dynamic reconfiguration feature is provided, along with some execution plan policies. Through exhaustive exploitation of all the available devices, depending on the selected policy, TornadoVM decides and reuses the best device, until the input method is altered. The different policies can influence the device selection based on criteria, such as minimal latency or peak end-to-end performance.

### 2.4 Machine Learning Modelling

Machine learning (ML) is the research area that focuses on developing algorithms capable of automating specific processes and tasks. In more detail, a machine learning algorithm can learn how to perform a given task by iterating through sample data fed to it as input. This sample data is usually called a `training set`, and every single observation in the training set is called a data point.

Formally, a machine learning algorithm can be described as follows: A computer
program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E [Mit97]. Depending on the type of the training set fed to or equivalently experienced by the ML system, the learning process can be divided into four different types: Supervised, Unsupervised, Semi-supervised, and Reinforcement learning. Among these types, supervised and unsupervised learning are the most commonly used and they will be further explained in Section 2.4.1.

The problems that can be solved using ML are usually highly complex for humans to process or are repeated with some variations. Depending on how the machine learning system is expected to process a given training set, the tasks can be further divided into subcategories. Among these categories, some of the most common are regression, classification and clustering tasks that will be presented in more detail in Section 2.4.2. This thesis uses classification to address the performance challenge which is presented in Chapter 6.

The quality of a given ML model is evaluated through specific performance metrics. Such performance metrics are evaluated by using data unseen by the algorithm, usually called a test set. In contrast to the training set, assessing the performance on the test set reflects the objective performance of the model in real-world scenarios.

### 2.4.1 Supervised vs Unsupervised Learning

Supervised learning requires a dataset containing several data points and various features [Kot07]. These features are several variables that can influence a specific outcome or behaviour. Also, each data point is accompanied by a target value or label. The training set format can be represented as a set of pairs consisting of an input object. Usually, a vector containing the feature values for the specific data points and the associated output values is also called a supervision signal. It must be noted that the desired output values can be either numerical or they can fall into specific categories.

In supervised learning, the goal of the algorithms is to learn to associate the input training set with the given target value or label. In other words, it aims to identify a mapping function between the input features and the target variable. This inferred function should also perform adequately to previously unobserved data, i.e., to have generalisation ability.

For an algorithm to generalise beyond the examples that were explicitly trained with, it is required that specific conditions hold. One requirement for the algorithm is to model only the significant underlying patterns in the data and not the noise. Otherwise,
it would memorise the training set, leading to a poor generalisation to any unseen data. This problem is called overfitting [BA10]. However, the model to be able to capture the given data structure, despite its potentially high mathematical complexity, without oversimplifying, it has the same importance. Otherwise, its overall performance will be rely on both the training and test sets without being adapted to unobserved data.

On the other hand, unsupervised learning requires some unlabelled data points and various features [HS99]. In these cases, the usual goal is to reveal any useful properties of the dataset's underlying structure without human intervention. Unsupervised algorithms are usually employed for tasks, such as clustering and principal component analysis (PCA) [Jol86].

### 2.4.2 Classification Problems

Classification tasks are commonly solved while using supervised learning. The goal, in this case, is to associate a given data point with a class label. In more detail, the algorithm learns to associate any given an example from the training set $X$ with a specific category, described by the target variable $y$. Formally, this is achieved by producing a function $f : \mathbb{R}^n \rightarrow 1, \ldots, k$, where $k$ is the number of available classes. However, instead of directly outputting class labels, in many cases, the inferred function $f$ outputs a probability distribution over the available classes. The assigned probabilities can be then turned into class labels using a process named threshold-moving or threshold selection [HM13].

Threshold selection is the process of defining the most suitable decision threshold, also called decision boundary, that will govern the conversion of the predicted probability into class labels. A common case is this of a binary classification problem, i.e., a classification with only two target classes. In this case, the default threshold is set at 0.5 so that output probabilities less than 0.5 are mapped to class 0 while those greater than 0.5 are mapped to class 1. However, under certain circumstances, this default threshold may not reflect the optimal interpretation of the output probabilities. This can be the case for many reasons, including skewed class distribution and increased misclassification cost of one type over another. To handle these cases, one can adjust the threshold based on domain expertise or by optimising for specific evaluation metrics, such as F1-score, which will be further analysed in Section 6.3.4.
2.5 Summary

This chapter presented the terminology needed for understanding the rest of this thesis. Briefly, it presented the computer architecture of the Graphics Processor Units (GPUs), the Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs), Multicore Central Processing Units (CPUs), as well as the OpenCL parallel programming model. Also, it outlined the key concepts to understand managed languages and their runtimes with particular attention to the Java language and the JVM. It focused on the workflow of a metacircular JIT compiler, such as the Graal compiler, along with techniques to compile the Java bytecodes to efficient machine code at run-time. In addition, this chapter introduced TornadoVM, a heterogeneous managed runtime that is extensively used in the scope of this thesis. Finally, the last section briefly explained the fundamental concepts required to model and solve a problem by employing machine learning techniques.

The following chapter presents the state-of-the-art research work that is associated with the scope of this thesis.
Chapter 3

Related Work

3.1 Introduction

The previous chapter has introduced the hardware and software concepts necessary in order to understand the ideas realised through this thesis. This work spans vertically into several research directions. Therefore, this chapter narrows down the scope of the related state-of-the-art work. It analyses techniques, technologies, and approaches that raise the level of abstraction for heterogeneous hardware to make it accessible from high-level languages. This analysis highlights the gaps in the current state-of-the-art that the contributions of this thesis aim to fulfil.

Section 3.2 discusses various approaches for integrating FPGA execution in high-level languages. Section 3.3 highlights the related work on compiler optimisations and techniques to automatically exploit data locality for GPU code generation. Finally, Section 3.4 presents several research contributions aiming to utilise multiple heterogeneous devices by scheduling single or multiple applications onto them.

3.2 FPGA Execution of Managed Languages

FPGA acceleration of managed languages is a well-studied research topic with a broad range of approaches widely available. In the scope of this thesis, the prior work of managed languages (e.g., Java, Python, C#) that utilise FPGA hardware can be classified into the two categories illustrated in Figure 3.1. The first category targets programming languages that interface statically with pre-compiled FPGA designs, while the second category includes languages that generate FPGA code dynamically.
3.2.1 Interfacing with static FPGA designs

Bellows and Hutchings [BH98] introduced the JHDL framework, which describes how a Java interface should be constructed for accessing the FPGA hardware by calling existing bitstreams. Guccione et al. [GLS99] presented the JBits API that requires hardware knowledge to use hardware accelerators. The API is purely written in Java; however, one can only interact and construct designs for which circuitry components are already available in the software development environment.

Additionally, several frameworks target applications written with domain specific languages (DSLs) that provide bindings to or are built on top of other managed languages. These frameworks compile the application written with a DSL into hardware units that can be accelerated at run-time onto FPGAs. Moreau et al. [MCC18] extended the TVM [CMJ+18], an optimising compiler for deep learning applications, to utilise FPGAs. This framework targets multiple models from Python-based machine learning frameworks, such as TensorFlow [AAB+15] and Keras [C+15]. Margerm et al. [MSG+18] presented the TAPAS framework that analyses task dependencies in the compiler graph and generates a data-flow processing unit transparently to be executed on the FPGA.
## 3.2.2 Dynamic FPGA code generation

Several frameworks that enable FPGA-based acceleration of managed languages through dynamic code generation exist. Clow et al. [CTD+17] presented the PyRTL framework which compiles Python programs into Verilog. However, it requires programmers to be familiar with specific design practices and hardware primitives. Segal et al. [SMCW] extended the GPU capabilities of a Java-based framework, APARAPI [AMD16], to run on OpenCL-compatible FPGAs. However, the proposed framework did not support any automatic optimisation phases and several kernels required manual intervention to be synthesised for FPGA boards. Greaves and Singh [SG08] presented the Kiwi library that exposes various custom attributes to the programmers and generates Verilog from the input applications written in C#. Caldeira et al. [CPB+18] proposed a framework that compiles Java programs into Verilog. However, further work is required to imprint the resulting Verilog code into the FPGA available on the Intel HARP platform. Also, Skalicky et al. [SMSF18] proposed Hot&Spicy to compile code written in a subset of Python into HLS C code and transparently invoke the Xilinx SDSoC HLS tool to produce the FPGA binary. In this case, the user needs to annotate the input program with several vendor-specific pragmas to trigger FPGA optimisations by the HLS tool.

Furthermore, several approaches have proposed other DSLs (e.g., Lime [ABCR10], Language Integrated Query (LINQ) [CDL13], Delite Hardware Definition Language (DHDL) [KPZ+16], Spatial [KFP+18]) to generate code for various FPGA hardware description languages [KB16]. Auerbach et al. [ABCR10] presented the Lime language and framework within the streaming domain that compiles Java programs to C and Verilog. Chung et al. [CDL13] proposed the LINQits framework that allows various Big Data workloads to be compiled by the Dandelion [RYC+13] compiler and accelerated on FPGA hardware. However, LINQits does not support automatic HLS compilation and requires programmers to introduce the HLS directives. Koeplinger et al. [KPZ+16] also required users to write their program into the DHDL language, which then compiled into MaxJ. MaxJ is a low-level Java-based language that allows the generation of hardware for the Maxeler platform using the MaxCompiler. Besides, Koeplinger et al. [KFP+18] proposed the Spatial language as a compiler extension to the DHDL, thereby allowing developers to gain more control over the memory hierarchy from the programming language.

Moreover, some frameworks use the abstraction that compiler intermediate representations (IRs) provide to dynamically generate HLS-compatible source code. Del Sozzo et al. [DBAS18] introduced FROST, a unified backend for targeting FPGAs
Table 3.1: Taxonomy of the state-of-the-art frameworks that target heterogeneous execution from Java

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frameworks</th>
<th>Code Generation</th>
<th>Run-time Optim.</th>
<th>HLS Comp. Mode</th>
<th>Hardware Platforms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TVM [MCC18]</td>
<td>static</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>FPGA Pynq SoC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaxCompiler [Max11]</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>online</td>
<td>Maxeler Platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aparapi [SMCW]</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>offline</td>
<td>AMD GPUs, FPGAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caldeira et al. [CPB+18]</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>online</td>
<td>Intel Harp FPGAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JOCL [FPZ+19]</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>offline</td>
<td>GPUs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TornadoVM [FPZ+19]</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>offline, emulation</td>
<td>CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TornadoVM + FPGA extensions</td>
<td>dynamic</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>online, offline, emulation</td>
<td>CPUs, GPUs, FPGAs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

through DSLs, such as Halide [RKBA+13] and Tiramisu [BRR+19]. FROST provides its own IR, graph optimiser with FPGA-oriented passes, and a scheduling co-language to allow users to specify optimisations. Izraelevitz et al. [IKL+17] presented FIRRTL, a Flexible Intermediate Representation for register-transfer level (RTL) code. FIRRTL is integrated with Chisel [BVR+12], a hardware design language that facilitates advanced circuit generation and design reuse for ASIC and FPGA digital logic designs. Also, it transforms target-independent RTL into design-specific RTL through several optimisation steps, such as simplifying transformations, analyses, optimisations, instrumentation, and specialisations.

3.2.3 Java Execution on FPGAs: Spotting the Gap

Table 3.1 summarises the currently available frameworks that enable FPGA acceleration of Java programs or Java-based DSLs. The selection of frameworks is analysed based on the following four criteria:

1. **Code Generation**: The ability to generate parallel code at compile-time (statically) or during runtime (dynamically). For example, the code generation from Java to OpenCL or Verilog during run-time is classified as dynamic.

2. **Run-time optimisations**: The ability to automatically specialise code for the target device at runtime without user intervention (including code annotations).

3. **HLS Compiler Mode**: The ability to perform an online or offline compilation from the generated code to the final FPGA bitstream via the HLS compilers.
4. **Hardware Platforms:** The supported hardware platforms for FPGA acceleration.

**Beyond the state-of-the-art:** The novel FPGA-aware JIT compilation system integrated with a heterogeneous managed runtime that is presented in this thesis in Chapter 4 advances the related work in the following aspects:

- It automatically and dynamically compiles Java programs onto optimised FPGA-compatible code.
- It completely omits the need to use hardware-specific directives from programmers. Instead, this functionality is transparently enabled by augmenting the Graal IR and the existing optimising compiler.

### 3.3 Optimising Compilers for GPU Code generation

Another essential aspect of bridging the performance gap between heterogeneous hardware and managed languages is optimising the compiler for GPU code generation. In this section, the related work that targets GPU memory optimisations is presented. The related work is classified into two distinct groups. The first group in Section 3.3.1 describes approaches that exposing GPU features to a wide range of high-level programming languages while preserving the need for hardware understanding. The second group in Section 3.3.2 focuses on various memory transformations at the compiler level to omit any necessary understanding of the underlying hardware from the developer.

#### 3.3.1 Exposing GPU Features into Programming Languages

Dynamic compilation allows a broad range of applications to attain high performance during execution by integrating profiling information during compilation. Thus, seamless GPU execution in the context of dynamically compiled languages, such as Java, is a well-researched topic. Several frameworks [AMD16, FPZ+19] provide solutions to exploit GPU acceleration. Aparapi [AMD16] and TornadoVM [FPZ+19] are Java-based frameworks that dynamically compile Java bytecodes to OpenCL and PTX code. Aparapi provides direct integration and native Java code execution on GPUs. However, its programming aspects preserve the need for a hardware-oriented approach as it is imitating the OpenCL programming approach. Therefore, it exposes specific language constructs for memory allocation (i.e., local memory) and memory synchronisation (i.e., barriers) that programmers must explicitly use [AMD16]. On the contrary, TornadoVM
generates high-level bytecodes to abstract programmers from the GPU programming model. However, it does not automatically exploit fine-grain memory, but it exposes low-level features to developers. Moreover, IBM J9 [IHKS15] is another example of a JIT compiler for GPU offloading, but it exclusively compiles Java streams to CUDA-PTX code. The only memory optimisation supported by the IBM J9 is the placement of read-only data to read-only caches. The most recent framework is the grCUDA [RM20] which provides a polyglot framework on top of the GraalVM [WWW+13] and Truffle [GSS+15] that enables GPUs acceleration.

Additionally, several parallel programming frameworks exist [SRD16, JTS19b, RLSD16, SBL+14, FRSD15, DCR+12, SKG11, CMJ+18, KFP+18] that enable the compilation of domain-specific languages on GPUs. Lift [SRD17, HSS+18] extended its original data-parallel primitive types to accommodate loop tiling (e.g., slide, pad) and its low-level OpenCL with local memory (e.g., toLocal) allocation to generate high performance code for stencil computations. Ragan-Kelley et al. [RKBA+13, RKAS+17a, RKAS+17b] introduced Halide, a domain-specific language (based on C++) for executing high-performance image processing code on GPUs. Halide has its own IR and an optimising compiler, both of which are highly tailored to perform optimisations for domain-specific applications. The main domain that it targets is image processing applications.

Beyond the state-of-the-art: The key differentiation of this thesis with prior work is the approach that Chapter 5 presents. This approach automatically exploits the GPU memory hierarchy without exposing any specific language primitives to the developers. In addition, it targets GPU architectures from various hardware vendors while using information during run-time to customise optimisations and code generation.

3.3.2 Compiler Techniques for Memory Transformations

Verdoolaege et al. [VCJC+13] used polyhedral models to automatically transform C code to CUDA while utilising shared memory and loop tiling. Similarly, Bondhugula et al. [BRS07] proposed PLUTO, an automatic loop nest paralleliser to exploit data locality via allocation in the shared memory of GPUs. Also, Grosser et al. [GCK+13] have extended the polyhedral models available in PLUTO with support for loop splitting targeting stencil workloads. PolyJIT proposed by Simburger et al. [SAGL18] combines polyhedral optimisations with multiple kernel versions available at runtime; a technique that poses significant overhead during code generation. Some research studies [BBK+08, BRR+19, KKRS14, RKH+11] target loop tiling optimisations.
and code generation for affine loops targeting GPU code generation. Moreover, Di et al. [DYS+12] proposed an algorithm to improve tiling hyperplanes by using dependency analysis, while Cohen et al. [CGK+13] developed a polyhedral-based parametric scheme that uses run-time exploration of partitioning parameters.

Moreover, several non-polyhedral-based compiler approaches address the same issue. Kim et al. [KSRT+19] presented an approach to map tensor contractions directly to GPUs. This is achieved with the use of shared memory through a parametric code generation strategy that leverages a cost model to perform efficient data movements. Yang et al. [YXKZ10] introduced an optimising source to source compiler for C programs that exploits many memory optimisations, such as converting non-coalesced accesses to coalesced for reducing memory aliasing, vectorisation of memory accesses, and tiling with shared memory. Additionally, Hagedorn et al. [HLK+20] proposed Elevate, a new functional language to express various optimisations, such as vectorization, loop tiling, and loop splitting.

**Beyond the state-of-the-art:** The approach proposed in Chapter 5 in this thesis differs from the prior work presented above as it highlights a practical trade-off between compilation time and achieved performance. Therefore, this alternative approach is more suitable for interpreted and dynamically compiled programming languages. In addition, it presents its practical capability by displaying how it can be integrated into a production-ready compiler, such as the Graal [DWS+13] compiler.

### 3.4 Dynamic Application Scheduling on Heterogenous Hardware

Orthogonally to the challenges of generating code for heterogeneous hardware is to supply the means needed for efficient device scheduling. Therefore, the following related work focuses on multi-device utilisation through various scheduling techniques. The available research work that is closely aligned with the scope of the work that Chapter 6 presents has been classified into three groups. Section 3.4.1 discusses the first group of approaches that rely on non-machine learning techniques to perform task scheduling. On the contrary, Section 3.4.2 discusses approaches that use machine learning to improve the efficiency of the task scheduling process in systems with multiple devices. Also, Section 3.4.3 presents a third group that elaborates on approaches that allow single tasks to be executed on multiple devices while using machine learning.
3.4.1 Non-Machine Learning Multi-Task Scheduling

There have been many frameworks focusing on single or multi-task scheduling for standalone or partitioned applications purely written in OpenCL, such as VirtCL [YWTC15], SnuCL [KSL+12], PySchedCL [GSK+20], FluidiCL [PG14], MultiCL [APBcF16], EngineCL [NBB19] and SOCL [HBD+13]. However, all the aforementioned frameworks still rely on hardware understanding and applications written in unmanaged programming languages.

Beyond the state-of-the-art: The approach proposed in Chapter 6 in this thesis differs from the above mentioned work as it enables concurrent execution and scheduling on heterogeneous hardware for Java applications. Also, the proposed approach does not expose hardware specifics to the user.

The only work that differs Parravicini et al. [PDAS20] use the grCUDA [RM20] polyglot API and employ a custom scheduling approach to allow multiple polyglot tasks to be scheduled on a single GPU at run-time. This work exploits pace-sharing and overlaps the time spent in transferring data with the execution, if possible. Also, this work relies on expressing computational kernels in a way to be interpreted into a directed acyclic graph (DAG) by the scheduler, thus it is shifting away from the programming model that they are expressed into.

Beyond the state-of-the-art: Although the above work can target the same programming language, Java, due to Truffle [GSS+15] interoperability provided by GrCUDA it differs from the work presented in Chapter 6. This thesis focuses on using existing Java methods using the TornadoVM API to execute on multiple devices from different vendors offering diverse performance and power characteristics.

In addition, similar scheduling techniques have been used for heterogeneous task graph/multi-thread scheduling on asymmetric multicore processors [JCBM16]. In this work, JVMs, such as Jikes RVM and HotSpot can be augmented with the ability to identify and schedule critical threads to small or big cores based on their requirements. Managed applications can be dynamically analysed as single threaded, non-scalable multi-threaded, scalable multi-threaded, and get scheduled accordingly.

Beyond the state-of-the-art: Although the above work can target the JVM and managed applications that require more efficient scheduling, it only targets single-ISA asymmetric multicore processors. This thesis differs by augmenting the JVM with the ability to strive for performance on heterogeneous devices with different ISAs, such as GPUs, low-power GPUs and FPGAs.
3.4.2 Machine Learning-based Multi-Task Scheduling

Troodon [KAA+19] is a load-balancing scheduling heuristic that classifies OpenCL applications as suitable for CPU or GPU execution, based on a speedup predictor. The Qilin [LHK09] compiler uses offline profiling to create a regression model for predicting the execution time of a selection of input applications taken from the CUDA Software Development Kit. Ogilvie et al. [OPWL15] introduced a low-cost predictive model for the automatic construction of heuristics that reduce the training overhead for executing on platforms that utilise CPUs and GPUs. Furthermore, Grewe et al. [GWO13] leveraged predictive modelling to influence the OpenCL code generation from OpenMP programs when speedups are predicted. Additionally, Chen et al. [CMJ+18] combined generic search with learning and benchmarking to find appropriate scheduling methods for execution on heterogeneous hardware, including CPUs, server GPUs, mobile GPUs, and FPGA-based accelerators. However, the supported scheduling mechanism is semi-automated, as the search space must be manually defined by a programmer for each algorithm like a template. Wen et al. [WWO14] demonstrated that the concurrent execution of OpenCL kernels can increase GPU utilisation and improve performance. To enable such performance improvement, they applied a decision tree-based prediction model to decide whether an application kernel should be scheduled individually or alongside other kernels. Baldini et al. [BFA14] use existing OpenMP applications and supervised learning to predict the potential GPU execution speedup among vendors. Brown et al. [BNS+21] presented a model that allows accurate predictions of speedups using a small set of features, while also being portable across Nvidia GPUs with different capabilities. Adams et al. [AMA+19] proposed a novel scheduling algorithm for the Halide programming language that targets image processing pipelines. Their model combines symbolic analysis with machine learning to predict performance.

Beyond the state-of-the-art: The contribution described in Chapter 6 of this thesis provides similar functionality with the above work. However, it differentiates from the above as it extends a standard JVM and allows applications written in Java to exploit concurrent execution on multiple heterogeneous devices.

3.4.3 Single Task Scheduling on Multiple-Devices

Other studies have combined predictive modelling with scheduling to allow a single task or application to be partitioned, and execute onto multiple devices. Kofler et al. [KGCF13] employed an Artificial Neural Network to dynamically partition a
given task into two parts, one that runs on a CPU and a second that runs on a GPU. This partitioning is achieved through the Insieme compiler [JPT13] that transforms the code from a single kernel into multiple kernels. Grewe et al. [GO11] presented a system that combines a two-level predictor with supervised learning models (i.e., Support Vector Machines) to partition tasks into percentages of the input application for hybrid CPU-GPU execution. The model uses features extracted statically from the abstract syntax tree (AST) that LLVM [LA04] generates, and then these features were normalised to the specific data requirements of each input program. Also, Singh et al. [SPB17] presented a runtime system that performed energy-efficient mapping and repartitioning of threads for each application between CPU and GPU cores of an multiprocessor system on a chip (MPSoC) while considering the applications execution time.

Beyond the state-of-the-art: Chapter 6 presents a contribution that differs from the aforementioned work as the prime focus is to provide the tools and techniques to enable the seamless and intelligent mapping of multiple applications instead of a single to be able to execute onto multiple devices.

3.5 Summary

The content of this thesis extends across several multidisciplinary research domains. This chapter outlined the state-of-the-art regarding the research areas that are intersect with this work. To achieve this, this chapter provided a classification of the related work in three distinct areas of interest: (i) approaches that raise the level of abstraction for FPGA execution, (ii) compilers that exploit memory optimisations for GPU code generation, and (iii) novel frameworks and approaches that enable multi-device execution on heterogeneous systems.

The following chapters discuss how this thesis augments the existing state-of-the-art of the aforementioned research domains. In particular, Chapter 4 explains in detail how FPGA execution can be integrated with heterogeneous managed runtimes, and yield higher performance against various platforms. Furthermore, it gives a detailed description of the key challenges when enabling such functionality, while providing a combination of runtime and compiler optimisations.
Chapter 4

FPGA Aware JIT Compilation for Managed Runtime Programming Languages

Modern computing systems integrate various hardware devices, such as CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs, to offer high performance and energy efficiency. However, achieving high performance in such systems is considered a challenging task even for expert programmers. Programming FPGA devices requires a deep understanding of the computing hardware (e.g., reconfigurability) and familiarity with low-level Hardware Description Languages (HDL), such as Verilog [TM96] and VHDL [Ash08, Per93].

Several researchers from industry and academia have been trying to mitigate the steep learning curve of programming an FPGA by providing High-Level Synthesis (HLS) [IKL+17] and heterogeneous programming frameworks (e.g., OpenCL). These tools aim to facilitate and simplify the development on FPGAs, especially nowadays where they can be found on off-the-shelf Systems on Chip (SoCs) [CHL+17] and in data centres or cloud deployments [PCC+14]. However, in the computing world where the adoption of managed languages is dominant, their current support for FPGA execution is minimal. Even though several JIT compilers that target GPUs have recently emerged [FRSD15, PSFW12, ZLG12, FSSD17, AAA16], in the FPGA domain, such approaches cannot be directly applied due to lack of performance portability [ZSC13]. Therefore, it has become a necessity to expose low-level hardware primitives to the high-level programming model [SMSF18].

The focus of this chapter is to present a novel and practical approach that explores how to automatically specialise FPGA code and transparently integrate state-of-the-art
HLS tools into managed languages. The outlined solution is developed and evaluated in the context of TornadoVM [FPZ+19] (previously discussed in Section 2.3.1). The original framework has been extended by enabling it to generate and handle FPGA bitstreams automatically. This process eliminates the necessity of external invocation of HLS tools and manual binding of the executed FPGA code with the current execution flow of TornadoVM. The primary objective is to enhance managed languages with automatic FPGA code specialisation and execution without requiring the programmers to explicitly add any hardware-related code annotations.

Briefly, this chapter makes the following contributions:

1. It details the design of an open-source end-to-end toolchain capable of transparently compiling and running Java code on an FPGA by introducing a set of execution modes to the Java Virtual Machine (JVM). This approach enables developers with no FPGA expertise to harness the execution capabilities of FPGAs. This toolchain also provides seamless integration with emulation tools provided by the HLS vendors to enable fast prototyping through standard IDEs, such as the IntelliJ.

2. It presents the implementation of a compiler-based approach to automatically exploit parallelism in the IR-level and specialise the IR for OpenCL code generation targeting FPGAs. The introduction of new compiler phases augments and transforms the IR with FPGA-specific pragmas.

3. It presents the evaluation of the complete framework against Java benchmarks running on FPGAs, showcasing end-to-end speedups of up to $19.8 \times$ and $224 \times$ over multithreaded and sequential Java code, respectively. The implemented end-to-end framework results up to $13.82 \times$ faster execution compared to the execution on an integrated GPU through TornadoVM. Finally, it classifies the given selection of benchmarks based on their applicability for FPGA acceleration from managed runtime languages.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 4.1 tries to motivate the FPGA execution of Java programs. Then, Section 4.2 presents how functional integration of a heterogeneous managed runtime and an FPGA can be achieved through seamless integration with HLS. Moreover, Section 4.3 extends beyond the seamless integration and targets to address any performance issues by augmenting an industrial standard JIT compiler with FPGA-oriented optimisations. Finally, Section 4.4 discusses
the obtained performance gains, along with the produced compilation overheads and the applicability of the given benchmarks for FPGA execution.

4.1 Motivation: FPGA Performance for Unoptimised Auto-Generated OpenCL Kernels

As presented in Section 2.3.1, TornadoVM enables Java developers to write task-based programs that are automatically compiled and executed on heterogeneous hardware. Prior to this work, the original framework supported the execution mentioned above only for GPUs and CPUs. This limitation resulted from a different compilation and execution flow required for FPGAs compared to the devices stated above. One needs to manually compile the auto-generated OpenCL code through a vendor-specific HLS software, deploy the generated FPGA bitstream, and redirect the execution from TornadoVM to the FPGA. Also, the original framework did not perform any compiler optimisations specifically for FPGAs. The particularities of the aforementioned process prohibited the seamless FPGA execution from within TornadoVM.

**Initial Support with Manual Intervention:** To assess the potential performance benefits of executing Java programs on FPGAs through TornadoVM the following process took place. During this process, a DFT computation application was used. The reason for using this application as a use case is the fact that it exhibits data parallelism workload which is heavily relies on using function invoked directly from the Java Math collection. Initially, bitstreams for three different workload sizes, small, medium, and large were obtained. In all cases, the attained performance was slower than the single-threaded Java execution on CPUs. Figure 4.1 (left) illustrates the relative performance of FPGA execution compared to sequential CPU Java execution\(^1\) when running the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) application. As shown in Figure 4.1 the DFT original implementation for the FPGA execution performs up to 17% slower (for small datasets) than CPUs.

After thoroughly inspecting the generated code, the main reason behind this performance degradation is that TornadoVM was tuned and optimised for CPU and GPU acceleration rather than FPGAs. Unlike CPUs and GPUs, FPGAs require hardware-specific annotations to be passed along with the generated OpenCL code to the underlying HLS tools. These annotations will hint the HLS to produce an optimal hardware design by

---

\(^1\)See 4.4 for a detailed discussion on the experimental setup.
Figure 4.1: Initial results of TornadoVM generated OpenCL code a DFT application running on an FPGA: a) un-optimised (left), and b) with manual optimisations (right).

triggering optimisations, such as loop pipelining. To assess the impact of these annotations, the exploitation of the optimisation space through adding OpenCL pragmas (i.e., pragma unroll, thread attribute) to the auto-generated OpenCL kernel was performed. 
The performance results achieved through this activity are depicted in Figure 4.1 (right). As shown, the manually optimised DFT application outperformed the sequential vanilla Java code executed on the CPU by up to 218×. These results were in line with the well-documented performance portability [CC19] challenges of OpenCL across different hardware accelerators. Based on these findings, the TornadoVM compiler was augmented to automate the above mentioned process.

4.2 FPGA Acceleration of Managed Languages

To address the integration and performance portability challenges mentioned in Section 3.2.3, the original TornadoVM framework has been augmented to provide the following:

(a) Support for JIT compilation and emulation mode for seamless execution of Java applications on FPGAs

(b) A set of compiler extensions to enable optimisations which aim to replace the manual code interventions initially performed on the OpenCL generated kernels (Section 4.3).

(c) A complete tools chain that enables users to write a program "once" and "run it
anywhere", even on FPGAs, while taking advantage of hardware acceleration to achieve better performance.

Figure 4.2 presents the extensions made to TornadoVM, showcasing how the new approach can be practical for harnessing the FPGA technology within the Java language. The existing components of TornadoVM are illustrated with blue, while the applied extensions are depicted in pink.

To generate FPGA-compatible code, the TornadoVM OpenCL backend has been extended instead of implementing a new backend for generating HDL similarly to other approaches [ABCR10, KPZ+16]. The extension of the current OpenCL backend to
support seamless FPGA execution has the following advantages: a) increasing industrial support and maturity of OpenCL compilers and hence constantly improved performance on FPGAs, b) plug-and-play of customised and proprietary bitstream kernels that follow OpenCL semantics in cases that there is no access to the source code (legacy or licensed code), and c) it is consistent with the rest of the TornadoVM framework, thereby increasing maintainability.

The remaining of this section describes the individual changes made to the TornadoVM compiler (Section 4.2.1), runtime (Section 4.2.2), and memory management (Section 4.2.3).

4.2.1 Extensions to the JIT Compiler

As shown in the work-flow presented in Figure 4.2, the input Java code is compiled to Java bytecodes using the standard Java compiler (javac). Then, the TornadoVM Data Flow analyser [CFP+18c] exploits the data dependencies and builds an initial Intermediate Representation (IR) graph of the input program. The generated IR graph is compiled down to the target architecture following the two-stage compilation approach illustrated in Figure 4.3. At the first stage, Java bytecodes are JIT-compiled to OpenCL C, while at the second stage, the OpenCL C code is compiled to FPGA bitstream by the external toolchains of the FPGA vendors.

During the first-stage compilation, the input IR graph is optimised and specialised through the TornadoVM JIT compiler before the final OpenCL C code emission. Since the TornadoVM JIT compiler is a superset of the Graal compiler [WWW+13, DSW+13], it inherits both its existing set of optimisations and its IR representation. Hence, it employs not only device-specific optimisations and specialisations (e.g., for GPUs, multicore CPUs) but also standard compiler optimisations (e.g., loop unrolling, global value numbering, common subexpression elimination, etc.) derived from the Graal compiler.

Integration with HLS Software: After completing the first-stage compilation, the generated OpenCL C code is automatically forwarded to the HLS compilers (e.g., Intel aoc); which subsequently performs the second-stage compilation from OpenCL C into the FPGA bitstream. Once the FPGA bitstream is generated, it is stored into the bitstream cache inside TornadoVM. This facilitates the reuse of the bitstreams based on the requirements of the Java programs. Although the current state of the toolchain integrates Intel FPGAs, this system has been designed and implemented in a modular
Figure 4.3: Two stage compilation: 1) from Java to OpenCL C, and 2) from OpenCL C to FPGA Bitstream.

way to support multiple HLS-specific backends. This was the springboard that allowed the easy expansion of the toolchain for hosting multiple state-of-the-art HLS compilers, such as Vivado [Cha16] HLS from Xilinx, and therefore target cloud-native solutions, such as the AWS cloud.

4.2.2 Runtime Extensions

The initial investigation presented in Section 4.1 illustrated how ahead-of-time FPGA compilation can be achieved through manual intervention. However, ahead-of-time FPGA compilation requires users to perform the HLS compilation stage manually. This section presents the various execution modes added to the runtime that allow programmers to adapt code execution based on their requirements. These execution modes aim to compensate for the long design cycle that is the aftermath of the ample time that the bitstream generation takes. In addition, Section 4.4 further analyses the
The execution modes illustrated in Figure 4.4 are namely the following: the Full JIT mode, the Ahead of Time Mode and the Emulation Mode. The provision of these execution modes allows Java applications to be automatically adapted based on their requirements.

Ahead-of-Time mode: This mode alleviates the overhead of FPGA synthesis by allowing the plugin of precompiled bitstreams to TornadoVM during execution. The omission of the latency of the second compilation stage (from OpenCL C to bitstream) makes this mode suitable for applications that are sensitive to JIT compilation times (e.g., fast start-up applications or low energy requirements). In addition, since this mode allows users to plug in their bitstream implementations, disaggregated machines can be used for FPGA bitstream generation without any limitations, such as system resource utilisation or licensing issues.

Full JIT mode: This mode enables the end-to-end JIT compilation and execution of Java code onto FPGAs. This is achieved by creating a separate Java thread that makes direct calls to the HLS compilers for OpenCL (e.g., Intel aoc compiler for FPGAs). The HLS compilers for OpenCL follow the traditional process for compiling the OpenCL code into the FPGA bitstream [NSP+16]. Once the bitstream is generated, the runtime system stores it into the bitstream cache and marks the Java method ready to be executed on the FPGA. Finally, the runtime system loads the generated binary onto the FPGA device, creates the OpenCL context for a given program, and copies all data required to launch the kernel. The Full JIT compilation from the original Java source code to a fully functional hardware design is enabled through this mode. However, this JIT compilation process typically requires up to two hours (see Section 4.4) due to a timing consuming stage of the HLS compilation pipelined called placement and routing. Thus, the Full JIT mode is suitable for long running and server applications, in which the
compilation time is offset by the speedups achieved from FPGA acceleration.

**Emulation mode:** FPGA vendors provide tooling for FPGA emulation to reduce the overhead that is associated with the bitstream generation process. Through this emulation process the code intended for FPGA execution is compiled to the CPU. This compilation process generates optimization and resource utilization reports to identify potential bottlenecks before the bitstream generation takes place.

The emulation mode is used for fast prototyping, initial debugging, and functional validation of the generated FPGA kernels. This mode is not intended for any performance evaluation, as the emulated kernel code runs on a CPU thread and not on the physical FPGA device. This mode is added to aid developers at the initial development stage or debugging, since it avoids the HLS compilation overheads. Furthermore, it can provide an estimated view of the resource utilisation and any compiler warnings associated with the Java code. More importantly, widely available Java Integrated Development Environments (IDEs) (e.g., Eclipse, IntelliJ, NetBeans) can be used to develop software and test Java applications on FPGAs. Hence, developers with no HLS background can experiment by writing pure Java code using standard IDEs and assess whether their code can functionally run on an emulated FPGA. The use of standard IDEs in the development process is also applicable to the other two execution modes.

### 4.2.3 Memory Management

Figure 4.5 provides a high-level overview of how variables stored on the host side in the Java heap can be allocated to the device through JNI calls to OpenCL functions. The memory management between the host and the FPGA works as follows: the first time TornadoVM utilises an FPGA, it allocates a large amount of global memory on the device that acts as a managed heap (similarly to a Java heap). The rationale behind this managed on-device heap is to minimise the allocation times on the target device. TornadoVM performs only a single allocation while performing all data transfers between the host and the FPGA transparently to the user. This memory management system is adopted from the original framework. However, the OpenCL specification imposes a limiting factor regarding the maximum single buffer size. OpenCL does not allow single arrays larger than 1GB to be copied to a device at once [WPHZ17]. Furthermore, the proposed toolchain increases the bandwidth between the CPU and the FPGA by using page-locked (or pinned) memory. This enables OpenCL programs to use Direct Memory Accesses (DMA), thereby enhancing the performance of memory transfers. To use pinned memory on the FPGA, the TornadoVM runtime is required to
allocate memory using the OpenCL flag `CL_MEM_ALLOC_HOST_PTR`. The Java stack-frames (memory regions that include the return address and addresses of all input/output buffers on the Java heap) and all Java arrays required for the kernel execution are copied to this allocated region.

The extended TornadoVM memory manager copies all data to the FPGA’s global memory, and it keeps track of all host variables that have been copied to the FPGA. The toolchain classifies all arrays copied to the FPGA as read-only, write-only, or read-write during the runtime data analysis. Read-only Java arrays are persisted in the global memory of the device without copying them back to the host memory. On the contrary, write-only and read-write Java arrays are copied back to the host memory to make their updated values visible to the Java applications. Since TornadoVM dispatches and runs OpenCL code on the FPGA, all operations are, by default, non-blocking. This means that the operations regarding data transfers for the OpenCL kernel are non-blocking between the FPGA and the main host. Therefore, an extra barrier is added at the TornadoVM bytecode level to wait for the last kernel to be finished before performing the final copy from the device (FPGA) to the host to obtain the results.

A functional solution by enabling a two-stage compilation process does not guarantee high-performance without manual code-tuning, as it was highlighted in Section 4.1. Therefore, to run efficiently on FPGAs, there is a need to augment the compiler with FPGA awareness during compilation.

---

2https://intel.ly/2J0mQFj
4.3 Compiler Optimisations Targeting FPGAs

As discussed in Section 4.1, although the initial OpenCL-generated code was functionally correct, its performance was not portable on FPGAs. Therefore, the code must be specialised to exploit the features available on each hardware accelerator. In the case of FPGAs, this thesis proposes a set of compiler optimisations to automatically optimise Java programs for FPGAs without modifying the source code provided by the user.

4.3.1 Extensions to the JIT Compiler

To enable FPGA-specific optimisations, extensions to the IR of the JIT compiler with FPGA-related nodes were made. Briefly, the FPGA compilation flow works as follows: first, the TornadoVM runtime invokes the compiler to build the IR graph that represents the input Java method to be compiled. Consequently, the extended compiler specialises the IR graph for FPGAs by introducing new nodes and optimisation phases. After the code is optimised and specialised for FPGAs, the final OpenCL C code is generated (Figure 4.4, 1st stage compilation). Finally, the generated code is handled by the extended runtime system, which drives the 2nd stage compilation (Figure 4.4) based on the corresponding execution modes.

The introduced FPGA compiler optimisations are a) thread-scheduling attributes, b) loop unrolling, and c) loop flattening. Listing 4.1 shows a Java code snippet for the
Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) method that will hereafter be used to describe the optimisations above. The listed code contains a method with two nested for loops (lines 3 and 6) with the computation residing inside the nested loop. Note that the first loop is annotated with the @Parallel annotation, previously discussed in Section 2.3.1. Figure 4.6 illustrates how this work extended the original TornadoVM compiler. As shown, several compiler transformations are automatically applied to the IR of the code in Listing 4.1.

Figure 4.6(a) shows the IR graph that corresponds to the code after initially invoking the TornadoVM compiler. As shown, there are two groups of nodes: data-flow nodes connected by black dashed arrows and control-flow nodes connected by red arrows. Furthermore, each method begins with the Start node. The graph in Figure 4.6(a) shows two LoopBegin nodes that correspond to the two loops from the input Java code. To compute the bounds for each loop, a phi node along with an if condition is added in the IR. Since the compiler extensions are implemented in TornadoVM, they reuse two new nodes for computing the corresponding indices in OpenCL; namely GlobalID and GlobalSize.

Attributes for Thread-Scheduling: Initially, for kernels targeting OpenCL compatible GPUs, the IR information containing the global indices was sufficient for thread indexing. However, by keeping only the default OpenCL global indices, the generated kernel was designed for single-threaded FPGA execution. Consequently, when launching multiple threads on the FPGA, they pointed to wrong memory locations and thus generated erroneous results. To address this problem, the IR is extended with a new node to generate OpenCL C attributes before the function header of the kernel. These attributes specify the thread selection (number of threads per block for each dimension — 1D, 2D, or 3D) with which the kernel should be executed. This compiler optimisation is presented in Figure 4.6(b). A new node called NDRange is inserted right after the Start node. This node points to an additional data-flow node that indicates the values for the thread-blocks in 1D, 2D, and 3D (x, y, z), respectively. These values depend on the global size of the compute kernel.

Loop Unrolling: The second FPGA optimisation applied is explicit loop-unrolling, a widely used optimisation for improving OpenCL performance on FPGAs [WHU17]. Initial investigation of the optimisation space showcased that improved performance can be achieved through pragmas rather than apply loop unrolling before generating the OpenCL kernels. The inner loop analysis is performed by inspecting the loop bounds. The inspection aim to detect bounds assigned with constants values instead
of being dynamically assigned. For cases where the input code can contain several nested loops, the compiler always tries to perform loop unrolling to the innermost loop. For example, assuming that a loop is a candidate to be unrolled, the newly introduced phases in the TornadoVM compiler insert a new control-flow node (i.e., Unroll) in the IR before the LoopBegin node of the corresponding candidate loop for unrolling. Figure 4.6(c) highlights the optimisation in which the inner unrolled loop is annotated with the Unroll node. The loop unrolling phase uses as a basis the default unroll phase of Graal, which means it considers only loops with up to 128 dependency-free iterations as unrollable. Consequently, the OpenCL code generator reads the new Unroll node. This node triggers the emission a pragma unroll in the OpenCL C code, leaving the underneath HLS compiler to decide the unrolling factor.

**Loop Flattening:** The final compiler optimisation that is applied is loop-flattening.
The original compiler performs node replacement to substitute for loops with the OpenCL indexing primitives (e.g., `get_global_id`). However, it maintains the for loops in the OpenCL C code if the kernel processes more elements than the available threads on the target device. Since the extensions made to the TornadoVM compiler specialise the IR for FPGA execution, they also specialise the input index space. Therefore, loop nodes can be safely replaced by the OpenCL indexing primitives. It is important to note that the compiler extensions only flatten the parallelised loops by replacing the loops with the OpenCL indexing primitives. If a loop is computed sequentially, the compiler will preserve the loop nodes. The loop flattening optimisation is highlighted in Figure 4.6(d), in which the outermost loop is removed along with every data dependency associated with it.

### 4.3.2 Generated FPGA-Optimised OpenCL C code

Figure 4.7 provides a sketch of the generated OpenCL code for FPGAs reflecting all described optimisations for the input Java code of Listing 4.1. This Java code contains the user-defined annotation (@Parallel) that indicates that a loop in the program can be transformed for parallel execution. The left side of Figure 4.7 shows the generated OpenCL code without automatically applying the implemented compiler optimisations. In contrast, the right side shows the generated code highlighting the outcomes of the compiler optimisations. The yellow block on the right side highlights the attribute for determining the number of work-items (threads) used for thread scheduling on the FPGA. In this case, it is set to 64 elements, as this number has been shown to offer maximum performance on Intel FPGAs [SEEZ19, WOL+17]. The red block highlights the outer loop which is targeted to be flattened. On the right-hand side the green block showcases how during its post-optimisation phase the loop is only indexed by the `get_global_id` OpenCL intrinsic. This optimisation simplifies the generated hardware circuits on the FPGA and, therefore, increases performance. Finally, the blue block highlights the loop unrolling for the FPGA with a factor of two through the `pragma unroll` OpenCL Intel FPGA directive before the innermost loop.

Once the OpenCL FPGA code is generated, a call to the underlying OpenCL compiler (e.g., the Intel aoc compiler) is required to compile the OpenCL C source code to the FPGA bitstream as explained in Section 4.2.1.
4.4 Evaluation

This section presents an analysis of the various performance aspects of the complete toolchain. Section 4.4.1 outlines the experimental methodology, benchmarks and hardware configuration used. Section 4.4.2 presents the attained performance improvements against various baselines. Section 4.4.2.1 and 4.4.2.2 presents the runtime overhead analysis and effect of the compiler optimisations respectively. In addition, Section 4.4.3 outlines the HLS compilation overheads and Section 4.4.4 presents the resource utilisation on the FPGA device.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup and Methodology

The performance of the FPGA executed code for the end-to-end toolchain is evaluated against the peak performance of single and multithreaded Java implementations compiled with the server compiler (C2) of OpenJDK [PVC01b]. Also, to guarantee that the JVM has been warmed up, up to 150 iterations per benchmark were performed and the mean of the consecutive ten runs is reported. To ensure the functional correctness of the generated FPGA code (Section 4.2.2), the validation has been performed through execution in emulation mode. After that, all FPGA bitstreams were generated while using the full JIT mode for each benchmark.
Table 4.1: Input and data sizes for the given set of benchmarks. Input size corresponds to the number of parallel iterations while the data sizes correspond to the in/out data transfers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Input size</th>
<th>Data-In (MB)</th>
<th>Data-Out (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>small</td>
<td>medium</td>
<td>large</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VectorAdd</td>
<td>32768</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>67108864</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>4096</td>
<td>32768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlackScholes</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>33554432</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RenderTrack</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>8192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N-Body</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>32768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>262144</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The execution time of the FPGA code is also reported using the arithmetic mean of ten consecutive runs, similarly to the CPU-executed code. Furthermore, all reported numbers correspond to end-to-end executions, which include the times (i) for loading the bitstreams into the FPGA, (ii) executing the kernels, (iii) copying the data from the host to the FPGA memory, and (iv) copying back the data from the FPGA memory to the host (CPU). Finally, each benchmark has been evaluated against three different workloads – small, medium, and large – with data sizes (Table 4.1) increasing by orders of magnitude, varying from 1MB to 540MB. The large size corresponds to the maximum size permitted by the HLS compiler for mapping each generated circuit on the available FPGA device.

4.4.1.1 Benchmarks

Regarding the performance evaluation, two standard applications (Vector-Add and BlackScholes), two variations of computational dwarfs [KFAB16] (NBody and DFT), and two computationally intensive kernels for image processing (RenderTrack and Grayscale) were used. For all benchmarks, both sequential and multithreaded Java implementations have been ported, verified and evaluated.

4.4.1.2 Experimental Setup

Table 4.2 outlines the experimental hardware platform to evaluate and validate the performance gains of the proposed toolchain. The accelerator card is an Intel Arria 10 FPGA (10AX115N3F40E2SG). Also, the Arria 10 FPGA offers native IEEE 754 single-precision floating-point operations through its DSP blocks [Intc]. The FPGA
Table 4.2: Experimental Platform for FPGA Experimentation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
<td>Intel Core i7-7700 @ 4.2GHz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
<td>4 (8 HyperThreads)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
<td>64GB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IGPU</td>
<td>Intel HD Graphics 630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPGA</td>
<td>Nallatech 385A, Intel Arria 10 FPGA, Two banks of 4GB DDR3 SDRAM each</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS</td>
<td>CentOS 7.4 (Linux Kernel 3.10.0-693)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (CPU)</td>
<td>2.0 (Intel)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (GPU)</td>
<td>1.2 19.43.14583 Intel OpenCL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (FPGA)</td>
<td>1.0 (Intel), Intel FPGA SDK 17.1, HPC Board Support Package (BSP) by Nallatech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
<td>Java SE 1.8.0_131 64-Bit JVMCI VM 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Heap</td>
<td>16GB</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

frequency for all the kernels is automatically determined by the Intel OpenCL compiler and ranges from 176 to 218 MHz.

4.4.2 Performance Analysis

To conduct the performance evaluation three different configurations against various baselines have been used. The first two concern the performance improvements over sequential and multithreaded Java execution, while the last one assess the acceleration performance over an Intel Integrated GPU.

**FPGA versus sequential Java code:** Figure 4.8 shows the performance of the FPGA executed code against the sequential Java code. As shown, FPGA execution for small workloads exhibits performance slowdowns across all benchmarks except for DFT. This is due to the time spent in data transfers which is significantly higher than the FPGA computation time. In the case of memory-bound benchmarks, such as VectorAdd, the performance slowdown can reach up to 0.002×. Regarding Grayscale, BlackScholes and RenderTrack, although they perform worse compared to sequential Java for small workloads. On the contrary, they show performance scalability while increasing data sizes, with peak speedups of 11×, 15× and 30×. Moreover, NBody shows a similar
Figure 4.8: Speedup of Intel Arria 10 FPGA against sequential Java for small, medium and large data sizes.

Figure 4.9: Speedup of Intel Arria 10 FPGA against multithreaded Java (8 threads) for small, medium and large data sizes.

performance trend with a peak speedup of $83 \times$. Finally, for highly computational benchmarks, such as DFT, the FPGA outperforms the CPU-executed sequential Java code for all input sizes by up to $224 \times$.

**FPGA versus multithreaded Java code:** Figure 4.9 shows the performance of the FPGA executed code against the multithreaded Java code. All benchmarks utilise the maximum number of available threads in the system (eight), except RenderTrack for which Hyper-Threading was deactivated since it was resulting in performance degradation. As shown in Figure 4.9, for large data sizes, FPGA execution outperforms the multithreaded Java implementations from $1.62 \times$ up to $19.82 \times$. However, for small and medium input data sizes, the multithreaded Java code outperforms the FPGA executed code except for the RenderTrack benchmark. This a performance pattern is associated with the overhead of copying data to/from the FPGA.

**FPGA versus an Intel HD Graphics 630 GPU:** Figure 4.10 shows the performance of the FPGA executed code against TornadoVM running on an Intel HD Graphics 630 integrated GPU. The configuration of the local-work-group size
is not manually tuned, instead the local_work_size attribute is left empty for the clEnqueueNDRangeKernel. Therefore, the Intel driver and its OpenCL implementation will automatically determine how to distribute the global work-items. As shown in Figure 4.10, for all benchmarks except NBody and Black-Scholes for large data sizes, FPGA execution outperforms the Intel Graphics up to $13.82 \times$. The performance for medium workloads performance varies depending on the workload. For instance, workloads that make use specialised math operations exhibit better performance over the integrated GPU. However, the FPGA always performs worse for small sizes compared to the Intel HD Graphics card due to the overheads for copying the data to/from the device. This behaviour is expected, and for that reason, the FPGAs are recommended to be targeted in cases of computationally intensive workloads.

4.4.2.1 Runtime Overhead Analysis

To further understand the overall performance of the system, a break-down analysis of the end-to-end execution times of all benchmarks is presented in Figure 4.11. The analysis of the execution times is conducted only for the largest input data sizes. This decision was made as this data size highlights the impact of the data transfers between the host and the device memories. Each bar has four parts corresponding to: a) kernel execution time on the FPGA (Kernel), b) data transfers from host to device (H2D), c) data transfers from device to host (D2H), and d) the (Rest). The Rest includes the time for loading the binary on the FPGA and initialising low-level OpenCL data structures, such as the OpenCL context of each kernel.

Figure 4.11 shows that up to 18% of time is spent in transferring data from the host to the FPGA device (H2D) and backwards (D2H). In particular, VectorAdd, BlackScholes and Grayscale spent up to 10%, and RenderTrack up to 18% of their

Figure 4.10: Speedup of Intel Arria 10 FPGA against Intel HD Graphics 630 for small, medium and large data sizes.
Figure 4.11: Breakdown of the total execution time of each benchmark.

total time in data transfers. On the contrary, the **Kernel** execution time is up to 99.9% for both computationally intensive benchmarks: **NBody** and **DFT**.

The **VectorAdd** benchmark is a particular case because it exhibits slowdowns, as illustrated in Figure 4.8, even though the kernel execution percentage is large enough to anticipate performance improvements. The reason is that this benchmark is memory intensive, and the current version of the toolchain does not support memory-specific optimisations, such as local or constant memory (Section 5). Hence, there is significant memory traffic in the global memory (DRAM). However, in TornadoVM all data is stored in a single buffer which does not support anti-aliasing and coalesced accesses. Therefore, when a task has minimal compute operations while operates heavily on read/write from global memory, the performance can be penalised significantly. One potential optimisation would be to automatically vectorise load and store operations with OpenCL by specialising the kernel. Finally, the time for loading the binary and initialising OpenCL contexts (**Rest**) across all benchmarks is negligible.

### 4.4.2.2 Optimisation Phases Breakdown

The data obtained from exploiting the optimisation space, and reported in Table 4.3 shows the contribution of each phase to the overall performance shown in Figure 4.8.

The first phase includes only the **Thread Scheduling (TS)** optimisation and shows two different thread-block configurations; one with 32 threads and one 64 threads. These numbers suggested by the available technical report on the Intel FPGA. Note that during experimentation any thread configuration of more than 128 caused errors on the HLS software side. In this work, the main observation is that the thread-block that offers the best performance for the specific FPGA board is the 64 thread-block in
Table 4.3: The impact of each optimisation phase in performance. The first optimisation phase includes Thread-Scheduling (TS), the second phase applies Loop Unrolling (LU) along with scheduling with 64 threads (TS_64). The final phase includes all previous optimisations and Loop Flattening (LF).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Thread Scheduling (TS)</th>
<th>TS_64 + LU</th>
<th>TS_64 + LU + LF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VectorAdd</td>
<td>0.00002 ×</td>
<td>0.0001 ×</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale</td>
<td>9.42 ×</td>
<td>10.01 ×</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black-Scholes</td>
<td>15.85 ×</td>
<td>15.97 ×</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RenderTrack</td>
<td>21.23 ×</td>
<td>28.16 ×</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBody</td>
<td>11.04 ×</td>
<td>31.20 ×</td>
<td>66.75 ×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>35.44 ×</td>
<td>56.31 ×</td>
<td>214.64 ×</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

OpenCL. This configuration is achieved a maximum performance improvement of up to 56× over the Java sequential code compared to 35.44× for the 32 thread configuration. Besides, as the Thread Scheduling column of Table 4.3 shows, all benchmarks showcase the best performance at the 64 thread configuration. Thus, 64 threads were used in the experiments shown in Figures 4.8, 4.9 and 4.10.

The second phase applies the loop unrolling (LU) optimisation on top of the first phase. Note that this optimisation is only applicable for applications in which an inner unrollable loop exists. Therefore, N/A reflects to non-applicable applications. In this benchmark selection only DFT and NBody are applicable. For DFT applying this optimisation phase (TS_64 + LU), the overall performance can be improved up to 214× (3.8× improvement). In addition, NBody reaches a performance improvement up to 66.75× (2.13× improvement).

The final phase is applicable to all benchmarks regardless of the structure of the kernel. This phase combines the previous optimisations with loop flattening (TS 64 + LU + LF). The maximum performance is achieved in the DFT with the overall performance to reach up to 224× compared to sequential Java. Moreover, the performance of the generated FPGA code is improved by 1.24× compared to the previous optimisation state of NBody. It can be noted that only BlackScholes showcases performance degradation due to this optimisation.

Optimising the unrolling factor mentioned above, as well as the work-group configurations can improve the overall performance of the generated kernel. However, this suggests optimisation iterations per use case or the extensive use for a performance modelling approach. Chapter 5 investigates alternative approaches to improve the efficiency of the generated code.
4.4.3 HLS Compilation & Binary Loading

Table 4.4 shows the HLS compilation times, binary loading times, and the sizes of the generated FPGA bitstreams for each benchmark. The HLS compilation time regards the 2nd stage compilation (Section 4.2.2), and it is the time spent for compiling the specialised generated OpenCL C code to a bitstream. The binary loading time is the time required to load the bitstreams and initialise low-level OpenCL primitives on the FPGA on behalf of the running program. As shown, while the binary loading time is in the range of milliseconds, the HLS compilation time can take up to 114 minutes (about 2 hours) to complete. Furthermore, the HLS compilation time includes the time for placement and routing, which is strongly related to the vendor tools and the complexity of the generated kernels. For instance, the NBody kernel reports the longest compilation time as it includes the loop unrolling optimisation, which utilises more private memory on the FPGA, and thus higher BRAM resources (Table 4.5). The increased latency in the HLS compilation times was the motivation for providing a set of execution modes in TornadoVM that can either perform a whole compilation for FPGAs at runtime (Full JIT) or load the bitstream of precompiled kernels (AOT) (discussed in Section 4.2.2). Nevertheless, OpenCL drivers for Xilinx and Intel are evolving quickly, thereby reducing compilation times and making JIT compilation more affordable [Int19]. Finally, Table 4.4 illustrated that both binary loading times and bitstream sizes are in the same range for all the benchmarks.

Table 4.4: Bitstream size, time for loading onto the FPGA, and HLS bitstream
generation time.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Bitstream Size (MB)</th>
<th>Load Bitstream (ms)</th>
<th>HLS Compilation (minutes)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VectorAdd</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BlackScholes</td>
<td>174</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RenderTrack</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBody</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4.5: Resource utilisation as reported by the Intel High Level Synthesis Compiler (AOC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>LUTs</th>
<th>FFs</th>
<th>DSPs</th>
<th>BRAM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VectorAdd</td>
<td>145535 (19.5%)</td>
<td>275521 (18.4%)</td>
<td>72 (3%)</td>
<td>570 (39.4%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grayscale</td>
<td>117928 (15.7%)</td>
<td>230040 (15.4%)</td>
<td>72 (3%)</td>
<td>494 (34.0%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black-Scholes</td>
<td>186348 (24.9%)</td>
<td>306361 (20.5%)</td>
<td>490 (20.7%)</td>
<td>935 (64.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RenderTrack</td>
<td>118582 (15.9%)</td>
<td>238742 (16%)</td>
<td>72 (3%)</td>
<td>514 (35.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NBody</td>
<td>174036 (23.3%)</td>
<td>329764 (22.1%)</td>
<td>120 (5.1%)</td>
<td>1291 (89.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFT</td>
<td>146418 (19.6%)</td>
<td>264652 (17.7%)</td>
<td>109 (4.6%)</td>
<td>748 (51.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
<td><strong>747080</strong></td>
<td><strong>1494160</strong></td>
<td><strong>2367</strong></td>
<td><strong>1446</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.4.4 Resource Utilisation

Table 4.5 shows the FPGA resource utilisation of four different hardware components – Look Up Tables (LUTs), Flip Flops (FFs), Digital Signal Processing (DSPs), and Memory Blocks (BRAM) – for each benchmark. As shown, the utilisation of the LUTs varies between 15.9% and 24.9% of the total capacity of the FPGA. In particular, BlackScholes utilises more LUTs and DSPs than the rest of the benchmarks, as the generated OpenCL C code of BlackScholes contains 216 lines of code with complex control flow. The utilisation of DSPs is between 3 and 5.1% for all benchmarks, except BlackScholes which is at 20.7% due to its code complexity. Regarding the BRAM utilisation, NBody is a particular case occupying up to 89.3% of the available resources BRAM resources. This high utilization is a result of the extensions to the TornadoVM JIT compiler that unroll two of the innermost loops.

Overall, these results indicate that the current set of benchmarks utilises roughly one-fourth of the FPGA available resources, except BRAMs. BRAMs show higher utilisation due to loop unrolling, which duplicates memory access and the intermediate stored values. Finally, the low utilisation of FPGA resources could provide enough space to accommodate multiple compute kernels per hardware design, resulting in higher performance.

4.4.5 Discussion

By carefully analysing the benchmarks and the obtained results of FPGA execution, a set of technical guidelines to can be obtained. These guidelines aim to highlight when FPGA acceleration is suitable for application written in Java.
Applications not suitable for FPGAs: VectorAdd is a case in which during runtime there is a need to copy a significant amount of data. However, this data only aims to compute just a few operations, thus this is not suitable for FPGA execution. This is attributed to modern CPUs, which operate at a much higher frequency than FPGAs (GHz versus MHz), can perform a larger number of such operations in less time. Also, the Java Hotspot compiler [AAZ+18, Ora14, PVC01b] can utilise high-performance special vector instructions and operations (e.g., fused multiply-add (FMA)).

Applications suitable for FPGAs: Applications, such as BlackScholes, Grayscale, NBody, DFT and RenderTrack exhibit significant speedups when operating over large data sizes. These applications use the specialised hardware on the FPGA to accelerate the abundance of math operations they contain (e.g., sine and cosine). This is because FPGAs can perform these operations in few clock cycles. This class of applications exhibits speedups for all inputs corresponding to large input sizes.

Overall, based on the above findings, Java applications can merit FPGA execution. In more detail, libraries such as DeepNets [SOV+20], in which heavy and repeated mathematical computations occur can be suitable for acceleration. Therefore, calls to specific libraries can be diverted for FPGA co-execution.

4.5 Summary

This chapter outlined and discusses a novel and practical approach that allows managed languages to achieve seamless and efficient FPGA code execution. This work extends beyond the prior work discussed in Section 3.2 on high-level language execution for FPGAs and the gap outlined in Section 3.2.3 for Java execution on FPGAs. The key difference is that it allows automatically and transparently the generation of specialised FPGA code without explicitly requiring any hardware-related annotations in the source code. Section 4.2.2 presented the required modifications to enable seamless integration with HLS software, as well as memory management features for catering to FPGA execution particularities. Moreover, Section 4.3 illustrated how a minimal set of compiler optimisations enabled performant code generation targeting FPGAs. The proposed toolchain is designed to adapt to the requirements of a software developer. Therefore, it is compliant with high-level Java IDEs and debuggers while offering three execution modes based on the given requirements. Finally, Section 4.4 presented the performance evaluation of the complete toolchain. For this purpose, several Java
benchmarks using the original TornadoVM API were tested.

The toolchain, which used an Intel Arria 10 FPGA, showcased speedups up to 19.8× and 224× over multithreaded and sequential Java code, respectively. Besides, it also achieved speedups up to 13.82× over parallel execution on an integrated GPU (i.e., Intel HD Graphics 630) using TornadoVM.

While FPGAs can yield high-performance, HLS compilation times can impose a key challenge for their integration with commodity computing systems. The next chapter investigates how a heterogeneous managed runtime in combination with a state-of-the-art JIT compiler, can exploit the memory hierarchy of GPUs seamlessly. It outlines several techniques to exploit the memory hierarchy of GPUs through explicit memory allocation on private or local memory or loop transformations, such as tiling and partial unrolling.
Chapter 5

Exploiting the Memory Hierarchy of GPUs via JIT Compilation

The previous chapter presented a novel mechanism for enabling seamless integration of FPGAs into managed runtimes. However, since FPGAs do not have a specific instruction set architecture (ISA), code generation heavily depends on the manufacturer’s HLS, thus compilation times can be prolonged. Also, other common optimisations, such as local memory allocation on FPGAs are not only user-managed, but also an explicit cache hierarchy does not exist [Zoh18, HHA+18]. As a result, the benefits of JIT compilation techniques at run-time can be limited as they need to consider hardware and HLS particularities. On the contrary, generating code for other heterogeneous devices with pre-defined ISAs, such as GPUs, can showcase performance improvements, while using a combination of JIT compilation techniques.

Most of the programming languages used for programming GPUs (e.g., OpenCL, CUDA, OpenACC) expose to their APIs language constructs. Hence, developers must explicitly use them to optimise and tune their applications to harness the underlying hardware. This trade-off between GPU programmability and performance has been an active research topic. Section 3.3 discussed in detail work that revolves around polyhedral models [DYS+12, VCJC+13] or enhanced compilers for domain-specific languages (DSLs), such as Lift [SRD17] and Halide [RKBA+13]. These approaches either have high compilation overheads [BPCB10], which makes them unsuitable for dynamically compiled languages, or they still require developer’s intervention to exploit the memory hierarchy of GPUs (through explicit constructs or annotations available in the parallel programming languages).

Optimising code written in a high-level languages for low-level GPU execution is a
challenging problem. However, JVM-based aggressive compilers have been addressing similar challenges for two decades. For instance, many aggressive optimisation techniques applied to Java, like escape analysis [Bla03], partial escape analysis, and scalar replacement work towards minimising the memory footprint, and thus Garbage Collection (GC) overheads. Moreover, being able to express low-level optimisations from a high-level programming abstraction is part of this process. JikesRVM [AAC+99] supported intrinsic functions, while Frampton et al. [FBC+09] extended these concepts by proposing metacircular intrinsics. Both of the above provide an experimented programmer with a utility to express architecture-specific optimisations. In addition, JIT compilers, such as the Hotspot C2 compiler [PVC01a], Mozilla IonMonkey [Moza], SpiderMonkey [Mozb] and Google TurboFan [Gooa] for v8 [Goob] use similar techniques. Finally, modern aggressive compilers, like Graal [DWS+13], offer a state-of-art infrastructure, like Snippets [SWU+15], to express low-level optimisations in Java.

This chapter presents an alternative approach for automatically exploiting the memory hierarchy of GPUs completely transparently to the users. The main approach is based on Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation and abstracts away low-level architectural intricacies from the user programs, while making its application suitable for dynamically compiled languages. The compiler extensions are implemented in the form of enhancements to the Intermediate Representation (IR) and numerous associated optimisation phases that can automatically exploit local memory allocations and data locality on GPUs.

The compiler optimisations for exploiting and optimising local memory have been evaluated against a set of reduction and matrix operations across three different GPU architectures. To showcase the performance benefits of this technique, two different baseline implementations were used; (i) the original code generated by TornadoVM that does not exploit GPU local memory, and (ii) the hand-written optimised OpenCL code.

Briefly, this chapter presents the following contributions:

• A novel JIT compilation approach for automatically exploiting local memory of GPUs without requiring manual intervention.

• An analysis on how compiler snippets can be used to express local memory optimisations by introducing compositional compiler intrinsics, that can be parameterised and reused for different compiler optimisations.

• A detailed evaluation across a variety of GPU architectures (i.e., AMD, Intel, and Nvidia GPUs), against the functionally equivalent auto-generated unoptimised
and the hand-written OpenCL code with the same optimisations. The experimental results showcase performance speedup of up to 2.5x versus the original code generated by TornadoVM, while reaching up to 97% of the performance of the manually optimised code.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 5.1 outlines the JIT compilation process for exploiting local memory for reduce and matrix operations. Section 5.3 presents how Graal Snippets combined with runtime information regarding the available memory on the GPU introduce the Compositional Compiler Intrinsic (CCI). Section 5.4 explains in detail how the optimisation process is used for reduction and matrix operations. Section 5.5 showcases the performance benefits that the above process can yield without modifying the user code. Finally, Section 5.6 summarises the findings of this chapter.

5.1 Motivation: Tier-Memory for Locality in GPUs

Previously, Section 2.1.1.2 presented the characteristics of GPUs and Section 2.1.2.1 outlined the OpenCL memory hierarchy in Figure 2.3. However, efficient data locality on GPUs is crucial to achieve high-performance and avoid performance bottlenecks, such as memory aliasing [BAM13]. Section 3.3 outlined several state-of-art techniques and approaches that attempt to mitigate the complexity of data locality in GPUs with optimising compilers.

Exploiting the GPU Tier-Memory: Listing 5.1 outlines an OpenCL kernel for computing a Matrix Multiplication workload. This kernel utilises the global, local, and private memories of the GPUs. Additionally, it also showcases how to increase the efficacy of data locality by applying a common loop transformation, such as loop tiling. Loop tiling for GPUs can improve coalesced global-memory accesses, data reuse in local memory, and reduce the effect of thread divergence [GCH+14].

Manually tuning a kernel to apply these optimisations is a complicated process and it requires additional modifications when the input program changes. Lines 8 and 9 of Listing 5.1 highlight the need for explicitly allocating arrays into the local memory region of the GPU with a statically defined size. This size is a key factor for performance as it needs to match the work-items defined in each work-group (i.e., local workgroup size). Moreover, lines 15-19 illustrate how data is being copied from the global memory into smaller chunks into the local memory. This process requires complex indexing usage through explicit attributes (e.g., get_group_id()). Lines
Listing 5.1: Example of an OpenCL kernel computing a Matrix Multiplication optimised to use local memory and loop tiling.

Listing 5.2 showcases a Matrix Multiplication method written in Java with the

23-25 showcase how the computation is performed in the newly introduced tiled loop. This computation iterates over a loop of a specific size (i.e., tile size) which needs to be tuned for the data to fit in the local memory. Also, this tiled loop needs to be explicitly synchronised with the communication barriers highlighted in lines 21 and 27. Therefore, the process outlined above highlights the need for in-depth understanding of the underlying GPU architecture, as well as the OpenCL programming model to exploit the memory hierarchy of GPUs.

Listing 5.2 showcases a Matrix Multiplication method written in Java with the
private static void matrixMultiplication(final float[] A, final float[] B, final float[] C, final int size) {
    for (@Parallel int i = 0; i < size; i++) {
        for (@Parallel int j = 0; j < size; j++) {
            float sum = 0.0f;
            for (int k = 0; k < size; k++) {
                sum += A[(i * size) + k] * B[(k * size) + j];
            }
            C[(i * size) + j] = sum;
        }
    }
}

Listing 5.2: Example code of a Java method computing a naive implementation of a Matrix Multiplication written with the TornadoVM API.

TornadoVM API. This example highlights that the developer is only required to use the @Parallel annotation to mark the parallel dimensions of a loop in a given method. In addition, the underlying complexity is being handled by the TornadoVM JIT compiler.

The original TornadoVM framework did not utilise local memory. Prior to this work, for Java applications to merit from local memory in GPUs typically relied on exposing low-level programming primitives [SCN+15] to the API. The goal of the work presented in this Chapter is to preserve intact the minimal API of TornadoVM, and exploit the optimisations mentioned above seamlessly during JIT compilation.

5.2 GPU Memory-Aware JIT Compilation

Figure 5.1 presents an overview of the JIT compilation process for exploiting local memory. The underlying approach includes three distinct phases: detection, compositional intrinsics, and memory transformations. All transformations are applied to the common IR of TornadoVM JIT compiler (which is a superset of the Graal IR [DSW+13]). The TornadoVM IR uses the sea-of-nodes [CP95] common representation which encompasses both the control-flow and data-flow nodes. By using this representation, TornadoVM can compile and optimise Java bytecodes to OpenCL by performing IR-node substitutions, including the addition or deletion of nodes through the compilation process.

The detection phase scans the IR to locate specific nodes, such as accesses to/from arrays through read and write nodes, as well as the induction variables. To use local
memory, nodes commonly used to read and write from/to memory are first located (by default, the JIT compiler assumes all accesses target the global memory). These array accesses are detected via indexed read and write nodes in the IR. The detection phase is crucial for the compilation process since:

(a) It provides the exact region in the IR to read/write from/to local, instead of global memory.

(b) It analyses all nodes accessible from the indexed read/write nodes, such as the induction variables and the parameters of the compiled method.

This information is accounted during the detection phase to introduce and attach a new node. The newly introduced node encloses the read and write nodes, and it is used by the next phases to perform aggressive optimisations regarding local memory (Sections 5.4) and loop tiling (Section 5.4.2).

The *compositional intrinsics* phase adds to the IR the nodes needed for performing memory allocation, and prepares the IR for code generation. Concisely, this phase starts by specialising the IR with GPU-oriented optimisations based on the new nodes trailing from the detection phase. Although the previous phase was only application dependent, from this stage and onwards application and architecture-dependent optimisations are being applied to the IR. During this process, the high-level IR is lowered into a more concrete lower IR (known as lowering process) which has a closer mapping to the underlying target architecture. Since this process involves the introduction of several new IR nodes, a key design decision was to create and utilise a set of parameterised compiler intrinsics. In this way, complex optimisations can be decomposed (e.g., loop tiling with local memory) into smaller graphs, and combined at runtime to form larger graphs. These compiler intrinsics are in the form of *Snippets* [SWU+15] and they are methods, completely written in Java, which represent low-level operations that are being attached to the IR at runtime. Examples of such operations are the creation of local memory allocation code or the combination of loop tiling with the local memory

---

Figure 5.1: Overview of the Just-in-Time compilation flow for automatically exploiting the GPU memory hierarchy.
allocation. Section 5.3 explains in detail, all the compiler intrinsics introduced for automatically supporting local memory.

Finally, the memory transformations phase is an architecture dependent optimisation process. In this phase, the JIT compiler processes the new nodes introduced during lowering, and completes the IR by adding the correct information to access local memory. This low-level information includes the base addresses and the offset arithmetic nodes. In summary, this phase introduces new IR operations for the following:

1. Copying data from global to local memory.
2. Materialising the indices to read/write from/to local memory.
3. Copying the final data (i.e., the variable that escapes the scope of the loop) from local to global memory upon finishing executing a kernel.

In addition, this phase invokes the OpenCL API for obtaining device-specific information to optimise local memory sizes based on the number of work-items deployed and the available local memory.

5.3 Compositional Compiler Intrinsics (CCIs)

Compiler intrinsics are low-level code segments typically expressed in low-level programming languages, such as Assembly or C. They represent optimised code for common operations, such as the use of vector operations or memory allocation. The JIT compilers of Graal and MaxineVM [WHVDV+13, KCR+17b] introduced the concept of compiler snippets as a high-level representation of low-level operations [SWU+15]. With snippets, low-level operations are implemented in a high-level programming language (Java) instead of the assembly code. Since the aforementioned JIT compilers are also implemented in Java, they do not need to cross language boundaries to implement their intrinsics. Hence, their code can be further optimised by applying common compiler optimisations (e.g., loop unrolling, constant propagation, etc.).

Fumero et al. [FK18] extended the use of compiler snippets to express efficient parallel skeletons for GPUs in TornadoVM. The work in this chapter extends the capabilities of compiler snippets to express local memory optimisations by introducing compositional compiler intrinsics, which can be parameterised and reused for different compiler optimisations. With this approach, applications can further increase their performance by automatically exploiting local memory.
Key focus of this work is to provide a set of parameterised compiler intrinsics that gradually lower the IR, and generate efficient GPU code that uses local memory. These compiler intrinsics are involved in two different compilation phases: the compositional intrinsics phase (Figure 5.1), in which the actual compiler intrinsics are inserted into the compiled graph (IR), and the memory transformations phase, in which the IR is optimised after inlining the intrinsics into the graph. This approach offers a degree of flexibility to the compiler to apply several optimisations and combine intrinsics to express multiple optimisations. In detail, the following intrinsics are introduced:

- **Local Memory Allocation**: This intrinsic modifies the IR to emit code for allocating arrays in local memory. Input and output variables that have been detected in the detection phase are marked as candidates for using local memory. In this case, this compiler intrinsic introduces the logic to declare and instantiate arrays in local memory. By design, snippets do not support dynamic memory allocation, and consequently, the *Local Memory Allocation* intrinsic does not either. Therefore, array lengths must be statically set. To address this limitation, the lengths of the arrays are provided to be stored in local memory as a parameter node that can be dynamically changed and updated in the memory transformations phase. The actual size depends on the amount of local memory available on the target device and the number of threads deployed. In this way, multiple combinations of local memory sizes can be generated during runtime. Figure 5.2 illustrates the use of this compiler intrinsic for loop tiling in the JIT compiler. The left-hand side of Figure 5.2 shows the IR that represents an indexed read and

![Figure 5.2: IR transformations for the compiler intrinsics of local memory allocation and data copies.](image)
an indexed write from/to an array inside a loop. The graph is read as follows: the control flow nodes are connected with red arrows, while the data-flow nodes are connected with black dashed arrows. Moreover, the introduction of a compiler intrinsic is represented by a red node, while a blue node represents a required node to perform an optimisation. In this phase, the JIT compiler runs the detection phase, looking for reads and writes enclosed in loops. Upon the detection of the ReadIndexedNode/WriteIndexedNode nodes (Figure 5.2(a)), the compiler marks them as candidates to use local memory and introduces a set of new nodes (i.e., LocalArrayAlloc, Size) in the IR (Figure 5.2(b)).

- **Copy To Local Memory/Copy To Global Memory:** These compiler intrinsics introduce a copy from global to local memory and vice versa. These memory copies are presented in Figure 5.2(c) as two new IR intrinsics CopyToLocal and CopyToGlobal. Both intrinsics are performed during the memory transformations phase and accept as inputs the local array nodes and the corresponding indices from global and local memory.

- **Load/Store Operations in Local Memory:** This pair of intrinsics performs load and store operations from arrays that reside in local memory to private memory, and vice versa. Figure 5.2(c) illustrates these operations as two new IR intrinsics ReadIndexedLocal and WriteIndexedLocal that represent the load and store operations, respectively. This pair of compiler intrinsics enables the JIT compiler to access the local memory address space, as opposed to the TornadoVM IR indices (ReadIndexed and WriteIndexed in Figure 5.2(b)) that do not support this functionality.

- **Reductions with local memory:** This intrinsic improves the reduction operations presented by Fumero et al. [FK18], by adding local memory support. Using the same technique as described for the two previous compiler intrinsics, the GPU local memory is utilised to increase the performance of reduction operations on GPUs. Section 5.4 explains all the IR transformations involved to generate efficient GPU reductions using local memory via the compiler intrinsics.

- **Parameterised Loop Tiling for Local Memory:** A set of compiler intrinsics that can be combined with common loop optimisations, such as loop tiling and loop unrolling, are introduced. Although these loop optimisations are orthogonal to local memory, they can facilitate the use of local memory. To do so, a compiler
intrinsic in the JIT compiler to perform loop tiling is added. This intrinsic receives, as parameters, all arrays references stored in local memory and all loop indices that access local memory. Through the parameterised architectural design of the compiler intrinsics, this optimisation can be combined with loop unrolling. Figure 5.5 illustrates an example of this compiler intrinsic that combines local memory allocation with loop tiling. Figure 5.5(a) shows the detection phase with three primary nodes: a loop node and two indexed read and write nodes. During the detection phase, the loop node is selected as a candidate node for loop-tiling. The second graph shows the expansion of the IR through the introduction of the compiler intrinsic for loop-tiling. This new set of nodes in the IR enables a new marking phase to apply local memory and loop tiling (Figure 5.5(b)). Figure 5.5(c) shows the new IR after applying local memory allocation, loop tiling, and the copies from global to local memory (and vice versa once the loop tiling optimisation is performed).

5.4 Exploiting Local Memory

To demonstrate the outlined technique, two different use cases were used. These use cases showcase how compositional compiler intrinsics are introduced in the IR and how they are optimised to efficiently utilise the GPU memory hierarchy. Although this approach is developed in the context of the JIT compiler in TornadoVM, the technique can be used by other compilation frameworks that provide similar features, such as LLVM [LA04] and GCC [SD09].

5.4.1 Parallel Reductions

The first use-case that aims to showcase the optimisation process is a set of reduction operations, which are defined as the accumulation of input values from a vector into a single scalar value. Reduction operations are widely used algorithmic parallel skeletons [Col91]. In addition, there are a key building block for many parallel programming frameworks, such as Google Map/Reduce [DG08], Apache Spark [ZXW+16], Apache Flink [KS16], and common libraries, such as Thrust [BH12]. Therefore, optimising parallel reductions has been a well-studied topic, especially regarding memory optimisations, such as local memory [DGHGL+19, CA12].

Figure 5.3 illustrates a basic technique for a reduction operation from the OpenCL
perspective. On the contrary, Figure 5.4 illustrates a basic technique to use local memory for partial copies to optimise performance for reduction operations. A key aspect of this technique relies on making copies of data batches per work-group to perform individual reductions and return a single reduced value. Hence, performance is significantly improved, since accesses to the main global memory are reduced.

To perform high-performance reductions on GPUs, TornadoVM currently uses compiler intrinsics [SWU+15] to express parallel skeletons [FK18]. TornadoVM already solves the problem of seamlessly expressing parallel reductions in the compiler, albeit without exploiting data locality and GPU local memory. Each compiler phase for adding
local memory support to reduction operations is described below.

Detection To express reductions in TornadoVM, developers can use the @Reduce annotation as demonstrated in Listing 5.3. Upon adding the annotation, the TornadoVM JIT compiler detects the reduction pattern, which is subsequently used to add local memory support.

Briefly, the version of TornadoVM (v0.5) used only targets the global memory space by automatically dividing the iteration space into smaller chunks (one chunk per work-group), and it performs a full reduction within each chunk. This strategy is illustrated in Figure 5.3.

Lowering TornadoVM implements parallel reductions with intrinsics (further information can be found in [FK18]). Listing 5.4 exemplifies the compiler intrinsic (snippet) that TornadoVM uses to perform the reduction operation of Listing 5.3. As shown, the compiler intrinsic is also written in Java, and during compilation, its generated IR is appended to the rest of the IR graph of the original input method. Consequently,

```java
1 public void reduce(float[] in, @Reduce float[] out) {
2     for (@Parallel int i = 0; i < n; i++) {
3         out[0] += in[i];
4     }
5 }
```

Listing 5.3: Example code of a Java reduction written with the TornadoVM API.
void reductionIntrinsic(float[] input, float[] output){
    int idx = OpenCL.get_local_id(0);
    int lgs = OpenCL.get_local_size(0);
    int gID = OpenCL.get_group_id(0);
    float[] local = OCL.alloc(SIZE, float.class);
    local[idx] = input[OpenCL.get_global_id(0)];
    for(int i = (lgS/2); i > 0; i/=2) {
        OpenCL.localBarrier();
        if (idx < i) local[idx] += local[idx + i];
    }
    if (idx == 0) output[gID] = local[0];
}

Listing 5.4: Example code of a compiler intrinsic to utilise the GPUs local memory for reductions.

the merged IR can be re-optimised iteratively, a key advantage compared to intrinsics written in low-level languages that are treated as native functions by the compiler.

The existing intrinsic has been augmented in order to add local memory support as shown in Listing 5.4 (gray colour). To achieve this, additional compiler intrinsics have been added, to express local memory regions in a high-level manner. In this case, the use of local memory region is explicit by allocating the corresponding arrays in the generated OpenCL source code instead of defining a parameter to the generated OpenCL kernel with a local memory region. Line 6 shows the allocation of the local array in local memory. This allocation is performed via an invocation to the static method OCL.alloc, in which the size and the type of the array are passed along. Consequently, line 7 copies data from global memory to local memory. Then, the actual reduction is computed using local memory (line 10). Finally, line 12 performs the final copy from local to global memory. The JIT compiler lowers these intrinsics to generate OpenCL C code that corresponds to the high-level Java code. By using this strategy of computing with local memory, the execution flow of Figure 5.3 is transformed to that of Figure 5.4.

During the lowering phase, the generated compiler graph includes new nodes associated with allocating, indexing, and storing data to the local memory region. Then, the new nodes are inlined to the IR graph of the compiled method. Figure 5.6 depicts the IR transformations upon replacing the IR nodes introduced by the intrinsic in Listing 5.4 with the corresponding lowered IR nodes (via substitution) for local memory allocation. Similarly to Figure 5.2, control-flow nodes are connected with red arrows, while data-flow nodes are connected using black dashed arrows. The left graph in
Figure 5.6: Node replacements during the lowering phase for the reduction compiler intrinsic.

Figure 5.6 represents the IR when the code for the reduction intrinsic is built. This graph includes the Invoke#OCL.alloc node representing an array allocation using local memory. This node contains information about the size used as a data-flow node, allowing us to dynamically change the size. Therefore, the same compiler intrinsic can generate parameterisable code for various local memory sizes. The right graph shows the IR graph after applying the substitution to allocate local memory. As shown, the output array of Invoke#OCL.alloc has been replaced by a LocalMemoryAlloc node. Since this type of nodes only appears in intrinsics related to reductions, TornadoVM guarantees that these intrinsics only substitute local arrays.

**Memory Transformations** A challenge in this phase is that the decision for the statically allocated size of local memory. This phase must consider the deployed GPU threads (work-items) along with available local memory size to avoid memory aliasing. However, the number of deployed threads is determined at runtime and depends on the input data size for each application. To tackle this challenge, the sizes of the local arrays are attached as a data-flow node (SizeNode) in the IR, as illustrated in Figure 5.6. In this case, if the same reduction is executed, during run-time, with different input size the generated code will be dynamically adapted by changing only the size node that is attached to the LocalMemoryAlloc node in the IR.
@CompilerIntrinsics

```c
void tile(float sum, float[] arrA, float[] arrB, int size,
        ValueNode operator, ValueNode reduceOperator) {
    OpenCL.localBarrier();
    for (int x = 0; x < size; x++) {
        sum = OCL.compute(arrA[x], arrB[x],
                          operator, reductionOperator);
    }
    OpenCL.localBarrier();
}
```

Listing 5.5: Example code of a compositional compiler intrinsic for processing loop tiling using local memory.

### 5.4.2 Matrix Operations

The second use-case that illustrates the efficacy of the extensions to the JIT compiler is an $O(N^3)$ matrix multiplication operation. Previously, in Listing 2.2 of Section 5.1 an example of a matrix multiplication written with the TornadoVM API was presented. This code has three nested loops that can be parallelised via TornadoVM by employing the `@Parallel` annotation. This section explains all the phases in the JIT compilation flow that facilitate data locality in the local memory.

**Detection**  The detection phase of the JIT compiler traverses the IR graph seeking the `ReadIndexed` and `WriteIndexed` nodes, which represent the memory accesses to the global memory. Figure 5.5(a) illustrates this process in which all the derived information about the induction variables and the parameters of the method is combined. This process contributes to the addition of two new nodes that apply two compiler intrinsics; one for local memory allocation and a second for loop tiling at the innermost loop.

**Lowering**  The compiler marks the first loop entry for each input array to introduce the compiler intrinsics for the local memory allocations. Additionally, the compiler applies the loop tiling optimisation to detect the three nested loops corresponding to the matrix multiplication application. Figure 5.5(b) presents the marking of the two nodes that were added in the previous phase (LocalArrayAlloc and LoopTiling). During the lowering phase, the IR nodes are replaced by the respective compiler intrinsics. Previously, Section 5.3 discussed the local memory allocation intrinsic. Now, Listing 5.5 shows the code that implements the compiler intrinsic in the JIT compiler for loop
tiling. This intrinsic accepts as inputs a set of arrays, the size for the loop tiling, and the operators to be applied inside the loop tiling. Line 5 shows the new loop that performs the tiling, and line 6 shows a method invocation that introduces the compute logic inside this new loop. Also, two OpenCL local barriers are required to guarantee consistency. The first barrier in line 5 is used before loop tiling to ensure that the data has been copied to the allocated space in local memory. Furthermore, the second barrier (line 8) synchronises the tile processing across all work-items before the final copy to the global memory. Moreover, developers do not need to account for about maintaining memory consistency when using local memory since the JIT compiler automatically inserts the barriers. Figure 5.7 shows the IR representation for this compiler intrinsic. The new loop is introduced as a control flow node (LoopNode) right after the OpenCL local barrier node. These barrier nodes are lowered from the compiler intrinsic, and thus it is ensured that the number will be correct. The loop body is represented by a compiler intrinsic called OCL.Compute. This intrinsic acts as a placeholder for inserting the IR nodes representing the core computation within the loop tiling, which, in the case of matrix multiplication, corresponds to a multiplication followed by a sum. In turn, all these new nodes will be replaced during the memory transformations phase.

**Memory Transformations**  Figure 5.8 illustrates the transition of the IR from lowering (left graph) to the final memory transformations phase (right graph). In the last phase before the OpenCL C code generation, a set of new compiler intrinsics
Figure 5.8: IR node replacements during the memory transformation phase for the Matrix Multiplication application.

(e.g., CopyToLocal, CopyToGlobal) is introduced to use local memory. The WriteIndexedLocal intrinsic of the right graph in Figure 5.8 is used to store the result from the sum variable (Listing 5.5 - line 7). This phase has been previously discussed in Section 5.4.1.

Regarding the loop tiling optimisation, the left graph in Figure 5.8 shows the IR of the loop tiling compiler intrinsic (Figure 5.7). During the memory transformations phase, all the IR nodes of the compiler intrinsics are lowered to OpenCL instructions. This phase inlines the call of the OCL.Compute method that it was introduced in the previous phase into a set of nodes. In this case, the call inlines all nodes involved in the matrix multiplication operation within the loop tiling (see right graph in Figure 5.8).

Since the loop tiling compiler intrinsic is applied to the innermost loop, three more nodes (LoopNode) are illustrated in Figure 5.8 representing the three outermost loops. Therefore, the lowering process of loop tiling starts by first traversing the IR graph from the innermost loop and replacing its loop bound with a TileSize node and the bounds
of the third innermost loop with a `NumberOfTiles` node. The two outermost loops remain the same as they represent the sizes of parallel dimensions. To decide the tile size during JIT compilation, the OpenCL driver is invoked to provide the maximum number of the available work-items, which is device-specific. Similarly, the number of deployed threads (`GlobalWorkItems`) is obtained from the OpenCL driver as it matches the input data size of the given application. This information is used to calculate the number of total tiles.

Finally, due to the parameterisable compiler intrinsics, existing compiler intrinsics can be combined with more aggressive optimisations, such as loop unrolling and partial escape analysis.

Although compiler intrinsics, in the form of snippets, offer an expressive and low-overhead mechanism to define memory optimisations, they generate less optimal code compared to aggressive optimisation approaches, such as polyhedral compilation. The key difference is that the proposed approach does not explore the optimisation space for the best possible combination for tile sizes, amount of local memory, and work-item sizes. However, if the methodology is combined with TornadoVM dynamic reconfiguration mechanism [FPZ+19], a similar approach to polyhedral compilation could be achieved dynamically at runtime. Also, other approaches, such as those proposed by Cummins et al. [CPSL15, CPWL17] and by Wang et al. [WO18] indicate that Machine Learning can assist to improve the quality of the generated code.

## 5.5 Evaluation

This section presents the performance evaluation of the proposed optimisations along with the compilation overhead induced to the existing JIT compiler.

### 5.5.1 Experimental Setup and Methodology

#### 5.5.1.1 Experimental Methodology

Table 5.1 presents the hardware specifications of the three GPU devices used in the experimental setup. The system runs CentOS 7.4 with Linux kernel 3.10, and for all experiments, the OpenJDK JVM 1.8 (u242) 64-Bit with 16GB of Java heap memory was used. To ensure that the JVM has been warmed up, 100 warm-up iterations per benchmark were performed, and only the geometric mean of the next 100 runs is reported. Table 5.2 outlines the exact specification of GPUs used in the evaluation.
Table 5.1: Experimental setup and configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hardware</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete GPU [1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete GPU [2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Software</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (CPU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (IGPU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (GPU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA Driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TornadoVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Heap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5.2: GPU configuration: Device, memory, work-item and driver specification.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GPU</th>
<th>Vendor</th>
<th>Work-Items</th>
<th>Global</th>
<th>Local</th>
<th>Driver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GFX900</td>
<td>AMD</td>
<td>1024x1024x1024</td>
<td>8GB</td>
<td>64KiB</td>
<td>2766.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeForce 1650</td>
<td>Nvidia</td>
<td>1024x1024x64</td>
<td>4GB</td>
<td>48KiB</td>
<td>435.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HD Graphics</td>
<td>Intel</td>
<td>256x256x256</td>
<td>25GB</td>
<td>64KiB</td>
<td>19.43.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.5.1.2 Benchmarks and Input Sizes

The baseline implementations are the following: (i) the original code produced by TornadoVM\(^1\) that does not exploit GPU local memory, and (ii) the hand-written optimised OpenCL code, of the functionally equivalent OpenCL benchmarks. The OpenCL baseline implementation includes the same set of optimisations as the extended JIT compiler.

In addition, the proposed technique is evaluated against three reduction operations

---

\(^1\)The exact commit point is: https://github.com/beehive-lab/TornadoVM/commits/81c70437800c252899a56e78ddbe80697f273973.
Table 5.3: List of benchmarks used for the evaluation of the extensions to the JIT compiler.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Input Sizes</th>
<th>Method/Kernel LOC</th>
<th>Optimisations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Java</td>
<td>Gen</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction (Min)</td>
<td>$2^8$ to $2^{24}$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction (Add)</td>
<td>$2^8$ to $2^{24}$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction (Mul)</td>
<td>$2^8$ to $2^{24}$</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transpose Matrix</td>
<td>$2^8$ to $2^{24}$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Multiplication</td>
<td>$2^2 \times 2^2$ to $2^{12} \times 2^{12}$</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Vector Multiplication</td>
<td>$2^6 \times 2^3$ to $2^{16} \times 2^8$</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Minimum, Addition, and Multiplication), and three matrix operations (Matrix Multiplication, Matrix Transpose, and Matrix Vector Multiplication). Table 5.3 presents the various parameters used for each benchmark, including the input data size, the lines of code (LOC), and the combination of optimisations applied per benchmark; namely Local Memory usage and Loop Tiling. The evaluated benchmarks have been implemented in Java for execution with TornadoVM and in OpenCL C for comparisons against hand-written optimised native code. The third column (Java) of Table 5.3 shows the LOC of the TornadoVM-Java implementations, while the fourth column (Gen) shows the LOC of the auto-generated GPU code. Finally, the fifth column (OpenCL) shows the LOC of the manually written OpenCL C codes. The LOCs of the implementations is order to provide an insight into the complexity of the developed code with respect to utilising the GPU memory hierarchy. In addition, the OpenCL code generation in TornadoVM (Gen) derives from SSA (Static Single Assignment) representation (in which each operation is assigned exactly once). Therefore, more lines of code are generated. Regarding optimisations, all reductions exploit local memory as explained in Section 5.4, whereas the matrix operations exploit the different combinations (local Memory, Loop Tiling), as discussed in Section 5.4.2.
5.5.2 Performance Evaluation

5.5.2.1 Performance Comparison against TornadoVM

Figure 5.9 presents the performance improvements achieved by the compiler optimisations, against TornadoVM which does not support local memory. For all of the figures, the x-axis shows the input size for each benchmark, while the y-axis shows the achieved speedup against TornadoVM.

In general, the proposed approach outperforms TornadoVM by up to 2.5x and 1.6x for matrix and reduction operations, respectively. Additionally, all benchmarks exhibit performance speedups across all data sizes. For Intel and Nvidia GPUs, the reported times include only the kernel execution on the GPUs. On the contrary, for the AMD GPU, the reported times also include data transfers. This is due to a limitation of the AMD OpenCL driver, which can only report kernel execution and data transfer times combined. For this reason, the discussion regarding performance between the different GPUs is divided into two separate paragraphs.

Performance on an AMD GPU: As illustrated in Figure 5.9, the compiler optimisations yield performance speedups ranging from $1.02 \times$ to $1.58 \times$ on the AMD GPU. Regarding all reduction operations (Figure 5.9(a-c)), one can observe that the execution for small input data sizes yields higher performance compared to larger input sizes when utilising local memory (up to $1.58x$ at $2^8$ data elements in Figure 6.9(a)). Since the AMD GPU reported times also include data transfers, the observed speedups degrade as the input data sizes increase due to the costly data transfers. Nevertheless, these overheads do not result in slowdowns. Regarding matrix operations (Figure 5.9(d-f)), the execution on the AMD GPU obtains a maximum performance of $2.3x$ for matrix multiplication and $1.23x$ for matrix transpose, following similar trends with the reduction operations.

Performance on Nvidia and Intel GPUs: As shown in Figure 5.9, the execution with local memory on Intel HD Graphics (second bars) performs up to 35% faster than the baseline configuration ($2^{16}$ data elements in Figure 6.9(a)). Regarding the execution on the Nvidia GPU (third bars), performance improvements of up to 48% are observed ($2^{12}$ data elements in Figure 5.9(b)). As the data sizes increase, the relative performance speedups due to the optimisations decrease. This is attributed to the additional global barrier that had to be placed into the generated code before the final read from local to global memory. As the number of threads increases and surpasses the number of
physical threads that can run in parallel on the device, the overhead due to the barriers also increases. To address the barrier overhead, node hoisting will be applied in future work.

Concerning matrix operations (Figure 5.9(d-f)), the largest speedup (up to 2.5x) is observed when running on the Intel HD Graphics ($2^{18}$ data elements in Figure 5.9(e)). In general, the observed speedups for matrix operations are higher than those in reduction operations, due to the combination of the applied optimisations (i.e., loop tiling and local memory). Finally, as shown in Figure 5.9(e-f), for small data sizes, no performance improvements were observed. This is attributed to the loop unrolling optimisation taking place at the early stage of the optimisations, which negates the impact of allocating to
data to the local memory. Nevertheless, it is possible to apply further optimisations on unrolled loops in future work.

### 5.5.2.2 Performance Comparison against Hand-Written OpenCL

Figure 5.10 shows the relative performance of the code generated by the JIT compiler against the functionally equivalent optimised (using local memory and loop tiling) OpenCL code. Similarly, to the previous experiments, the times reported on the AMD GPU include both kernel and data transfer times in contrary to Intel and Nvidia GPUs that report only kernel times.

As shown in Figure 5.10, the performance of the JIT-compiled code compared to native OpenCL C implementations for reductions, reaches up to 53% on the AMD GPU, up to 83% on the Intel HD GPU, and up to 94% on the Nvidia GPU. Regarding matrix operations (Figure 5.10), the JIT-compiled code performs up to 78% on the AMD GPU, up to 92% on the Intel HD GPU, and up to 82% on the Nvidia GPU, compared to the native OpenCL C code. These results indicate that the auto-generated code performs competitively, if one take into account that no user intervention for performance tuning is required.

### 5.5.3 Compilation Overhead

Table 5.4 presents the time spent for JIT compilation separated into two categories: TornadoVM and driver compilation times. The compilation time in TornadoVM is the
Table 5.4: Compilation times per compilation stage in the two stage compilation process.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>TornadoVM</th>
<th>Nvidia Driver</th>
<th>Intel Driver</th>
<th>AMD Driver</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reduction Addition</td>
<td>64.59</td>
<td>47.04</td>
<td>224.38</td>
<td>18.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction Multiplication</td>
<td>73.23</td>
<td>54.60</td>
<td>251.16</td>
<td>19.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduction Minimum</td>
<td>81.38</td>
<td>57.70</td>
<td>258.61</td>
<td>18.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Transpose</td>
<td>55.43</td>
<td>43.20</td>
<td>227.73</td>
<td>17.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix Multiplication</td>
<td>62.21</td>
<td>48.10</td>
<td>250.68</td>
<td>21.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matrix-Vector Multiplication</td>
<td>61.31</td>
<td>52.40</td>
<td>254.68</td>
<td>19.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GeoMean</td>
<td>65.81</td>
<td>50.39</td>
<td>239.06</td>
<td>19.16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

time taken to JIT-compile the Java bytecodes to OpenCL code. In contrast, the driver compilation times are the reported times for compiling the OpenCL code to machine code.

To better understand the JIT-compilation overheads, the Matrix Multiplication benchmark was further analysed since it combines both the local memory allocation and loop tiling. The JIT compilation of that benchmark takes up to 63.7% of more time than the original TornadoVM JIT compiler. From that additional compilation time, the newly introduced optimisation phases account for up to 25%. The rest of the overhead is distributed amongst the rest of the compilation phases, and they are attributed to the increased size of the IR graph. The addition of local memory and loop tiling awareness to the IR graph results in up to 50% additional nodes that are processed by subsequent optimisation. The occurrence of extra nodes processed by the consequent optimisation phases is translated to an approximately 35% increase of compilation time. Nevertheless, the percentage of compilation time in the total execution time is less than 5% and, as in any other optimising JIT-compiler, this overhead is encountered only once during execution (the initial compilation).

### 5.6 Summary

The work presented in this chapter enables an alternative approach to exploit local memory allocation automatically and transparently with Just-In-Time (JIT) compilation. A set of compiler extensions that allow arbitrary Java programs to utilise local memory on GPUs without explicit programming has been implemented in TornadoVM and its JIT compiler. A selection of benchmarks and different GPU architectures used to
evaluate the performance gains and GPU vendor portability. The results showcased performance speedups of up to 2.5x compared to equivalent baseline implementations that do not utilise local memory or data locality. Furthermore, the generated code was compared against hand-written optimised OpenCL code to assess the upper bound of performance improvements that can be transparently achieved by JIT compilation without trading programmability. The results highlight that the complete optimisation process can reach the efficiency of the generated code.

The following chapter aims to break the boundaries of single device performance, and enable concurrent execution on multiple heterogeneous devices. It explains how a heterogeneous managed runtime can enable multiple Java methods to be deployed on multiple heterogeneous devices concurrently, while leveraging a Machine-Learning model for an intelligent task-to-device allocation.
Chapter 6

Intelligent Scheduling of Multiple-Tasks on Multiple-Devices (MTMD)

The previous two chapters addressed the two distinct challenges of bridging the gap between heterogeneous hardware and managed runtime systems. Chapter 4 addressed the issue of enabling seamless integration of FPGAs into managed runtimes while Chapter 5 improved performance of the auto-generated GPU code for Java programs. This chapter extends beyond single device performance by presenting a mechanism to allow multiple tasks deployed by a heterogeneous managed runtime to run onto multiple devices along with intelligent device/task allocation.

To ease the transition towards heterogeneous parallel programming models, research has focused on making high-level programming abstractions widely available [KDA+20]. For instance, TVM [CMJ+18] is a flexible machine learning compiler framework for CPUs, GPUs, and machine learning accelerators. Moreover, Halide [AMA+19] is a programming language for image processing pipelines on CPUs, GPUs, and FPGAs. In addition, approaches like IBM J9 [IHKS15] with GPU support, StreamIT [UGT09, HHWG12], Aparapi [AMD16] and TornadoVM [FPZ+19] allow Java programs to be executed on heterogeneous hardware. However, although the solutions mentioned above aim at closing the programmability gap, they tend to focus on the execution and utilisation of a single device. Since the availability of multiple devices within a computing platform has become the new norm, high-level programming frameworks also need to schedule, orchestrate, and scale up the executed programs on a large number of diverse hardware without depending on the user’s expertise.
This chapter presents a novel Multiple-Tasks on Multiple-Devices (MTMD) mechanism that allows seamless concurrent heterogeneous execution of Java programs. Such functionality is achieved by a system that uses and extends the virtualisation layer of TornadoVM. The key novelty is the decomposition of the input applications at task-level granularity. To achieve this decomposition, the original TornadoVM system was augmented with subsystems to automatically perform data dependency analysis and generate a set of blocks of bytecodes for enabling concurrent execution on heterogeneous devices. Each available device is assigned a Java-thread that runs an instance of the interpreter executing the generated bytecodes (discussed in Section 2.3.1).

Since concurrency does not implicitly guarantees high-performance without the efficient allocation of tasks to devices, a Machine Learning (ML) based scheduling approach was employed. The aim of this model is to allow the dynamic selection of the most suitable device for each task. To achieve that, program features are extracted from the compiler graph and passed onto a pre-trained multiple classifier system that selects the target device among CPUs, integrated GPUs, and discrete GPUs. The combination of parallel bytecode execution, concurrent deployment of execution contexts at task-level granularity, and intelligent mapping of tasks onto the available devices results in the seamless and concurrent execution.

Briefly, this chapter makes the following contributions:

- A novel mechanism for enabling Multiple-Tasks on Multiple-Devices (MTMD) execution for Java programs by utilising the available OpenCL-compatible devices existing on the host system.

- A static code feature extractor from the Graal compiler IR for training a Machine Learning model for devices of specific compute capabilities.

- A multiple-classifier system capable of allocating tasks onto a suitable device selected among the available CPUs, integrated GPUs, and discrete GPUs.

- A detailed evaluation of the proposed approach across twelve applications. Evaluation of the concurrent execution showcased up to 83% performance improvement against the highest-performing single device, and up to 91% of the performance of the theoretical best allocation and concurrent execution of tasks to heterogeneous devices.

The rest of this chapter is organised as follows: Section 6.1 describes the motivation and provides the required background information, Section 6.2 outlines the architecture
of the MTMD mechanism with its key components, Section 6.3 describes the ML architecture as well as the scheduling policies for the task-device selection. Finally, Section 6.4 presents the experimental setup and performance evaluation of the MTMD.

6.1 Motivation: Beyond Single Device Performance

6.1.1 An OpenCL Review on Multiple Devices

As discussed in Section 2.1.2.1, OpenCL [SGS10] is one of the first standards for heterogeneous programming. It offers a uniform Application Programming Interface (API) and a device platform abstraction that allows all different types of devices to be programmed in the same portable way. By using OpenCL, developers can enable their programs to exploit hardware accelerators through task and instruction-level parallelism.

Throughout the years, the OpenCL standard has been extended to optimise resource utilisation of modern heterogeneous hardware. One aspect of the OpenCL extensions is the introduction of different execution modes for single and multiple device configurations. Figure 6.1 exemplifies the three currently supported execution modes of OpenCL: a) in-order single-device execution, b) out-of-order single-device execution, and c) in-order multiple-devices execution.

When utilising in-order single-device execution [MO16, MO14], as shown in Figure 6.1(a), developers can offload parts of their programs for acceleration on a single OpenCL-compatible device. Also, in this mode, data copying between the host and the device never overlaps with the kernel execution on the device. This results in a strictly sequential in-order execution mode in which the device can remain idle between the intervals of data copying and execution. To mitigate the introduction of idle cycles, OpenCL introduced the out-of-order execution mode (Figure 6.1(b)) in which developers can overlap data copying and kernel execution. Although a single device is still utilised in this mode, the idle cycles are reduced by simultaneously copying data between the host and device while executing code on the accelerator. Finally, the last execution mode of OpenCL regards the multi-devices execution, as shown in Figure 6.1(c). In this mode, developers can build multiple contexts (one per device) and utilise more than one accelerator from within their programs. However, this mode relies on the user to define the execution queues, as well as to encode every aspect.

To address the limitations and the idle cycles introduced by the multi-devices in-order execution mode of OpenCL, several frameworks have been proposed to facilitate
programming on multiple devices. For instance, VirtCL [YWTC15], SnuCL [KSL+12], PySchedCL [GSK+20], FluidiCL [PG14], MultiCL [APBcF16], EngineCL [NBB19] and SOCL [HBD+13] focus on single or multi-task level scheduling for standalone or partitioned OpenCL applications. A common denominator of all these frameworks is that they solely emphasise on non-managed applications, thereby leaving the area of managed languages unexplored. Exploiting multi-device concurrency and scalability via managed programming languages poses significant challenges due to the need for multi-level compilation. Therefore, several research directions are available due to the dynamic nature of managed languages and heterogeneous platforms.

6.1.2 The TornadoVM Perspective

As presented in Section 2.3.1 TornadoVM allows developers to compose groups of multiple tasks (called TaskSchedules) that can execute on a hardware accelerator. However, these TaskSchedules can only target a single device without allowing different tasks within a task-schedule to be executed concurrently on various accelerators.

To understand the performance implications of these limitation, a blur filter application was implemented and evaluated, while using the TornadoVM framework. Listing 6.1 outlines the application that consists of three compute kernels, each operating independently on an RGB pixel of the input image. This listing showcases three different tasks that operate on different instances of the same method, but on different data. Each of the tasks invokes an instance of the compute method with a read-only instance of the image object. Moreover, each of these tasks calculates the results of the altered pixels and stores them into a separate primitive array. Therefore, this workload provides an interesting case of multiple methods operating on different data that can

![Figure 6.1: Overview of OpenCL execution modes (Out-of-order on Single Device vs In-order on Multiple Devices).](image-url)
execute in parallel.

The experimental setup (described in detail in Section 6.4) to evaluate the blur filter application is a commodity laptop. This machine is equipped with three OpenCL-compatible devices: 1) a multi-core CPU (Intel Core i7-9750H), 2) an integrated GPU (Intel UHD Graphics 630), and 3) a discrete GPU (NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1650). The underlying idea of using a personal computer is to highlight that Java developers and applications can benefit if they could use heterogeneous concurrency from this type of setups.

Since in its current state TornadoVM can only schedule all tasks to execute on a single device, an optimisation opportunity is missed since the available device are under-utilised due to the lack of support for concurrent execution. Figure 6.2 depicts the evaluation results from running the blur filter with two data sizes (1K and 4K images) across the three different devices: 1) running all tasks on the CPU, 2) running all tasks on the integrated GPU, and 3) running all tasks on the discrete GPU.

As shown in Figure 6.2, running all tasks on the discrete GPU yields the best performance for the blur filter application by up to $3.15x$ compared to a serial Java implementation. However, since the tasks are executed in-order, both the integrated GPU and the CPU remain idle without exploiting the potential performance through multi-device execution. To enable concurrent execution by allowing tasks within a TaskSchedule to execute on different devices simultaneously, a novel Multiple-Task Multiple-Device (MTMD) execution mode has been introduced in TornadoVM.

### 6.2 Multiple-Tasks on Multiple-Devices

Several key components have been modified or introduced to enable the Multiple Tasks Multiple Devices (MTMD) execution mode in TornadoVM. Figure 6.3 outlines both the original TornadoVM software stack (at the top), as well as the required modifications for

Listing 6.1: Example of the TornadoVM Task-based Parallel API with multiple Tasks.

```java
TaskSchedule filter = new TaskSchedule("blur")
    .task("red", BlurFilter::compute, redFilter, image)
    .task("green", BlurFilter::compute, greenFilter, image)
    .task("blue", BlurFilter::compute, blueFilter, image)
    .streamOut(redFilter, greenFilter, blueFilter)
    .execute()
```
enabling MTMD execution (bottom). As shown in Figure 6.3(a), TornadoVM utilises its own API (described in Section 2.3.1) to create TaskSchedules which are then parsed to create dataflow graphs that contain the various input tasks. These graphs are then analysed and optimised during runtime, and, in turn, several TornadoVM-specific bytecodes are generated (presented in Table 2.2 of Section 2.3.1). In the original TornadoVM, all bytecodes that correspond to all tasks of a particular TaskSchedule are enqueued into a single context buffer and are consequently dispatched for execution by a single instance of the execution engine. Therefore, all bytecodes, and consequently, all tasks of a TaskSchedule can only run on a single device at a time.

As shown in Figure 6.3(b), to enable concurrent execution in TornadoVM, several components have been modified (light blue) or introduced (dark blue):

1. The Task Dataflow Analyser and Graph Optimiser components are responsible for analysing the dependencies between tasks and optimising the graph, before scheduling them onto the devices. Both have been modified to enable concurrent execution by detecting tasks that do not share dependencies among them.

2. The Context Allocator component that creates groups of dependent tasks has been introduced. This module ensures that are scheduled together.

3. The Context Scheduler component that schedules dependent task groups onto devices has also been introduced. The prior implementation only "locked" a single device, thus all tasks were scheduled there.
4. The Multi-Context Bytecode Generator, which is an extension of the TornadoVM bytecode generator, is responsible for generating bytecodes for multiple target devices concurrently instead of a single one.

5. The Multi-Context Dispatcher has been introduced to assign bytecodes, that belong to a task group, to a particular execution engine instance. The execution instances are implemented as a Java-thread-pool of execution engines that run the TornadoVM interpreter; with each one being responsible for executing a single context on a single device.

### 6.2.1 Task Dataflow Analyser

As shown in the example of Listing 6.1, a TaskSchedule in TornadoVM can be composed of multiple tasks that may have data dependencies between them, i.e., the output of one task can be the input to another. Since developers can compose arbitrary TaskSchedules, the presence or the absence of dependencies between tasks is not guaranteed. To enable concurrent execution of arbitrary tasks on different devices, the modification of the Task Dataflow analyser and the Graph optimiser to extract inter-task dependencies was necessary.

While analysing the tasks of a given TaskSchedule, TornadoVM generates Java bytecodes for each task which are then transformed into a compiler graph based on the
Intermediate Representation (IR) [DWS+13] of the TornadoVM compiler. The dataflow analysis phase has been implemented as a compiler phase in the JIT Compiler. This phase detects the input and output arguments of the original TornadoVM tasks (Java methods). After the dependencies are identified, the task dependency graph is traversed to create a map of their accessibility within the different tasks of a TaskSchedule. Then, each input/output argument of each task is marked as READ, WRITE or READ_WRITE and stored as task meta-data information. This process is completed when the last task of the input TaskSchedule has been analysed and evaluated correctly.

At the end of the dataflow analysis phase, the captured meta-data is used to create a Direct Acyclic Graph (DAG) of the intra-TaskSchedule dependencies. This information is stored at runtime to be later accessible for scheduling dependent tasks on the same device to avoid costly data copying of temporary variables between devices. In contrast, independent tasks are grouped and scheduled independently for concurrent execution across numerous hardware accelerators.

To avoid tasks that are sharing only read-only objects to be grouped, the Graph optimiser phase was extended with an additional optimisation phase. The proposed optimisation tackles READ-only dependencies between tasks by duplicating the READ-only parameters between them. However, this process also duplicates the variables that lie in the Java-heap on the host side, and increasing the memory footprint of the complete application. In this way, tasks become independent and can be executed concurrently.

6.2.2 Context Allocator and Scheduler

Based on the task meta-data derived from the dataflow analysis and optimisation phases, tasks can be grouped or remain independent. Each group consisting of one or more tasks will be then be assigned to a device for execution via a device context. The context defines an independent computational entity (a single task or a multiple tasks) that can target a single device. As soon as contexts are defined, they also lock the allocated devices.

At this point, the scheduling of tasks on devices happens statically without considering specific task characteristics, such as memory accesses, parallel dimensions, and single or double-precision operations. Tasks are assigned onto the available devices in a First Come First Served order, and they are parsed in the order they are attached on the TaskSchedule. Also, devices are ordered based on their characteristics and computational capabilities. Section 6.3.4 discusses in-depth how this scheduling approach was
augmented by introducing predictive modelling based on features captured from any given method.

6.2.3 Multi-Context Bytecode Generator

The previous steps reduced the computational granularity of a TaskSchedule to multiple contexts consisting of single or multiple inter-dependent tasks. At this point of the execution, TornadoVM creates internal TornadoVM-specific bytecodes [FPZ+19] that orchestrate the execution, the synchronisation, and the data exchanges between the host and devices. The purpose of this additional virtualisation layer is to abstract away from the developers all the mechanics and details of hardware acceleration and kernel offloading to any device. In the original TornadoVM, since tasks within a TaskSchedule can only be executed on a single device, the bytecode generator creates single context bytecodes which are destined to be executed in-order on a particular device.

To enable concurrent execution onto the available devices, the existing virtualisation layer was extended to embed device selection control at the task-level (rather than in the original TaskSchedule-level).

Listing 6.2 showcases three applications grouped as independent tasks in the same TaskSchedule. These tasks are DFT, BlackScholes and Matrix Multiplication (MM). Initially, the dependency analysis marked them as independent and during context allocation with First-Come First-Served (FCFS) scheduling, all tasks were assigned to the available devices.

Since tasks are independent, the introduced multi-context bytecode generator creates three independent sets of bytecodes. Listings 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5 correspond to the generated multi-context bytecodes for tasks t0, t1, and t2, respectively.

The bytecodes of each context are assigned to a separate device (if three are present) awaiting interpretation and execution by TornadoVM.

---

```java
Listing 6.2: Example of TaskSchedule with multiple independent tasks.

TaskSchedule graph = new TaskSchedule("workload")
    .task("t0", DFT::dft, inReal, inImag, outReal, outImag)
    .task("t1", Blackscholes::bs, input, callPrice, putPrice)
    .task("t2", MM::mm, matrixA, matrixB, matrixC, mmSize)
    .streamOut(outReal, outImag, callPrice, putPrice, matrixC)
    .execute();
```
6.2.4 Thread Pool of Execution Engines

To execute the multi-context bytecodes in parallel, a scalable thread-pool of execution engines was implemented. Each of the execution engines is responsible for interpreting the bytecodes corresponding to a context assigned to a specific device, as shown in Figure 6.3(b). These bytecodes can correspond up to several tasks with or without dependencies among them.

Each of the execution engines deploys an isolated instance of the interpreter per device that executes the multi-context bytecodes assigned to it. Following the original TornadoVM execution flow, tasks can be dynamically compiled to OpenCL, and the
execution engines can access binaries from a global code cache. The interpreter can be JIT compiled by the underlying JVM (e.g., Oracle HotSpot) to improve performance. The exact architecture has been previously explained in Section 2.2.2. Note that the TornadoVM bytecodes only orchestrate the execution between the accelerators and the host machine and do not perform the actual computation [FPZ19]. The latter is achieved by executing the generated OpenCL code via the device driver.

Another benefit of reducing the granularity of the execution from a TaskSchedule, to smaller groups of tasks composing a context, is the ability to increase the resiliency of the execution by enabling fault tolerance, which in turn reduces the cost of re-execution.

6.2.5 Discussion

The components described in the previous subsections, have been added or augmented to enable concurrent execution of fine-grained tasks on multiple accelerators. The performance benefits of enabling concurrent execution across devices within the same computing system were assessed. To do so, the results obtained through the blur filter application of Listing 6.1 were revised. In the revised experiments, the concurrent execution of the original independent tasks is now enabled, while using the default scheduling policy. Figure 6.4 adds three additional data points to Figure 6.2 which correspond to three additional execution scenarios:

(a) **In-order-execution** of all tasks on the CPU, integrated GPU (IGPU), and discrete GPU (grey bar).

(b) **Concurrent-execution** of all tasks across all devices (first running on the CPU, second on the IGPU, and third on the discrete GPU - orange bar).

(c) **Concurrent-execution** of all tasks across two devices (first two on the discrete GPU, and third on the IGPU - red bar).

As shown in Figure 6.4, the additional execution scenarios can influence dramatically the performance, which can be up to $2 \times$ higher compared to running the whole TaskSchedule on the same device. However, the problem of statically deciding which policy to employ, for scheduling fine-grained tasks across the available accelerators, is particularly challenging due to the diverse characteristics and performance of each task. To enable efficient scheduling that considers device availability, the potential performance benefits of concurrent execution, and code characteristics, an ML-based
Figure 6.4: Concurrency limits: Achieved speedups against sequential Java for a CPU, an integrated GPU, Discrete GPU, in-order on multiple devices, concurrent into three devices and concurrent into two devices.

6.3 Prediction-based Scheduling for MTMD

Section 6.2 outlined the minimum required runtime support for a heterogeneous managed runtime to efficiently handle the orchestration of dispatching multiple tasks on multiple devices concurrently. However, to fully utilise a system with these capabilities, being able to perform an efficient task/device allocation is required. To that end, a Machine Learning (ML) model, trained to perform the task of device-task allocation, governs the underlying scheduling policy.

A decisive factor for finding a suitable scheduling strategy is to detect the best computing device for a given task in terms of attainable performance. This work focuses on commodity personal computers due to the broad set of heterogeneous hardware available. However, it can be extended to other computing systems equipped with a larger number of hardware devices. The experimental platform contains a CPU, an Integrated GPU, and a Discrete GPU. To train the ML model, a set of features describing the application is extracted from the compiler IR (Graal IR [DWS+13]) before generating the OpenCL kernel for a given task. The specifics of the Graal IR were presented in Section 2.2.3.1.
Consequently, the next step is to use a system to determine the optimal mapping. Based on the insights presented in prior-work [GWO13, WGO15] tackling the same problem from a pure OpenCL perspective, a solution of this mapping can be a Multiple-Classifier-System (MCS). Each component of this system is a tree-based two-class Binary classifier, trained to compute the probability that a specific task will exhibit speed-up when executed on one device over another. The final decision is made through the conjunction of the output probabilities of the learners mentioned above. The following subsections describe in detail the components of the proposed ML-based scheduling policy to enable efficient execution of the MTMD model.

6.3.1 Feature Extraction

Extracting meaningful characteristics from an input application is the decisive factor for effectively predicting which task will perform better across different devices. Prior work, discussed in detail in Section 3.4.2, proposed several methodologies for extracting code features directly from OpenCL kernels. Such approaches are not completely aligned with this work due to the two-stage compilation process that TornadoVM employs (from Java to OpenCL C, and from OpenCL C to binary code). In contrast, as the given experimental platform performs device-specific optimisations during code generation, in this work, it is important to be able to obtain meaningful insight from the application level instead of the generated code. Other approaches rely on extracting features from unmanaged languages, while in this context, applications are written in Java. Also, the given applications do not follow traditional parallel programming patterns. Hence, this work relies on a feature extraction process from the compiler IR graph of the initial Java method during JIT compilation. Following this approach, sufficient information is captured for correlating the behaviour of the auto-generated OpenCL executable and the input program written in Java.

When a task is assigned to a TaskSchedule, the graph builder constructs the corresponding bytecodes to an IR graph. Then, the TornadoVM JIT compiler starts optimising the graph from a high-level to a low-level. A decision was made to make decision from an IR representation closer to the original bytecodes of the program, thus features are extracted at the end of the sketch-tier compilation. This is achieved by adding a Feature extraction phase to obtain the number and type of operations (e.g., loop bounds for calculating the parallel dimensions) based on individual nodes. In practice, this sketch-tier phase also used to populate meta-information obtained directly from an early unoptimised compiler graph for a given method. Therefore, the design
Table 6.1: List of raw features captured from early stage of the compilation from the IR graph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Feature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Memory</td>
<td>Global Memory Reads (G/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Global Memory Writes (G/W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constant Memory Reads (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Constant Memory Writes (L/W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Memory Reads (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local Memory Writes (L/W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private Memory Reads (L/R)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Private Memory Writes (L/W)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loops</td>
<td>Parallel Loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total Loops</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Flow</td>
<td>Branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Switch Cases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Float Comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integer Comparison</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If Statements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local/Global Barriers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operations</td>
<td>Boolean Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cast Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Integer &amp; Float Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vector Operations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimisations</td>
<td>Vector Types</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pragmas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The choice of obtaining features at this point (before code generation) adds modularity to the original system since it can cater other backends or pure x86 execution through Java. Note, this approach developed on top of the version presented in Chapter 5, thus nodes regarding memory accesses are captured effectively.

In the Graal IR graph, several nodes contribute to the structure of the same operation. Hence, during the traversal of the graph, different node patterns capture different operations. For instance, StoreIndexedNodes are associated with storing into arrays. However, to make a distinction between stores to global or to the local memory one needs to identify the origin node of the AddressNode. Table 6.1 outlines the complete selection of operations captured by traversing the compiler graph. These features are later combined with runtime information regarding the input/output data sizes, number of threads (i.e., work-items) to be deployed, and inter-task dependencies.

For example, Listing 6.6 shows the generated JSON file containing all the static
Listing 6.6: Example of static feature extractor output in JSON format for the N-Body simulation method.

features that have been extracted from a method that computes the N-Body simulation. This JSON file will be the input for the model during the inference process along with the runtime information. If a TaskSchedule consists of multiple tasks, all tasks are composed into a single JSON file.

6.3.2 Feature Selection & Engineering

Figure 6.5 displays a heat map of the features that were initially extracted from the compiler graph and the runtime. The heat map provides a visual representation of the correlation between the various features. The initial extraction led to 26 distinct features which have been pre-processed and combined to construct new features. These combined features have greater predictive ability compared to the initial ones. During this process, the feature set is further expanded to also include interaction features,
Figure 6.5: A heat map of all the feature variables along with their relation to the target variable (i.e., device speedup). The scale highlights with light color the highly correlated features and with dark color the least correlated features.

i.e., features that are computed as the pairwise product of the existing ones. Furthermore, features that are most relevant to each other (e.g., float_math_function, integer_math_function) are grouped together.

Upon completion of the feature engineering process, the data from features is increased considerably. In such cases, only features that are key attributes of the model are selected. Therefore, the learning algorithm (discussed in Section 6.3.4) focuses only on the most important variables. Also, it prevents the modelling of any underlying noise in the data which may be induced by irrelevant features.

As the underlying approach is tree-based, one of the measures to quantify the importance of the features for the model is the Gini importance [Far10]. This approach calculates the importance of each feature as the sum over the number of splits (across all trees). Based on this metric, the ten features that have the greater impact on the outcome of each classifier are depicted in the Hinton diagram [BGD94] of Figure 6.6.
The sizes of the squares represent the magnitude of the values, i.e., the corresponding Gini importance of each feature.

### 6.3.3 Training Dataset

The dataset consists of the static code features extracted from a series of Java applications with different compute characteristics. Each of the applications was executed with various input sizes. Also, each entry of the dataset contains the execution times, while running through TornadoVM on the three available devices, i.e., CPU, IGPU, GPU. Based on these timings the following speedup ratios are computed:

\[
\frac{IGPU_{\text{execution time}}}{CPU_{\text{execution time}}} \quad (6.1)
\]

\[
\frac{GPU_{\text{execution time}}}{CPU_{\text{execution time}}} \quad (6.2)
\]

\[
\frac{GPU_{\text{execution time}}}{IGPU_{\text{execution time}}} \quad (6.3)
\]

These equations represent the binary target variables indicating whether the specific task has speedup on a given device. More specifically, ratios lower than 1.0 indicate a slowdown, and so they are mapped to 0, while ratios above the same threshold correspond to speed up and consequently are mapped to 1. Each of these binary
variables will serve as the target for a classifier in the complete multiple-classifier system.

Figure 6.7 showcases the offline process for collecting the data and training the model. Regarding the selection of the input applications, a decision was made to use kernels from the benchmark suite and examples that already exist in the TornadoVM repository. The system relies on a feature extraction process through the IR (generated from the original Java methods). Therefore, the model is purely trained with Java benchmarks compatible with TornadoVM.

Using hand-tuned OpenCL programs can also be an option; however, they capture different performance and programming patterns compared to the OpenCL automatically generated from Java. Previously, Section 5.5.2.2 highlighted that pure OpenCL and auto-generated through TornadoVM have a performance gap. Therefore, extending the training set with benchmark suites purely written in OpenCL, such as Rodinia [CBM+09], OpenDwarfs [KFAB16], Spector [GAMK16b] or PolyBench [GGXS+12] will negatively influence or bias the accuracy of the predictor. This negative influence will be the result of training the model with handwritten and hand-optimised OpenCL programs, while the system is expected to be used with auto-generated OpenCL.

The selected programs were executed with various input configurations, depending on their computational intensity, on an Intel CPU, an Intel HD Graphics, and an Nvidia GTX 1650. For each data point (i.e., input size, and timing counters), the existing profiling infrastructure is used. In more detail, all profiling-events at the OpenCL side...
and runtime dynamic information overheads present in the Java side are obtained from the TornadoVM profiler. Overall, the ML model used more than 200 individual data points for training. All data points contain the following entries: method name, input size, extracted features, speedup on CPU, speedup on IGPU, and speedup on GPU. Thus, for each input Java application, multiple entries per input size are obtained. In this way, the model can capture applications that showcase difference performance behaviour on different devices and for various input sizes.

### 6.3.4 Machine Learning Architecture

The proposed ML architecture is a multiple classifier system consisting of three classifiers, each targeting one of the available devices. The selected algorithm for these classifiers is tree-based and, more specifically, is the Extra Trees [GEW06]. Extra Trees is an ensemble method that uses Bootstrap Aggregating (Bagging) [OM99]. As an ensemble method, an Extra Trees classifier combines the decisions of multiple decision trees. This approach combined multiple learners to lead into an improved predictive performance compared to individual learners. Each of the grown decision trees is trained using a different subset of the training data and the available feature set; a process called Bootstrap Aggregating. Bootstrap Aggregating is a method specifically designed to tackle over-fitting by reducing the variance in the predictions (these aspects of ML modelling were discussed in Section 2.4). This is particularly important in the context of the MTMD model, where the available dataset is limited and cannot be easily extended. Two key factors contributed to a limited-sized training set; 1) only Java-based, compatible with TornadoVM, benchmarks used, and 2) this work focuses only on a system consisting of three devices. Moreover, the main advantage of the Extra Trees method is that the training can be parallelised since each decision tree can be trained independently. Hence, their individual decisions are combined only at the end of the execution.

**Training Model:** The training model uses three Extremely Randomised Trees (ExtraTrees) classifiers. Each classifier produces a speedup probability for each task between the following pairs: IGPU\CPU (1st classifier), GPU\CPU (2nd classifier), and GPU\IGPU (3d classifier). Among the available tree-based algorithms, such as Decision Trees [Qui86], Random Forest [Ho95], and Extremely Randomised Trees, the latter was selected due to its ability to better handle over-fitting. The hyper-parameters of the model (e.g., estimators, maximum depth) were optimised by searching over a grid of trials and the combination that yielded the best cross validation score (10-fold) was
Moreover, by investigating the training dataset for each classifier, it was found that the datasets of the first and the second classifiers were highly imbalanced. In more detail, the target classes were unequally represented and thus the models would ignore, and in turn, underperform on the minority class. To tackle this issue, the SMOTE algorithm [CBHK02] was used which upsamples the minority class by synthesising new examples.

**1st Classifier:** The selected ExtraTrees classifier, i.e., the one that yielded the best cross-validation score, fits 100 estimators with maximum depth set to 50. The first level of prediction considers only the IGPU and the CPU and attempts to determine the most suitable device between them for a given task. The output of the model is the probability at which the given task will have speedup when executed on the IGPU instead of the CPU. By selecting an appropriate threshold, the probabilistic output can then be interpreted as class labels, i.e., IGPU or CPU.

For this selection, the Receiver Operating Curve (ROC) [Bra97] and the Precision-Recall Curve [BEP13] were plotted for various thresholds to understand the trade-off in performance. Given the imbalanced nature of the collected dataset, the F1-score was optimised, i.e., the harmonic mean of precision and recall, instead of accuracy, since the former serves as a better measure for the incorrectly classified cases. For the first classifier, the optimal threshold was determined to be around 0.2 resulting in 0.95 F1-score on the held-out dataset.

**2nd Classifier:** For the second classifier, the optimal performance was achieved by fitting 500 estimators with maximum depth set to 10. In a similar way, the second classifier is trained to distinguish between tasks based on their relative performance on either the discrete GPU or the CPU. Again, the probabilistic output is turned into a class label, i.e., GPU or CPU. The optimal threshold is determined to be 0.6 with a 0.96 F1-score on the held-out dataset.

**3rd Classifier:** Lastly, the third ExtraTrees classifier fits 50 estimators while the maximum depth is set to 50. The third classifier aims to select between IGPU and GPU. Following the same process as previously, the best threshold is defined around 0.6 resulting to 0.91 F1-score on the held-out dataset.

### 6.3.5 On-line Scheduling Process

Figure 6.8 outlines the on-line scheduling process. This process performs the inference by using the pre-trained model. During run-time, the pre-trained ML model is invoked along with a JSON file that contains the features of a task eligible to run on the system.
These features consist of inputs to the multiple-classifier-system which outputs the three probabilities. By setting the thresholds discussed in Section 6.4.3, the probabilities are converted into class labels, i.e., 0 for slowdown and 1 for speedup. The final decision is taken by using the truth table presented in Table 6.2. More specifically, the following scenarios are considered for each task:

1. **Schedule on CPU**: If a task is predicted to have a slowdown on both IGPU and GPU, then regardless of the verdict of the third classifier, it will be scheduled on the CPU.

2. **Schedule on IGPU**: If a task is predicted to have speedup on the IGPU but slowdown on the GPU, then, regardless of the verdict of the third classifier, it will be scheduled on the IGPU.

3. **Schedule on GPU**: If a task is predicted to have a slowdown on the IGPU but speedup on the GPU then, regardless of the verdict of the third classifier, it will be scheduled on the GPU.

Table 6.2: Truth table to perform the final device selection and scheduling.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classifier</th>
<th>Target Device</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IGPU vs CPU</td>
<td>GPU vs CPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6.8: Online scheduling based on task-features, available devices and trained model.
4. **Schedule on GPU or IGPU**: If a task is predicted to have speedup on both the IGPU and the GPU then the decision is being made based on the output of the third classifier. If it is predicted that the task will gain speedup when executed on the GPU versus on the IGPU, then the GPU is selected and vice versa if it is predicted to exhibit slowdown.

### 6.4 Evaluation

This section presents the experimental evaluation of the proposed MTMD mechanism. Firstly, the experimental setup and methodology are described, as well as the applications used to assess the attainable performance. Finally, this section concludes with a presentation and a discussion of the results of the concurrent device execution and scheduling.

#### 6.4.1 Experimental Setup and Methodology

To assess the performance, a modern commodity computing system was used as an experimental setup. This system was equipped with an Intel CPU, an Intel integrated GPU and a discrete Nvidia GPU. Also, this configuration corresponds to a commodity machine with a high compute capacity, which can be seamlessly utilised by a Java application via the MTMD execution mode. Table 6.3 outlines the hardware and software characteristics of the experimental setup.

Regarding the experimental methodology, this work follows the widely adopted Java evaluation process outlined by Georges *et al.* [GBE07]. Initially, a warm-up phase takes place for every application to stabilise the performance of the JVM. The warm-up phase ensures that the Java code of each application is JIT-compiled, and in this case, 100 iterations was enough to achieve this. Once the warm-up phase is complete, each application runs 10 consequent times and then it reports the mean of the obtained total execution times. These timings also include the time spent for the model inference. Warm-up in this context implies that the metacircular TornadoVM itself is also JIT compiled.

#### 6.4.1.1 Applications and Input sizes

The evaluation of the proposed MTMD mechanism uses twelve applications that can be classified as compute-intensive, memory-intensive, and control-flow intensive. The goal
Table 6.3: Experimental Setup.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Hardware</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Processor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrated-GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discrete GPU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Software</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (CPU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (IGPU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenCL (GPU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CUDA Driver</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TornadoVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JVM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Java Heap</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of this selection of applications has been to assess MTMD by running all the applications concurrently. However, the inability of TornadoVM to support data transfers, from the host to the various devices, of sizes over 1 GB, led this work to split the total workload of twelve applications into three groups (Groups 1 to 3), as shown in Table 6.4. Each group has a randomly assigned number of applications that can be concurrently executed for different input data sizes (small, medium and large). Table 6.5 presents the input data sizes for each application.
Table 6.4: The input applications written in Java with the TornadoVM API and divided into three distinct groups for the evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>DFT [GLD+08]</td>
<td>Hierarchical mixed radix FFT algorithms for both power-of-two and non-power-of-two sizes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Black-Scholes [GGKSC13]</td>
<td>Option pricing using the Black-Scholes merton process.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matrix Multiplication [VD08]</td>
<td>Matrix multiplication on square matrices.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NBody [PJH09]</td>
<td>Particle simulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MonteCarlo [RK16, PCV17, Pap16]</td>
<td>Monte Carlo simulation for option pricing models.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RenderTrack [NBZ+15]</td>
<td>Parallel kernel for image decomposition that contains multiple control flow operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mandelbrot [HR15]</td>
<td>Iterative function applied in a large set of points.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hilbert Matrix [OYIY18]</td>
<td>Dense matrix computation on a square matrix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Matrix Transpose [VD08]</td>
<td>Matrix transpose operation on a square matrix.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B&amp;W Filter [Ion17]</td>
<td>A filter that converts an RGB image to Grayscale.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Convolution [AUvAS+12]</td>
<td>A two dimensional process of adding each element of an image to its local neighbors.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.5: The input data sizes for each application (task) in three different ranges: small, medium, and large.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DFT</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>MM</th>
<th>NBody</th>
<th>MC</th>
<th>RT</th>
<th>Mandelbrot</th>
<th>Hilbert</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>B&amp;W</th>
<th>Conv</th>
<th>Euler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>1024</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>262144</td>
<td>262144</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>1K img</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>16384</td>
<td>524288</td>
<td>262144</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>524288</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>262144</td>
<td>262144</td>
<td>2K img</td>
<td>262144</td>
<td>1024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large</td>
<td>65536</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>8192</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>16777216</td>
<td>4194304</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>4K img</td>
<td>1048576</td>
<td>4096</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.4.1.2 Scheduling Strategies

For full coverage of the evaluation of the MTMD mechanism, six alternative scheduling policies were employed. Namely, these scheduling policies are the following:

1. **Dynamic Reconfiguration (DynRec) [FPZ+ 19]**: This is the official scheduling policy supported by TornadoVM which examines all the viable configurations exhaustively. Thus, tasks must be executed serially on all devices in order to determine the highest performing one. After the exhaustive execution is performed, TornadoVM stores the device and uses it again during further invocations of the same code. However, slight changes to the executed code or input data sizes will trigger the exhaustive execution again.

2. **First-Come-First-Served (FCFS)**: Tasks are scheduled to run on devices following the order that the TornadoVM system discovers the OpenCL device drivers. Tasks will be allocated to devices based on the order that they arrive and based on the hierarchy that the OpenCL device drivers appeared in the system.

3. **GPU-Priority (gpuprio)**: Tasks are scheduled to run on devices following a score that ranks the devices based on their compute capabilities. In the current system, the discrete GPU is the one with the highest compute capabilities.

4. **CPU-Exclusion (cpuex)**: Tasks are scheduled to run on devices (except CPUs) following the order that the TornadoVM system discovers the OpenCL device drivers.

5. **ML-based MTMD (mtmd-ml)**: Tasks are scheduled and dispatched to run on devices with respect to the proposed ML-based scheduler (discussed in Section 6.3).

6. **Oracle**: This scheduling strategy presents the device that offers the best performance. This strategy is obtained by the exhaustive offline exploration of the overall optimisation space.

The **Dynamic Reconfiguration** policy is the only policy that requires all tasks within a TaskSchedule to be executed on a single device due to the **Single-context Dispatcher** in the original TornadoVM system (Figure 6.3(a)). On the contrary, the remaining scheduling policies exploit the MTMD mechanism and can operate concurrently on multiple devices. Additionally, the **Dynamic Reconfiguration** and the **Oracle** scheduling policies are used to define the peak performance for the serial (single context) and
the concurrent (multi-context) executions. Both approaches introduce a significant overhead that makes them unsuitable for real-time execution. Furthermore, the dynamic reconfiguration and the Oracle configurations do not consider the time taken to obtain the best configuration as it is an unrealistic cost for a real-time system. However, these approaches establish a theoretical peak for single and multi-concurrent execution of the workloads that are assessed in this work.

6.4.2 Performance Evaluation of MTMD

This section is separated into two parts. Section 6.4.2.1 discusses the performance of all scheduling policies that operate with the MTMD execution mode against the best consecutive execution policy, which is Dynamic Reconfiguration. Section 6.4.2.2 compares the MTMD scheduling policies against Oracle, the best concurrent execution policy.

6.4.2.1 Relative Performance versus Best Consecutive

Figure 6.9 shows the performance comparison of the fcfs, gpuprio, cpuex and mtmd-ml policies against DynRec for different data sizes (small, medium, large). The DynRec policy was used as a reference for the baseline performance because it results in the best execution plan for consecutive execution. The highest performance increase for each data size is observed for the mtmd-ml policy at 1.83x (Figure 6.9(a) - Group-3), 1.27x (Figure 6.9(b) - Group-2), and 1.37x (Figure 6.9(c) - Group-3) for small, medium, and large sizes, respectively.

As shown in Figure 6.9, the mtmd-ml policy exhibits the highest performance across all data sizes and all groups of applications. The reason is that this policy leverages the ML-trained model to capture a large space of factors that can influence performance. In addition, there are cases where the consecutive execution on a single device (DynRec - baseline) results in higher performance than the concurrent execution on multiple devices with fcfs, gpuprio, or cpuex. For instance, Figure 6.9 shows that the applications in Group-1 can run significantly faster when they are executed consecutively on the Nvidia GPU rather than being concurrently executed across all available devices. The reason is that each application in Group-1 (i.e., DFT, BlackScholes, and Matrix Multiplication) is compute intensive and performs an order of magnitude faster on the Nvidia GPU than the other devices. Thus, the fcfs, gpuprio, or cpuex concurrent scheduling policies fail to outperform the baseline for these cases. On the contrary,
Figure 6.9: Achieved speedups for each group of applications and size configurations against the baseline Dynamic Reconfiguration (DynRec) for consecutive execution.

Each bar presents the following policies: ML-based MTMD (mtmd-ml), First-Come-First-Served (fcfs), GPU Priority (gpuprio), and CPU Exclusion (cpuex).

*mtmd-ml* can achieve the baseline performance, as it accounts for the single context scenario during the ML model training. The only case that the *mtmd-ml* policy performs lower than the baseline is the medium size for Group-3 (Figure 6.9(b)). In this case, the trained ML model mispredicts and schedules the execution of the most of the compute-intensive task (i.e., NBody) in the small GPU (Intel UHD Graphics 630). Section 6.4.3 discusses the performance and precision analysis of the trained model in more detail.

Additionally, the remaining policies (*gpuprio*, *fcfs* and *cpuex*) show a diverse performance behaviour for the three groups of applications when running on the same data sizes. This indicates that the diversity across the applications that belong in the same group is high, and therefore, some of them can perform better on a GPU, while others can perform better on a CPU. For instance, Group-1 shows that the baseline outperforms all the remaining policies (i.e., *gpuprio*, *fcfs* and *cpuex*). The cause of this performance behaviour is the characteristics of the applications grouped together. These applications
are all compute-intensive and achieve high speedups when they are executed on the discrete GPU.

Group-2 exhibits higher performance than the baseline when the applications in this group are executed exclusively on the same GPUs (cpuex - orange bars), reaching up to 1.13x for medium size (Figure 6.9(b)). On the other hand, the performance of the gpuprio, fcfs and cpuex policies when running Group-3 is at the same range. A 0.08x performance difference is observed between gpuprio and cpuex for small sizes (Figure 6.9(a)), while a 0.17x difference is displayed between fcfs and gpuprio/cpuex for large sizes (Figure 6.9(c)). However, for medium sizes, fcfs achieves the highest performance among the MTMD policies, indicating that the GPUs are not the most suitable devices to execute for this range.

Finally, it is shown that the MTMD concurrent execution in conjunction with the ML-based scheduling policy (mtmd-ml) can increase the performance by up to 83% compared to the consecutive execution (DynRec).

6.4.2.2 Relative Performance versus Best Concurrent

To assess the performance of the MTMD scheduling policies against the maximum performance that can be achieved, the underlying experiments are augmented with an Oracle implementation. Therefore, the mtmd-ml, fcfs, gpuprio and cpuex policies are evaluated against the Oracle policy. Oracle represents the peak performance that can be achieved, as it is derived from the exhaustive exploration of all possible concurrent
execution plans of each group of benchmarks on the available hardware devices. Note that the diversity across the applications, along with the various data sizes, increases the exploration space significantly, and therefore, the decision of the Oracle policy may not be pragmatic for real applications. In fact, the execution of the applications in Group-2 for the large sizes takes 4.5 hours. Nonetheless, Oracle is the highest performing baseline to compare the performance of the MTMD policies in terms of concurrent execution.

The left side of Figure 6.10 presents the comparative evaluation of the MTMD policies against Oracle for small, medium, and large data sizes, while the right side depicts their geometric mean. As Figure 6.10 shows, mtmd-ml is the best performing policy reaching up to 91% of the Oracle’s performance in average, followed by cpuex (39%) and fcfs (36%). The lowest average performance is observed for the gpuprio policy, due to the low performance of GPUs when running for small and medium data sizes.

6.4.3 Analysis of the ML Model used MTMD Scheduling

This section presents an analysis of the performance and successful task-device allocation of the trained MTMD machine learning model. In this work the metrics for performance evaluation are the area under the ROC curve (AUC) and the F1-score. The AUC is calculated as the integral of the ROC concerning the false positive rate over [0, 1], where a high AUC indicates the better prediction of the model.

Figure 6.11 presents the obtained AUC for the three classifiers that are employed by the model, as introduced in Section 6.3.4. In particular, the micro-average ROC that classifies the execution between two different types of devices is 0.94 (Figure 6.11(a)), 0.97 (Figure 6.11(b)) and 0.82 (Figure 6.11(c)) for the first, second and third classifier, respectively. Note\(^1\), the micro-average ROC sums the true positives and false positives over the total target classes. Based on this metric, the second classifier (GPU-CPU) has the best performance, followed by the first (IGPU-CPU) and the third (GPU-IGPU) classifiers. This behaviour is also verified by investigating the confusion matrices in Tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8, which show that the third classifier mispredicted the IGPU over the GPU four out of 31 times. This is the cause of the misprediction that resulted in the low performance of Group-3 when mtmd-ml was used (Figure 6.9(b)), as the model decided to use the Intel Integrated GPU instead of the Nvidia GPU.

\(^1\)https://scikit-learn.org/stable/auto_examples/model_selection/plot_roc.html
Figure 6.11: Offline training process and Online device allocation based on pre-trained model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual IGPU (1)</th>
<th>Actual CPU (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted IGPU (1)</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted CPU (0)</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.6: Confusion Matrix for Classifier One.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual GPU (1)</th>
<th>Actual CPU (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted GPU (1)</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted CPU (0)</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.7: Confusion Matrix for Classifier Two.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Actual GPU (1)</th>
<th>Actual IGPU (0)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Predicted GPU (1)</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predicted IGPU (0)</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.8: Confusion Matrix for Classifier Three.

However, the overall decision is not severely influenced as the outcome on which device to execute takes into account all combinations of the classifiers. Finally, based on
the confusion matrices (Tables 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8), the *F1-score* (i.e., the harmonic mean of precision and recall) was computed for each classifier using the following formula:

In Equation 6.4, TP corresponds to true negative, FP to false positive and FN to false negative outcomes. Therefore, the final *F1-scores* are 0.95, 0.96 and 0.91 for the first, second and third classifier, respectively.

\[
g(x) = \frac{TP}{TP + \frac{1}{2}(FP + FN)}
\]  

(6.4)

Moreover, another aspect of this approach is the inference time for the model. Through the results obtained during evaluation, on average, the inference time is 60ms.

### 6.5 Summary

In this chapter, a novel runtime augmented with an ML model that enables a heterogeneous managed runtime to support multiple-tasks on multiple-devices (MTMD) execution was presented. Compared to the prior work discussed in Section 3.4, this platform differs as to this date is the only system that targets Java applications for multiple-device heterogeneous execution. The complete mechanism uses parallel execution of bytecode interpreters to manage and execute arbitrary tasks across multiple OpenCL-compatible devices dynamically and concurrently. Moreover, to achieve an efficient device-task allocation, a machine learning approach with a multiple-classification architecture of Extra-Trees-Classifiers was employed. To provide the ML architecture with meaningful information, a feature extraction phase was designed in a way to capture them directly from the initial compiler graph.

The capabilities and adaptability of the MTMD mechanism with an intelligent scheduling process have undergone rigorous testing and evaluation. The complete toolchain was evaluated with applications split into three separate groups. Experimental results showcase performance improvements up 83% compared to all tasks running on the single highest performing device, while reaching up to 91% of the oracle performance.

The next chapter summarises the findings and contributions of this work. Also, it presents several future research directions that can extend the current infrastructure and developed concepts.
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Future Research Directions

High demand for increased computational capabilities and power efficiency has resulted in combining a plethora of heterogeneous hardware in modern computing systems. This trend has been followed by the emergence of heterogeneous programming frameworks that make diverse hardware more accessible to developers. To mitigate the steep learning curve of transitioning to heterogeneous resources, developers can nowdays utilise heterogeneous managed runtimes which abstract away the majority of required hardware knowledge. In this direction, this thesis utilises TornadoVM to demonstrate how a series of compiler and runtime optimisation can bridge the performance gap between conventional and heterogeneous virtual machines. As presented in the previous chapters, heterogeneous hardware can be accessible and achieve high performance without exposing the user to architecture-specific particularities.

This closing chapter summarises the contributions of this work in Section 7.1. Finally, Section 7.2 presents several future research directions that can capitalise on the findings of this thesis.

7.1 Summary

The contributions of this thesis can be summarised as follows:

Chapter 2 outlined the key concepts required to comprehend the contents of this thesis. In more detail, it presented information in the context of heterogeneous platforms, managed runtime systems, heterogeneous managed runtimes, and machine learning modelling. Chapter 3 presented and classified the state-of-art research work that is
aligned with the contributions of this thesis. Briefly, it summarised the work in three distinctive research areas: i) the FPGA execution in managed languages, (ii) optimising compilers for GPU code generation with memory hierarchy awareness, and (iii) multi-task scheduling on heterogeneous hardware.

Chapter 4 presented a practical approach that augments managed languages with seamless and efficient FPGA code execution. Moreover, it provided several specific specialisations, and optimisation phases that are transparently added to an existing open-source toolchain to increase the performance of unoptimised FPGA code. To achieve this result, it studied and outlined the engineering challenges and trade-offs when integrating the different toolchains with managed languages. The experimental platform used was the TornadoVM framework augmented with a two-stage compilation process and a set of FPGA-specific specialisation techniques. The proposed toolchain and optimisations were evaluated against a set of Java benchmarks executed on an Intel FPGA showcasing speedups up to $19.8 \times$, $224 \times$, and $3.82 \times$ over multi-threaded, sequential, and GPU-accelerated Java code, respectively. Also, this work provided the foundation that allowed the toolchain to host multiple state-of-the-art HLS compilers, such as Vivado [Cha16] HLS from Xilinx, and therefore target cloud-native solutions, such as the AWS (Amazon Web Services) cloud.

Chapter 5 presented an approach to efficiently exploit the memory hierarchy of GPUs from dynamically compiled languages. This is achieved by extending the capabilities of compiler snippets to express optimisations that improve data locality (e.g., local memory, loop tiling) by introducing the compositional compiler intrinsics. These can be parameterised and reused for different JIT compiler optimisations while having run-time information for the target GPU architecture. This investigative work outlined how a trade-off between compilation times and achieved performance can make it suitable for JIT-compiled languages. The evaluation was held against three GPU architectures, and the results indicate that it can achieve performance speedups of up to $1.58 \times$ and $2.5 \times$ for reduce and matrix operations, respectively. Moreover, when compared with manually written OpenCL code, the performance of the compiler extensions can achieve up to 97% of its performance while using the same set of optimisations. Most importantly, the performance stated above increases at no programmability costs, since they are transparently applied to unmodified user programs at compile-time without exposing parallel programming low-level notions to the user. Although the proposed technique has been researched in the context of TornadoVM, and inherently, the Graal compiler, it can be applied to other JIT compilers that target heterogeneous architectures.
Chapter 6 presented how a Multiple-Tasks on Multiple-Devices (MTMD) mechanism can provide seamless concurrent heterogeneous execution of Java programs. This mechanism was built by extending the virtualisation layer of TornadoVM with several novel components. In addition to a task dependency extraction, the novel components include a scalable and modular system that employs custom parallel bytecode interpreters that can scale for heterogeneous device orchestration. Although the extensions provided a system capable to deploy multiple tasks on multiple devices concurrently, performance was not guaranteed as it relies on efficient task-to-device allocation. Therefore, to ensure near-optimal device allocation, a custom ML-architecture of multiple classifiers was employed. The ML-architecture relies on features directly extracted from the compiler graph of a given input task. The capabilities of the ML-based allocation were showcased against a suite of 12 applications split into three separate groups and scheduled with various concurrent scheduling policies. Finally, the experimental evaluation showed performance improvements of up to 83% compared to the best single device, while reaching up to 91% of the oracle (i.e., the best task-to-device allocation) performance.

7.2 Future Research Directions

The work presented in this thesis can be used as a foundation to investigate several research directions, such as the MTMD execution with multi-backend awareness for languages running through Truffle [GSS+15, WWW+13]. A key aspect to assist further investigation is that the main experimental platform, TornadoVM, is an open-source and an actively maintained heterogeneous programming framework. The following points summarise a number of research directions:

- **Improved FPGA Utilisation:** As highlighted in Chapter 4 for the given set of benchmarks, up to one-third of the given FPGA area is utilised. Experimental investigation proved many directions towards mitigating this issue. Firstly, porting to Java an explicitly FPGA-oriented benchmark suite, such as Spector [GAMK16a] will provide further insights on the possible uses. Besides, the resulted resource utilisation can be improved by enabling FPGA-specific OpenCL features in the compiler, such as channels and pipes offered by Intel HLS [WOL+17]. Channels and pipes can allow the JIT compiler used in this work to combine kernels that sharing dependencies into a single source.

- **Adaptable Memory Tuning:** Chapter 5 provides insights on how one can exploit
the memory hierarchy of GPUs through JIT compilation techniques. However, one existing direction to this work is to adapt on-demand based on the input application needs instead of relying on the schematics of the input application. Therefore, during JIT compilation, decision making can allow the compiler IR graph to be adapted from allocation, thereby targeting the private memory to local or global based on specific sizes available during run-time.

• **Expressing Parallel Patterns with Compositional Intrinsics:** The technique described in detail through Chapter 5 can be leveraged to express various data parallel patterns, while targeting low-level memory optimisations. Candidate patterns can be various versatile groups that can merit from various levels of parallelism. For instance, stencil computations [RYQ11] for which fine-grained memory allocation due to irregular access patterns is a complex process. Besides, other data-parallel patterns, such as scan operations [SHGO11], scatter/gather [HGLS07] operations and parallel sorting algorithms [SJC17].

• **MTMD with Intelligent Multi-Backend Awareness:** The MTMD intelligent scheduling presented in Chapter 6 can be further improved to embed more fine-grained decision making. The ML-architecture can be extended to make decisions among different compiler backends (e.g., PTX [Nvi17], SPIR-V [Gro], x86) to ensure optimal device and architecture allocation for each application. Therefore, the end goal will be for a system capable of seamlessly offload workloads concurrently on multiple devices, while leveraging the optimal programming construct for each architecture. As the device prediction mechanism has its basis on features directly extracted from the Graal IR and runtime information, this process will enable multi-backend scheduling. The dispatching mechanism that isolates the execution in a device level-granularity can provide fine-control for multi-backend scheduling and performance.

• **MTMD with Intelligent Polyglot Awareness:** The aforementioned direction can provide the basis for multi-backend awareness; a complementary direction will provide polyglot support for MTMD. As the underlying experimental platform is based on the GraalVM, this work can be extended to make use of Truffle [GSS+15, WWW+13], an open-source library for building tools and programming languages implementations. Therefore, the goal will be to have a polyglot system with applications written in Java, Rudy, Python, and R will be scheduled for heterogeneous execution through their corresponding IRs.
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